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ABSTRACT

This research focused on describing "The Place of African Renaissance

in the South African Education".

The motivating factor is how African cultures can be restored through

education. The research is intended to explore how the present

education system can direct African education when faced with

challenges that the African Renaissance would usher in. There is need to

grapple with the problem of how the process of educational

transformation as embodied in the current Philosophy of Education can

transmit African values, cultures, norms and beliefs.

The relevant literature reviewed the African Renaissance idea and its

conceptualization. It debated two perspectives surrounding it;

philosophies underlying the African Renaissance; Afrocentricity and the

notion of this ideal; the dichotomy between African Renaissance call and

the present education system. African Renaissance and education were

studied with particularreference toAfrican centered Psychology, African

Philosophy and African centered curriculum.

The qualitative ideographic research method was used in this research.

Data was collected through interviews. Conversational analysis drew full
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transcript and recorded conversations thatwere carried out. Qualitative

research was relevant in that the phenomenon under study was "seen

through the e;es" of the African people, thereby rejecting the

deleterious formulations of theories and concepts in advance. Through

qualitative research, the perceptions, the feelings and the attitude of the

African people about the place of African Renaissance in the South

African education were critically analysed.

The findings of the study significantly revealed that there is a place for

African Renaissance in the South African education. The study further

found that: African Renaissance could reviveself-esteem amongAfricans

and renew African consciousness; African Renaissance was an ideal

worth strMng for; important· education considerations should not

ostracise African cultural backgrounds; the incorporation of African

Renaissance at school level demands broad-minded educators with a

particular character. The study furthermore revealed critical challenges.
facing the South African Education system, the African traditional culture

of Ubuntu hold much promise and should receive significant

consideration in education for the realisation of African Renaissance;

there is an essential need for reconstruction of African consciousness

among African learners; African educators are not better positioned to

facilitate African Renaissance; and there is dire need for the reawakening

of African languages.
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The most significant aspects of the recommendations address the

incorporation of African Renaissance in the South African education.

Both the indigenous African education and Outcomes Based Education

(OBE) Curriculum frameworks are recommended in good stead for

incorporation. The implementation thereof demands unbiasness and

apolitical objectives. There is demand for making the present curriculum

relevant to the needs of the African people in South Africa. African

education needs to be globally competitive, and emancipatory without

losing the notion of African identity.
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CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUmON

The study is intended to discover Vvi1at African Renaissance has in store for the South

African Education System. The fundamental purpose of the study is to describe the

place of African Renaissance in the South African Education System. A qualitative

method is used in the study. The significance thereof is captured well in the following

quotation: .

"By taking problems of education to a philosophical plane, the teacher

sees these problems in amplerperspective. By thinking philosophically he

applies his mind vigorouslyand clearly to issues of importance. As aresult

ofphilosophyhe becomes amore thoughtful persorrand in all probability,

a more stimulating teacher."

(Kneller, ed. 1971:313)

In view of this fact, therefore, the philosophy of education would enable one not to

grapple with African Renaissance at face value. Brubacher (1962:314) contests that the

pragmatist theory does not accept the extemal objective world, but does aim to

manipulate this world to see whatconsequences will be, and that these consequences

become truth. One could, therefore, through this philosophical perspective rationally

draw a broader picture depicting the place ofAfrican Renaissance in education system

worthy of reporting about Moreover, Bovvyer (1970:13) and Brubacher (ibid) concur

in that philosophy is concerned with all aspects of human experiences. Philosophy, in

actual fact, is interested in the real aspects and ideal possibilities of concepts, and their
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worth and their meaning. Therefore, African Renaissance Education is no exception to

such philosophic scrutiny.

Primarily, the researcher aims at describing African Renaissance implications for South

African Education worth of consideration in policy formulation and for the educational

practice in general. Especially, and most importantly, this study is intended to provide an

in-depth resource for South African Education System, in handling and dealing with the

paradigm shift ushered in by the African Renaissance.

This first chapter concems itself with the following aspect5, namely: motivation for the

study; delimitation of the study; the statement of the problem; the aim of the study;

method of investigation; the structure of the thesis. lastly the significance of the study

was discussed.

1.2 MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY

The subject for this research namely, a study African Renaissance in the South African

context is highly motivating and complex. Complex questions like the following arose:

How can African Renaissance be handled in diversity? Does African Renaissance mean

going back to our past traditions and resume traditional teaching methods? Whatvalues,

CUltures, norms, beliefs, could be preserved and how?~ itsuggest recognition and

adherence to the principle of self determination? Was renaissance another mass

movement or another struggle?

The nostalgic feeling of something lost in the Africans and in African education became

the core motivation to pursue the study ofAfrican Renaissance. This melancholic feeling

results from the knowledge and experience the researcher has about the nature of

education provided to African learners in South Africa. Seemingly, something was being

eroded in Africans. African children and adults were faced with multiculturalism. On the

2



other hand, human rights values, non-racist and non-sexist imperatives. Kerzebo (1989)

in AAaloka (2000) states thatsomething has broken down in Africa. Kerzebo (ibid) argues

that Africa ought to leam.to become whole again. Inadvertently, acculturation resulting

in inferiority and low self-esteem, lost identity among African learners were indirectly

propagated. Itwas presumed African Renaissance offered some hope. This was hence

very motivating to pursue such an in-depth study.

However, what is crucial, as Van Niekerk (1999:5) contendS, was the Wffol in which we

re-invent ourselves, not by pointing out what the case was in the past, but by both

critically integrating the advantages of our tradition and avoiding the derailments and.
defamations of our distant and recent past While grappling with reinventing ourselves

in congruence with African Renaissance one desires critically justifiable, perceptive and

generallyvalued knowledgeabout the education phenomenon which manifests itselfas

an educational event in pedagogic situations.

The researcher is interalia motivated by Asante's (1998:104) exposition of Afrocentric

Education whereby through theAfrican eyes, there would be ascramble to recreate the

pastAfrican culture and to go back to some part ofhistoryand recreate and reconstruct

African values. Categorically, according to Asante (1998:104) reconstruction and

recreation entailed separating European influence from African roots. Of central

importance was showing how the very thought processes ofAfricans were dominated

by European culture. Conclusively, the current South Afm:;an education requires this

Afrocentric description and ethos.

It is, therefore, vital that through education, each society ensured the perpetuation and

the renewal of its wffol of life. One agrees with Luthuli's (1982:3) contention that

education was always in the front line in the development of nations for it was only

through education, as manifested by its agencies which include the family, peers, the

school, the church, the state, the mass media, Intemet and many more, that man could
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perpetuate himself and secure stability for his descendants. It is motivating to uncover

how education in its major role in the life of the contemporaryAfrican, especially South

African communities can Slchieve its aim faced with African Renaissance.

The researcher was curious thatAfrican Renaissance came at atimewhen societies were

dramaticallychanging. Amidst the changes as Bo\.VYer(1970:362) stipulated instructional

revolution was taking different forms, inter alia, technological advancement, data

processing, programming techniques; information technology. Therefore, one quite

agrees with Bo\.VYer (1970) in that we find ourselves in dire need of philosophical

direction.

Consciously therefore, according to Maloka (2000:4), was the view thatAfricans should

have courage to consider discarding some of the ineffective and culturally irrelevant

institutions and structures that had been promiscuously copied from the West African

people, therefore, as Dixon and Pretorius in Maloka (2000) put it, were vigorously

challenged to research and design theirown education and~op borrowing educational

designs misfitting their socio-cultural milieu.

In view of this fact one is of the conviction that the results of this research would be

needed essentially for educational consideration for African history, CUlture, norms,

customs, language, religion, and their preservation for future generations.

In conclusion, the researcher was not aware of any similar study about the place of

African Renaissance in the South African Education.

1.2.1 Assumptions

This investigation is based on the following assumptions:

4



••••

••••

••••

••••

...•

There are educational considerations that the South African

Education System ought to embark. on to successfully

embrace and implement African Renaissance.

There are good and important elements of African

Renaissance for the South African Education System.

There is a link between African Renaissance and African

culture.

There are educational problems that the education system

can encounter in African Renaissance implementation.

There are solutions to be considered in the education and

their implementation.

African Renaissance accommodates the concept of

education and culture.

African Renaissance can ensure the revival the Culture of

Teaching or learning in Services (COlTS).

There is need to reconstructAfrican consciousness inAfrican

leamers.

African educators are better positioned to facilitate African

Renaissance in schools.

There is need for the reawakening ofAfrican languages.
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1.2.2 Umitatiolls

The study envisages, interalia, the following limitations:

lack of knowledge or ignorance from respondents about

African Renaissance.

••••

••••

limited literature on African Renaissance.

Few people if none understood .African Renaissance

concepts and intentions.

Respondents would give inadequate response because of

having no idea ofWhat African Renaissance was all about or

not knowing how to relate it to education.

1.3 DRIMITAnON OF THISTUDY

1.3.1 Spatial delimitation

KwaZUlu-Natal province was targetted. The study targetted Empangeni Region

from Which asample was drawn. The areas and their locality was convenient to

the researcher. This was because interviews would be done at very low costs

and with less inconvenience.

1.3.2 Qaalitative delimitation

The targetted respondents were principals ofschools, and experienced people
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in the field of education. Respondents formed the bracket of line management,

responsible for implementation of education policies, legislation and practices.

They were intervie\Ned in order to discover what needs reviving and what the

appropriate place is for African Renaissance in the South African Education.

1.4 THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Background

In introducing the African Renaissance, Deputy President Thabo Mbeki

continues a long history ofAfrica's struggles for its identity, its search for a

sustainable guide to stability, prosperity and peace. At the heart of the

African Renaissance beats the pulse of ubuntu. There have been many

attempts at effecting ubunl4 and concomitantly the Renaissance, in Africa.

••••

••••

••••

Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana attempted the

development of •Consciencisrrf;

Kenneth Kaunda oflambia advocatedwhathecalled

•Humanism;

Mobuto Sese Seko of laire called his vision

•Authenticism;

Daniel Arap Moi of Kenya formulated·Nyawoisrrf;

Mwalimu Julius Nyerere ofTanzania brought forward

•Ujamad', (Ntuli:2003).

Consequently, all these attempts failed for several re:asons but principally

because theywere reduced to some sort of elitism. To effect aclear and

meaningful African Renaissance projectwe must first lay aproper analytical

basis for it
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What is African Renaissance? In response to this question it is agreeable to

Si'f'/ "... it is the rebirth oftheAfrican continentafter centuries ofsubjugation.

It is about the redress of knowledge, of correcting negative images

inculcated into its people; a people made to believe by systematic

Eurocentric education that they had no history (Hegel), or at best they

were noble savages (Rousseau): (Ntuli 2003).

"The widespread interest and intense private and public discussion

generated bythe ideal ofaso called 'African Renaissance', seems to justify

the wisdom of the well known claim that nothing is as powerful as an idea

whose time has come." (Van Niekerk 1991 :1).

Van Niekerk (1999:1) writes these words emphasising the right time at which African

Renaissance has come. It is an ideal we have to battle with its problems for our

education system. The education system has to be value-laden thereby promoting the

values of its communities. Van Niekerk (1999:3) quotes Ramogale (1998) as saying the

building of sound value systems is the "sine qua nod for the African Renaissance.

Ramogale (1998) further asserts that Africa can indeed draw on the host of other

historical achievements of modemitywhich hold the potential of humanizing African life

world. According to him, renaissance is not, never was and cannot be a mass

movement The South African Education stands a better chance, therefore, of playing

a major role in building of sound value systems. The values that once kept people

together in acohesive mannerwere undermined and seeds of instabilitywere sown and

the "ex-colonial" powers were quick to exploit these divisions (Smith, 2000). One

contends, therefore, to reincorporate Africa's past in the present education system.

Essentially, it is imperative to discover how the education system would meet the

challenges and demands ofAfrican Renaissance coupled with a revived Africanness as

the South African Education System is faced with diversity among its communities.

8



Dekker and Van Schalkwyk (1990:6) state, that traditions, customs, practices and norms

had developed in a community over a long period. These could not be ignored when

nevv structures are created byAfrican Renaissance. For example, historywas aforce that

had an impact on both the present and the future. This was also the case in education.

The socio-eultural situation of a country like South Africa gives rise to particular

educational needs. Actually, this situation also placed specific demandson the provision

of education. In the past, Africans in South Africa were exposed to assimilation (an

attempt to enervate the culture of minoritygroup); amalgamation (an attempt to create

a nevv cultural unity for all); and structural pluralism or separatism (an attempt to isolate

sub-communities from each other). The ontic fact is, such attempts led to bitter conflict,

fierce struggles, unfair discrimination; dehumanisation and enstrangement

Actually, these apartheid policies detrimentally impacted on African Education. A case

in point, therefore, and as Dekker and Van Schalkwyk (1990:8) asseverated, the policies

failed to utilize a model based on cultural pluralism. Therefore shared interests and

possibilities were not protected and expanded with equal fervour, in order to promote:

the unity, mutual enrichment, reciprocal insight and respect and harmonious inexistence

of different cultural groups within a single "South African" region.

According to Ntuli (2003) in Tanzania after independence there was a strong concern

to counteract the colonialist assumptions and practices of the dominant, formal means

ofeducation. Nyerere as quoted saw education as enslaving and oriented to "western"

interests and norms. Itwould be argued thatAfrican Renaissance faces this challenge at

the present moment in South African education in particular. Similarly as Ntuli (2003)

quotes Kassim (1995:25) who espoused resemblances obtaining in the South African

education in that:

.:. the education system divorces its participants from the society for

which they are supposed to be trained; and

9



.:. the system breeds the notion that education is synonymous with

formal schooling and people are judged and employed on the

basis of their ability to pass examinations and acquire paper

qualification.

In all probability this is a challenge for African Renaissance in the education system. It

would appear, therefore, that the renewal strategyas espousedbySamoff(1990) in Ntuli

(2003) was downplayed by policies thatwere never fully implemented. The education

reform in the South African setting had also to operate against a background of severe

resource shortage. It is also faced with aworld oforientation to more individualistic and

capitalist understanding of the relations of education to production. Therefore

decolonization remains the fierce challenge for African Ren?issance.

The South African Education System was faced with aproblem ofpresenting education

that is directing. The challenge faced by African Renaissance education is to direct the

nations ofSouth Africa. One was grappling with the view that national education ought

to direct developmentand transformation, because ideallyand in reality as Campbell et

al. (1969:125) stated, public education is adesirableand prudential humanitarian service

and an investment essential to long term strength of a nation faced with the colonial

legacy of underdevelopment (Smith 2000). However, the problem under discussion,

the African Renaissance would not emerge, as Van Niekerk (1999:4) sounded a stem

warning, from pointless activities such as throwing money at people and causes that

achieve no more than perpetuating incompetence, idleness and entitlements.

Accordingly Africans have to identify centres ofexcellence; win and reward the loyalty

and commitment of the achievers, establish agrowing range ofrole models in all sectors

of society, and work from there. How could the African Renaissance Education System

identify, reward, establish effective centres, remained to be seen through other

researches in this field. What were the aims ofeducation that determined the selection,
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the appropriateness, and the sequence ofhuman activities (curricula). Lastly, it remained

to be seen how the highest abstraction to consider the aim of education of its African

people would be successful.

According to Ntuli (2003) with regard to development bejt political, economical or in

education, South Africa was challenged to uphold African Renaissance as it happened

in Kenya after independence, slogans coined like "Harambee" positively directed the

national development At the moment thatstrategy has not been adopted in education.

Only if people can, as Ntuli (2003) says in Kenya people fully identified with Harambee

(a call for selfsufficiency). Harambee became their WffYof life in Kenya. It remains to be

seen ifpeople can identifywith African Renaissance for it to become awffY of life. Itwill

serve as a movement to spur Africans to participate fully in education in particular. On

the other hand, one is of the view that African Renaissance faces the challenge of

focussing on encouraging people to resuscitate African wffY of life like to live and work

in aco-operative basis in organized villages or "ujamaa" (familyhood) thereby extending

traditional values and responsibilities around kinship (Ntuli 2(03).

Ml:Jre pressing would be the situation as obtained during Nyerere's era, where Ntuli

(2003) avers that African Renaissance was callenged with presenting Education for Self

Reliance. The conceptas coined by PresidentNyerere meanteducation had to work for

the common good, foster co-operation and promote equality'. At the time for a

democratic South Africa, the African Renaissance call faces up this challenge. Just like in

Tanzania African Renaissance education according to Ntuli (2003) had to address the

realities of life, inter alia that:

.:. it should be oriented to rural life

.:. teachers and students should engage tog.ether in productive

activities and students should participate in the planning and
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decision making process of organizing these activities

.:. productive ·work should become an integral part of the school

curriculum.

The challenge for education is to provide meaningfulleaming experience through the

integrationofAfrican indigenousculture andwestern education and to produce students

who are self-confident, co-operative and have critical and inquiring minds. Therefore

African Renaissance is faced with a challenge of providing a relevant transformative

education that would direct African communities development

The implementers and educ<3!0rs who would implementAfrican Renaissance face avast

task of directing education. In what WffY and with what skills would they direct

education? Onetherefore, envisages that therewould beneed forproducing educators

and educationists relevant to the kind of education African Renaissance ushers in. The

new leaders were products of Western type of education and some were even

educated abroad (Ntuli 2003). Actually the struggle to reclaim African intellectuals had

to be placed high on the agenda for the African Renaissance. In essence the human

resource for education situation should fully comprehend the whole renaissance

phenomenon. Home (1960:52-3) averred thateducators ought to be able to tell when

theywere directing growth in the right WffY. The question had to be answered how the

human resource would be appropriately and relevantly developed to cope and

advance revival of Africanness.

The researcher was convinced Africans could not deny their past Arry formula for

government to bring about African Renaissance could not work without consideration

of the past As has been mentioned above, African Renaissance has historical

precedents and achievements on which to draw (Van Niekerk, 1999:5). Denying the

past was national suicide. /v\ann in Scribner (1977) categorically warned that it is either
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we change as a country or we perish. Humanists reconstructed the past in order to

better understand themselves and their own time (Britannica, vol. 18, 26-9). With

reference to African EduGation Luthuli (1981:15) contended that it was necessary: First,

to examine the phenomenon of change with reference to the aim of education.

Secondly, to work towards a more clearly established and articulated philosophy of

education for African people. According to him education was a live necessity for

Africans. One identified with this idea. Moreover, Africans like other humans were

entirely dependent upon their education endeavour. The question still stands and as

Luthuli (ibid) warned, that any education system which did not satisfy the needs and

aspirations of the people, at a particular time, in accordance with their cultural

situatedness, becomes useless. How the South African education system could help

Africans look in themselves as Africans in the right African Eye. What makes them distinct

as Africans, to value what they are, to value their uniqueness, to value their own African

Philosophy, to look into their education in the African Eye, in the right mind, without

prejudice, or any Eurocentric influence.

Itwas ofgreatconcern, in the midstofchanging society for an African child tovaluewhat

he is, honourand acknowledge theirAfrican culture, norms and religion. Moreover one

looked forward at how the transforming education system embodied in the current

Philosophy of Education could transmit these African values, increase the level of sense

of duty, enhance patriotism, enhance nationalism and the obligation to national duty.

Therefore, this study aims to describe the place African Renaissance could occupy in the

South African Education. In this light the study sought to discover what African

Renaissance hold in store for African Education. Of great importance, was a provision

of a resource for the national education in order to better deal with African Education

whilst upholding the principle of delivering a unified system of education for the vastly

diverse South African society.
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1.4.1 The formalation of the problem

The grand tour question was:

"What is the place for African Renaissance in the South African

Education?"

The description of the place of African Renaissance sought to help understand

what relevant considerations ought be generally made in policy formulation

curriculum design and education practice in general in regard to African

Education.

The sub-auestions to help discover the place of African Renaissance were:

••••

••••

••••

••••

What should South African Education System consider

important, in order to succeed under African Renaissance

period?

What challenges are faced by the Education System for

African Renaissance to be realised?

What could be the solutions to such challenges?

Are African Educators in a better position to help facilitate

African Renaissance in African Schools?

Appropriate methodologywould be selected and applied in order to concretize and

conceptualize this study ofaplace forAfrican Renaissance in the SouthAfrican Education

system. The following section discusses the methodology used in the study. A broader
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and more detailed discussion is tabled in Chapter Four of this study.

1.5 METHODOLOGY.

The researcher employed a qualitative research method. Fundamentally, the approach

sought to describe and anatyse the location of African Renaissance from the point of

view of the African people.

1.5.1 Sampling

Purposeful sampling was used. Homogenous and information-rich interviewees

were selected.

1.5.2 Sources of information

The primary sources were literature, and people.

1.5.2.1 Uteraturc

Relevant literature were studied with the emphasis on Renaissance and African

Renaissance. Literature reviewed was from these three categories, namely:

literature (use of library, journals, magazines and newspapers); documents (policy

documents, educational regulations, educational laws, South African laws)j

instructional material (books, media). All sources of reference were accordingly

acknowledged. The study of literature provided the research with background

knowledge so as to describe necessary considerationsj identify the problemsj

resemblances expected to describe the significant place of African Renaissance

in the South African Education System. Gay (1992:36) states that the major

purpose for reviewing literature is to determine what had already been

discovered, recorded and what is relevant especially for this study of African

Renaissance and Education.
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1.5.2.2 People

These were people interviewed. Respondents were selected among school

principals and experienced people in the field of education.

1.5.3 Instruments

Orlich (1978:3) defines them as efficient means by which to gather data. The

researcher himself was the core instrument together with interviewees. The

interview schedule (semi-structured interview) directed conversation between

the researcher and the respondents.

1.5.4 Data collection and recording

Data was collected _~rough the semi-structured interview, comprising open

ended items, which directed the conversation between the researcher and each

interviewee. On the otherhand, theoryand concept reviewwas done in tandem

with data collection. Data from interviews was tape recorded. Transcripts of

interviews were tabled in Chapter Four.

1.5.5 Data interpretation

Data interpretation was ideographic, in terms of particulars in each case (Isaac &

Michael, 1995:220). The interpretation of ideograms was tabled in Chapter Five

of this research.

1.6 tHE STRUCTURE OF THESIS

This section sketches the plan of study followed in this thesis comprising six chapters.

The FirstChapter served as ageneral introduction of the whole thesis. Itserved to direct

the study into whatwill be doneand how. The chapterdealtwith the following aspects,

namely: motivation for this study; assumptions and limitations; delimitation of the study;
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the statement of the problemj the formulation of the problemj method of investigationj

the structure of the thesis. Lastly it considered the significance of the thesis.

Chapter Two reviews literature on: African Renaissance and conceptualization thereof.

Debates on African Renaissancej Perspectives surrounding the African Renaissancej

Afrocentricity and the African Renaissance Ideaj Afrocentric Education versus Colonial

Education. Lastly, the dichotomies between African Renaissance and the present

education system was discussed.

In ChapterThree focus was on African Renaissance and Education. Theories investigated

wereAfrican Centered Psychology, African Philosophyj African Centered Curriculum and

the impact these make on alJ African Centered Education.

Chapter Four discussed in detail research methodology, as applicable in this thesis. The

qualitative research method was discussed in terms of its "characteristics, rationale for

undertaking it; as an ideographic methodj samplingj data collectionj advantages and

disadvantages of interviews, the role of the researcherj ethical considerations. Lastly this

chapter tabled ideograms.

Chapter FIVe tabled interpretation of data.

Chapter Six, which concludes the thesis, concemed itselfwith the summary of findings,

recommendations, implications of this research and the need for further research.

1.7 THE SIGNlnCANCE OF THE STUDY

The researcher felt his contributions would beofgreatvalue for South African Education

System. The study aims to apply the qualitative approach to education as Brubacher

(1962:11) contended. The study sought to be practical in order to succeed in raising
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problems of value. According to Brubacher (ibid) there was a special province of

philosophy and that "Philosophy must limit itself to general principles of practice."

Secondly, this study intended providing theory to explain the nature ofgood education

for Africans in general. lastly, the researcher aimed at providing a better understanding

of educational issues worthy of consideration in African Renaissance era.

It was significan~ therefore, to have reflections on philosophical perspectives. King

(1962:282) suggested thatphilosophical evaluationscan rescue researchers, from making

routine and preceden~ from purposeless dilettantism, from totalitarian subservience or

from self contradiction.

The researcher believed philosophy, as an instrument of studying African Renaissance,

would enable one to stand back and see what one was involved in, not just in terms of

hereand now, butbymore universallyacceptable criteria. Onewas intrigued bywar)ting

to know the significance ofAfrican Renaissance. Onehad to think fundamentally, in order

to probe the nature of African (entered Education with a view to purifying and freeing

it from the possibility of philosophical influence by any particular education. In the final

analysis the study should draw implications for the pedagogic situations where the

educator and the educand are situated. I term the situation as a delivery stage of

education. The philosophic quest for truth, in this instance, - a focal point of this thesis

- "The Place of African Renaissance" as Bowyer (1970:11) stated. The quest did not

allow one to be passive or to accept blindly any event or experience like African

Renaissance as it impacted on our education system.

Vos (1986:57-8) justified this significance. According to him the modem education

began with renaissance. Renaissance laid the foundation of a new kind of education.

Therefore it was of great importance to study Renaissance, African Renaissance and to

uncover how it impacted on the South African Education. The results that would be

obtained would definitely add practical value in terms of managing implementation of
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African Renaissance through public education. lastly, the researcher believed the results

of this research would be of great value not only to the Education System, but also to

other partners in education. By and large the study would hopefully become resource

for further study in South Africa. Hence this would, hopefully, add another dimension to

the present body of knowledge.

The findings and recommendations would thus assist in making necessary amendments,

restructuring and consideration for improving the image and status ofAfrican Education

in South Africa.

1.8 CONCLUSION

This initial chapter has dealt with specific aspects regarding the motivation to the study;

assumptions and limitations; delimitation of the study; the statementof the problem; the

formulation of the problem; method of investigation; and the structure of the thesis.

lastly it has presented the significance of the thesis for South African Education System.

The main purpose of this first chapterwas to laygeneral introduction for the subsequent

chapters.
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CHAPTER1WO

THE THEORnlCAL REVIEW OF AFRICAN RENAISSANCE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

African Renaissance needs the education system to affirm it in its practices and policies.

One considers the statement "I am an African" by Mbeki (1997) as pivotal driving vision

ofAfrican Renaissance. This statement summons up consciousness among Africans with

the resolve to reinvent their being, their situatedness and also the resolve not to lose sight

of who they are within the experiences they are surrounded with. Further on, Mbeki

(2001) asserts that:

"We speak about the need for the African Renaissance in part so that we

ourselves, and not another, determine who we are, what we stand for,

what our vision and hope are; how we do things, what programs we

adopt to make our lives worth living, who we relate to and how" (Mbeki,

2001).

Evidently, Africans have a duty in true African spirit to define themselves; define their

CUrricula-theoryand practice. Asante (2001) concurswith Mbeki (2001) in thatAfricans

in defining themselves they should cross-examine themselves:

•••• How do they see themselves and how have others seen them?

What can they do to regain their own accou~tabilityand to move

beyond the intellectual and cultural plantation that constraints

African economic, political and scientific development?

What allied educational theories and methods may be used to
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rescue those African ideas and ideals that are marginalised by

Europe and thus in the African's mind as well? (Asante, 2001).

Relevantly, this demands that Africans look into themselves for solutions to personal as

well as national problems. Asante's questions above lend asense ofnational maturity in

Africans as people and cause them to create and determine their own destiny (Koka,

1995:15).

The African thought is crucial to this study. It is important in all our philosophical thinking

about education for Africans in South Africa. Therefore, the centeredness of African

thinking as Asante in Koka (1995) states, will help ascertain whether African Renaissance

has a place or not in our education system. The researcher has to uncover whether

education is at the centrestage ofAfrican Renaissance and hence making itvery essential,

or whether it is relevant and liberating to Africans. All stakeholders and in particular

educationists, in pursuance of liberating education, need to:

"... grapple as aliberated people and communityofscholars notonlywith.
the achievements, but also and in particular with the failures ofour far and

recent past, analysing their causes, probing their apparent recurrence,

exposing their (inter-) relations and seeking the conditions for avoiding

them in future. Only thus, that is, by arigorous grappling with the past, not

in order to wallow in i~ but to transform ourselves and our situation, in the

light of it,. shall we as an intellectual community ultimatelyserve ourpeople

and hopefully facilitate the emergence of a renaissance" (Van Niekerk,

1999:5).

In essence, this chapter on the review of literature questions the developmentofAfrican

Renaissance and how it would impact on education; the Afrocentric methodology and

how it impacts on African Renaissance. Furthermore, it foruses on some educational
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theories, and their relevance to Afrocentric Education. lastly it interrogates the

dichotomy between African Renaissance and the present education system.

2.2 SOME BACKGROUND ON AFRICAN RENAISSANCE IDEOLOGY

African Renaissance forms the primary variable in this study. This merits discussion so as

to uncover its significance for our education. This section will essential~ look into the

originality, debate on and critique that is levelled against African Renaissance.

.
The concept of African Renaissance is not new. Dalamba (2000) buttresses up that

President Kwame Krumah of Ghana propounded Africanism and preached the idea of

a United States of Africa. Dalamba (ibid) further asserts that the former South African

President Nelson .MandeJa was to set the initiative and implement it

The chief exponent, President Mbeki (2001), advocates that it is a critical matter that

Africans have aduty to define themselves according~, as mentioned in the introduction

of this chapter, because among other things, Africans have inherited a common legacy

that destroyed communities almost to apartofextinction byvirtual~Wiping out: CUlture,

traditions and languages; second~ the past ideological programme forced people to

renounce their culture; language; beliefs aswell as identity. lfijeh and Oni-Qlusola (2001)

point out that Mbeki is presenW taking this African Re[laissance Initiative beyond

conceptualization to actualization. Undoubte~, the South African President is focussed

on pushing into practical reality, the concept of the African Renaissance.

According to Mbeki (2001) the African Renaissance Initiative (AA) seeks to inform

Africans that by freedom and independence, they must know it meant development,

genuine empowerment, self-reliance or a qualitative~ better life for all. RrstIy, Africans

should not be oveMhefmed and be marginalised by the aclvances in information and

communication technologies. The programme is aimed at ensuring that Africans master
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this technology and: increase their knowledge and skills; improve their productive

capacity; increase their access to goods and services; and to be at the cutting edge of

advances in human development

Secondly, Mbeki (2001) avers that the challenge faced is to avoid being overwhelmed

by the powerful cultural imperialism that seeks to penetrate African societies through

films, television, the intemet and other mass media. Precisely, as a response to this

challenge there is need to cultivate African value systems through: the production and

sharing of literature, films; the production of creative art; and the outcomes of sport that

portrayAfricans correctlyand differentlyfrom thedominantcultures conveyed bytoday's

mass media (Mbeki, 2001).

Jospin (2001), the French Prime Minister concurs with the above discussion in that it is

vital to preserve cultural diversity. Jospin remarked that SouthAfrica should observehow

the youth embrace the.standards of international culture and thereby understand the

long-term risk of dilution of its historical and cultural identity. He warns that African

cultural heritage is threatened by a new form of colonization. Therefore, it is vital to

preserve this heritage, enrich it, and pass it on to future generations.

It is, therefore, for this reason that the African continent, as lfijeh and Oni-Qlusola (2001)

put it, must restore her pride, values and culture. She must harness her vast resources

and skills towards the socio-economic growth of the continent A major hurdle is the

colonial mentality that has tied African countries to the apron string of Europe. Further

on, Africans continue to look up to their colonial masters in virtually all spheres of life 

culture, ideology, political systems, business and trade. It is alleged the fallout of this is

a tendency to see as inferior anything that is African.

lfijeh and Oni-Qlusola (2001) promote this initiative in that African Renaissance Initiative

should have an African vision:
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"Thevision should see theagsressive promotionofpride in African cultures

and values. In this era of globalization the establishment of the African

essence is ofutmostjmportance. Africa must carve aniche for itself. The

benefitofAfrica as avvholewill be the re-engineering ofanewand vibrant

people who are proud of their heritage and capabilities" (All Africa,

2001:12).

Consequently, the approval of. the concept of African Renaissance led to the

establishment of the programme called 'A NewAfrica Initiative (2oo1)j later called' The

MillenniumPartnership forAfricanRecoveryProgram (MI'J» and presentlyknown as ' The

NewPartnership forAfrica's Development (NEPAD). The initiative is basically aimed at

achieving sustainable development in the 21 st century. According to the African

Renaissance Initiative Report of 2001, the initiative is designed to serve as a vehicle for

Africa's thinkers, researchers and developmentworkers in all walks of life, across barriers

of language, religion and geographical borders, vvho are motivated by the quest for

Africa's survival, recovery and sustainable development Secondly, it is reported that the.
rationale behind the initiative is that most govemments are unable to honour their

development pledges as revenues fall far short of expenditure. Among other things

education begins to deteriorate. It is for this particular reason thatamong various initiative

programmes, it will undertake problem-soMng research in the Human Resource

Development through basic secondary, tertiary education and skills development (be it

technical or management) and continuous education (meant for those who drop-outof

formal system). Thirdly, it is reported that the initiative wholly owned and run byAfricans

and is not a political movement Lastly, its main objective was to marshal and deploy

systematically, a critical mass of able and pragmatic people dedicated to the survival,

recovery and the renaissance ofAfrica.

FIVe educational objectives ofAfrica's Initiative were identined. These are:
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••••

••••

••••

to work with donors and multilateral institutionsj

to ensure that the Intemational goal (lOG) of achieving universal

primary education by 2015 is realisedj

to work for improvements in curriculum development, quality

improvements and access to information and communication

technology (IG)j

to expand access to secondary education and improve its

relevance to the world of workj and

to promote networksofspecialized research and highereducation

institutions (African Renaissance Initiative Report, 2001 :9-13).

The second and the third objectives are areas of great interest upon which this study is

aimed atmaking findings and recommendations on the education for theAfrican people

in South Africa. It is evident, based on these objectives, that African Renaissance

demands aplace in oureducation. Admittedly, there is always place for renewal, rebirth,

reinvigorating primary and secondary African education in as far as policy and curricula

design are concemed.

One is of the conviction that it is only through quality, and liberating education, in the true

sense of the word, thatARI can resolve the age-old problems as enumerated in the ARI

Report of 2001 j that ofpoverty and deprivationj technological backwardnessj financial

and economic dependenCYj macro-economic management for global economic

competitivenessj enterprise development vis-a-vis constraints faced by local private

sector enterprises, and the plight ofyouth, women and graving unemployment

It is, therefore, beyond doubt, as Dalamba (2000) approves, that Mbeki's liberating

consciousness has been reawakened and the African Renaissance provides "a mantle"

from which he and his govemmentcan seek to address and challenge critical issues such

as racism, white privilege, biassed political practices, poverty, unemployment, HIV/A1DS
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escalation, ethnic conflict. xenophobia, and socio-economic instability, as detrimental

and impacting on the education for Africans.

2.3 CONCEPTUALISAnON OF THE AFRICAN RENAISSANCE

2.3.1 European Renaissance

It is very vital in this study to first look at the European Renaissance's origin, its

relevant features to African Renaissance and to considerwhat significance this has

for African Renaissance education.

Leon Battista A1berti (1404-72) in Britannica (1991:1021) expressed the ideal

embodied the basic tenants of Renaissance Humanism, considered man the

centre of the universe, limitless in his capacities for development and led to the

notion that men should try to embrace all knowledge and develop their own

capacities as fully as possible. The gifted men of the Renaissance, according to

A1berti, sought to develop skills in all areas of knowledge, such as in physical

development, in social accomplishment and in arts. A1berti (ibid.) expressed the

notion that "a man can do all things if he will: Evidently, Leonardo da Vinci

(1452-1519) in Britannica (1991:1021), brilliantly exemplified the ideal

Renaissance man whose gifts were manifest in the field of arts, science, music,.
invention and writing.

Moreover, Green (1975:33) views renaissance as the movement that had

precipitated a new moral attitude and virtually a new and more distinctively

secularly view of life. According to Green (ibid.) renaissance encouraged the

active rather than the contemplative existence. The impression is created that

renaissance did create a new consciousness of human existence. Green

(1975:29) avers that renaissance implies rebirth and renewals. Actually, this,
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therefore, suggests that renaissance meant much more - a new venture in living

which helped to shape the modem world.

One assumes the origin of renaissance significantly enthused the chief exponents

of African Renaissance, for relooking and in renewal of Africanism and how

Africans can help develop their capacities; moral attitude; skills of all knowledge.

2.3.1.1 Significant futares of Rnaissancc

The significant features of the European Renaissance among others were

that it:

.:. took human nature in all its various manifestations and

achievements as its subject

.:. stressed the unity and compatibility of the truth found in the

philosophical and theological schools and systems - a

doctrine known as syncretism.

•:. emphasised the dignity of man; looked at the struggle of

creation and the attempt to exert mastery over nature.

•:. looked at the rebirth of a lost human spirit and wisdom - in

striving to recover it Humanism assisted in the consolidation

of a new spirit and intellectual outlook and in the

development of a new body of knowledge.

•) was in art that the spirit of renaissance achieved its sharpest

formulation. Art came as a branch ofknowledge, valuable

in its own rightand capable ofproviding man with images of

God and his creations as well as insights into man's position

in the universe. The dignityof man found expression in the

art (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1991:1020).
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2.3.1.2

2.3.1.3

By implication these features are of significance for African Renaissance

education. This is education capable of reviving dignity in Africans;

restoring a losthuman spirit and wisdom; reviving appreciation for art; and

restoring love of human nature and love of the self.

The aims of Renaissance Humanism

Renaissance was to help men to break free from mental structures imposed

by religious orthodoxy; to inspire free inquiry; to inspire free criticism; and

to inspire a new confidence in the possibilities of human thought and

creation (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1991:1020).

One question remains about African Renaissance. Does it lead to such

inspiration? One is ofthe conviction that therearecommonalities between

the European Renaissance andAfrican Renaissance thatwarrant unpacking,

in order to discover African Renaissance's significance and place in the

education for Africans in South Africa.

Educational significance of Renaissance

The history of renaissance reveals significant features for our education.

Green (1975:54) attests to the fact that the modem world is largely the

creation of the renaissance scholar and the shrewd capitalist. Vos

(1986:57) corroborates with Green (1975), but went on to maintain that

modem education which is broader and amore liberal education, began

with the renaissance. Vos (1986) further asserts that renaissance

significantly:
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••••

••••

laid foundation for anew kind of education, namely secular

education, amore secular orientation to adirectpreparation

for a happy life on earth. Many sided physical, intellectual

and moral training. Eventually, it led to the development of

the whole man.

brought changes in the curriculum; new methods were

introduced; new textbooks succeeded one another

repeatedly; oral discussionwas replac~d bywritten themes;

brought the idea of education - an organic growing process

(dynamic); reinvented education into a fairly gentle and

humane discipline.

advocated the human right to education, even achild of the

people has a right to education (Yos, 1986:57-58).

Lastly, Green (1975:54) maintains that renaissance helped

create the philosophyofpower-politicswhichgoverned the

formation of nation states.

2.3.1.4

From the above discussion, widely accepted approaches are realized.

Renaissance regarded man as the starting point of things. In that regard

originated a child-centred approach; individual approach and the holistic

approaches that are being promoted byCurriculum 2005 from the earliest

form of education renewal.

Lessons drawn from the European Renaissance

The lessons were drawn from the workofVan Niekerk (1999). FIVe lessons
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were explored from the European Renaissanc;e which is referred to as the

period of cultural revitalization and intellectual achievement, in relation to

African Renaissance.

Van Niekerk (1999:3) argues that the European Renaissance took at least

150 years. TIme is a challenge for African Renaissance. The problems are

too severe to allow ourselves the lUXUry of that kind of time frame.

However, Africa can indeed draw on the host of their historical

achievementofmodemitywhich hold the potential of humanizing this part

of the world. The author cited examples of achievement as experienced

in Africa in advanced agriculture techniques, medical services and

information age.

However, Van Niekerk (1999:4)warns that theAfrican Renaissancewill not

emerge from throwing moneyatpeople and causes that achieve no more

than perpetuatingincompetence, idleness and entitlements. According to

him there is need to identify centres of excellence, win and reward the

loyaltyand commitmentof the achievers, establish agrowing range of role

models in all sectors of society, and work from there.

The second lesson, drawn by Van Niekerk (1999:5), is that the African

Renaissance too has historical precedents and achievements on which to

draw. The success of the European Renaissance also depended on much

more than the mere discovery of earlier achievements. One concurs with.
Van Niekerk in thatwhat is more important is the way in which we reinvent

ourselves, not by pointing out what the case was in the past, but by both

critically integrating the advantage of African tradition and avoiding the

derailments and defamation ofAfrican distantand recent past According

"to him it is imperative to discover hidden and often unknown aspects of
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our past - but then not only a very distant past, but also the more recent

past It is further asserted that the liberation of the future necessarily

depends an a rediscovery of the past There is, therefore, a great

possibility that the African Renaissance will succeed to the extent to which

itenables SouthAfricans to rediscover, reinterpretand reapply those parts

of history with which they can truly identiiY.

The third lesson is that of humanistic thrust Van Niekerk (1999:6) asserts

thatwhat made the European Renaissance both formidable and successful

in the sense ofhaving lasting impact, was its humanistic thrust Van Niekerk

(1999:6) sees little hope for the idea of an African Renaissance if the

dignityofman is notever and anew established in our midstas •afresh and
~ ,

invigorating belief: Significantly, the South African problems have risen

from deformed human relations and the disrespect for the dignity and

value of fellow human beings. Examples of gross inhumanity worthy of

highlighting are those of endless massacres, cMI wars, corruption, the

obscene orgy of crime and disrespect for law. Van Niekerk (1999:7)

furthermore contends that the discovery of the fundamental dignity of

human kind should be accompanied byaclose and intensive study of man

and woman kind in sculpture, paintings, architecture, philosophy.and

literature. Genuinely, this in retum help one understands and evaluates

one's place in the world. From the third lesson African Renaissance need

be characterised by this discoveryof the fundamental dignityof theAfrican

people.

Van Niekerk (1999:8) espoused that the African Renaissance has very little

chance of success, if it is propagated merely in the name of a deserved

scientific and technological revolution ofourcontinent -Africa. It is alleged

thatas much aswe need scientific and technological competence we also
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need:

Communicative Competence. This will enable Africans to

communicate, to search for consensus about the value of

people and their co-existence, about the kind of life that is

worth living and the nature and content of the symbolic

forms which best express those values.

•••• The Humanities, not as altematives, but as a humanizing and

value-laden directive for the practice ofscience, technology

and bureaucracy in order to: provide development of an

aesthetic conscience; contribute to the maintenance of a

religious consciousness as a counter-force to the

profanisation and secularisation oftheworld, where science

and technology invade all strata ofour thinking, attitude and

values; and to provide the premise of the restoration and

renewed cultivation ofamoral consciousness in the midstof

the ethical disorientation and relativisation (Van Niekerk,

1999:8).

It is obseNed that the ideology espoused in South African education

policy making, by implication, creates that natural science and technology

were more important than any other field of study. Relatively, to combat

this, Van Niekerk (ibid.) maintains, this needs to be accompanied by

rigorous and well-supported programs of study and research in the

humanities at secondary schools as well as in institutions ofhigher leaming.

This is in order to compliment and amplify the amount of knowledge and

skills with the values of humanity and morality. In essence this is a great

lesson for African Renaissance in that Africans should fully engage, •plena
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jure! in these programs in order to ensure thattheir values ofhumanitl and

moralitl are taken into cognisance.

The fifth and the last lesson is about the need for a free flow as well as

conflict of ideas and discussions. Van Niekerk (1999:8) avers that South

Africa's intellectual life is in danger of becoming awhirlpool of repetitious

thinking, driven by ideological allegiance more than clear reasoning. It is

beyond doubt that nothing is more dangerous to renaissance than astate

consensus from which all differing viewpoints are ostracized with easy

judgementsuch as counter-revolutionary, unpatriotic, and racist Crucially

and more importantly, mistakes of the past, ought not be repeated. Van

Niekerk (1999) further alleges that one ofAfrica's greatest challenges is to

come to grips with the conflict, that is, to translate differences between

people into a clash of ideas, rather than a clash of armed forces. This

should take place amidst African situations marred by so much suspicion,

bad faith and scepticism about people's true motives and agendas.

Clearly the lessons drawn, for South African education in particular,

advocates aclear policy that iswell-formulated, well-timed and relevant to

the dictates of African Renaissance time. Moreover, lessons present the

source for a variett' of approaches for education; aimed at developing

intellectual, physical and social skills; rebuilding the moral attitude that takes

into consideration communication and humanities as important and

relevant for well developed scientific and technological attitude among

Africans.

2.3.2 Debate on the African Renaissance

African'Renaissance has been received by African educationists with different
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perceptions. The different vie:vvpoints raised numerous, debatable, and crucial

matters of great importance in particular for an African. The debate brought up

for consideration. issues of: a unique opportunity for Africans to define

themselves; the importance of culture and history; African language; arena of

interaction; aweapon of reconciliation; sound value system; a need to address

racism and superiority; a need to deal with Eurocentric cUrriculum; and to work

on pluralism. This section, therefore, highlights critical issues thatcame upfrom the

South African debate on the concept of African Renaissance. One is of the

conviction that issues raised have direct impact on our education system. It is,

therefore, of critical importance to briefly highlight these issues.

Mokgoba in Mutume (1998) acclaims the African Renaissance is a unique

opportunity for us Africans, to define ourselves and our agenda according to our

realities. It is aboutAfricans being agents of their own destiny. Mokgoba, amidst

the doubts and scorns, is adamant thatsimple logic dictates that onlyAfricans can

understand, declare, initiate, implement, commit themselves and lead an African

Renaissance. Maloka (1998:10) concurs with Mokgoba in that the African

Renaissance is a liberating ideology which calls for a paradigm shift and a

conceptual redefinition of Africa as a continent and Africans as a people, how

Africa and Africans see themselves and the world. Maloka (1998) went on to say

this calls for introspection among academics, as Africa's intellectual workers and

the role played by institutions ofhigh leaming in the generating and dissemination

of knowledge.

The importance of culture and history is debated. Maloka (1998:10) argues that

intellectual and political dimensions of African Renaissance are meaningless

without culture and history. These aspects allow historicization of the present

situation of dependency and poverty. At the same time they affirm Africans'

humanityas apeople and their continent In congruence to the above argument,
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Seku (1999), in AR Online Magagine, contends that since history is what it is, and

as Cebral is quoted - while one cannot break the chains ofhistory, one can break

social chains, Africans cannotsimply evolve ahigher form of consciousness now.

Seku (ibid.) alleges that Africans need a transitional phase as they develop and

grow out of the morass of filth of capitalism.

Reawakening needs African languages. Shai (1999:12) quotes Maphalala who

said:

"The reawakening of the African mind can only happen when

African intellectuals talk to the masses in their ownhome languages:

Shai (1999) contends that although the South African Constitution Act of 1996

Chapter 1, Section 6(1) declares that all languages are officially equal, in reality this

is not the case. It is argued that the languages of the majority of people are still

marginalised. For example, institutions of higher leaming offer African languages

through the medium of English. This trend, arguably, underminesAfrican aesthetic

and cultural heritage which will never thrive unless African languages are freed

from absolutemanipulation and control. Mabelebeleand Sibiya (2000:8) reiterate.
Shai's argument in that African languages are in danger of disappearing from

academic curricula unless appropriate action is taken. It is, therefore, alleged that

the clarion call of an African Renaissance, must be used as a platform to locate

African languages within the ambit of the discourse of the development ofAfrica

and South Africa in particular.

African Renaissance creates an arena of interaction. Boloka (1999) argues that the

definition of African Renaissance cannot be bottled up in traditions and

boundaries, but have to be understood as an interactive process as advocated

by Mbeki in that people must be their own liberators. It is argued that this call is
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forAfrican intellectuals to come out oftheir shado'vllS and engage in serious issues

in the society. According to Boloka (ibid) a suitable space based on inciusivity

is required - both as a public sphere and as an arena of interaction for rene'Ned

visions and goals in order to reach a common consensus.

.
Joseph (1997) points out that the idea of African Renaissance brings out that

weapon of reconciliation. He reasons out that reconciliation as the capacity for

forgiveness and commitment has provided stories ofhopeand healing that future

generations will labour long and hard to understand and explain. It is alleged that

reconciliation forms the base for moral values, relationships, communication basic

to educational institutions.

The building ofsoundvalue system is the sinequanonfor theAfrican Renaissance.

Ramogale in Van Niekerk (1999:2) points out that the failure ofAfrican countries

to createsuccessful economic andpotential stability is evidencethatcurrentvalue

systems are flawed. Africa's economic failure has a lot to do with an insufficient

work ethic, and as illustrated by industrial action ar~ the political influences of

trade unions. Van Niekerk (1999:1) is adamant that there is no hope for Africa as

long as people believe that work is not all importantand that success is not bom

from entitlements.

Racism need notbe overlooked. Browne(1999), inAROnline tv'iIgazine, debates

thatwe need notoverlook dynamics ofracism, in his discussion of the false theory

of superiority and the institutionalizlng of the false concept of racism. In addition

to tha~ Dalamba (2000) quotes Naidoo who states that in addressing issues of

educational transformation, the reconstituted provincial education departments

have done little as yet to prepare educators, school administrators and other

stakeholders to tackle the complex dynamics involved in the racial integration of

schools: Dalamba (2ooo)highlights that the government and educational
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institutions are not sufficiently confronting the root of the problem when:

racism is so deeply entrenched in the leaming and teaching

experience;

African academics say universities were spaces often culturally

marginalised and oppressed Black people;

black intellectuals were often subjected to isolated and hostile

social environments, lack of support conceming resource and

publishing initiative; and when

black academics were regarded as "token" of Affirmative Action

policies while real integration remained adistant illusion.

It is also evident that Africans in positions or in govemment do practise and

promote racism and racist policies; by applying racist policies formulated by

previous govemmen~ to fellow Africans. Dalamba (2000) cites the following.
examples ofpromoted racism: In the appointmentofeducators, it is stressed that

they apply for employment in their relevant communities; African languages are

taught in English at university by Black lecturers; African languages are taught by

white educators in the "so-called" white schools and/or multiracial schools.

According to Dalamba (2000) the Eurocentric curriculum has yet to meet the

needs of a diverse and growing multicultural and multilingual student body. It is

alleged that transformation remainsafigmentofone's imagination as manyAfricans

continue to face marginalization at the mere mention of the word racism,

transformation or concepts like the African Renaissance. Arguably, issues of

language; white privilege; unaffordable school fees; the inferiority of Bantu

Education; and inherent complexes it created; assimilationist attitudes and the

much espoused loweringofacademic standards aresome ofthe issues thatserve

to fuel these often hostile leaming environments.
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The renaissance should subscribe to educational theories. Kneller (1971:231)

contends that African Renaissance will have to subscribe to the principles of

contemporary edl,lcation theories. Consequently, it has to address the question

of accommodating Afrocentric Education by the principles of contemporal

educational theories.

Africa should provide her 0'Ml solutions to her problems - "African solutions to

Africa's problems". Egan (1999:20) in support of Mbeki's solution that Africa

should solve its 0'Ml problems, points out that the solutions can be arrived at by

acombination ofradical modemisation particularly through high technology; liberal

democracy; market economics and the reclamation of African heritage and

culture. Similarly so, Afrocentric Education need be sought to actually address
-Africa's educational problems.

African Renaissance has boundless possibilities. Dalamba (2000) argues that in

education itcan liberate learning through creativityand paradigm shiftswhich seek

to affirm African knowledge systems through a curriculum that is committed to

incorporating and celebrating African thinkers and African achievements. Hence,

culture and education need to be addressed inways that reaffirms African values.

African identity and cultural practices need be addressed as they relate to the

learning and teaching process in an African-based discourse..

lastly, N\kabela in Sehume(1999) contends that the PTesentand future orientation

need to be evaluated by taking into serious consideration an educational strategy

and methodology that incorporate an African sensitivity. N\kabela and Ntuli in

Sehume (1999) concur in thatAfricans need to acknowledge where they come

from in order to know where they are going. Eventually, this approach, that

combines the positive in both westem and indigenous knowledge forms, will

allow for aspace ofarticulation wherebywestern technology is synthesized with
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an African spirit to emerge with a uniquely South African educational altemative.

From the foregoing debate on African Renaissance one deduces the need for

interaction in a democratic environment In essence in such discourse issues of

a pluralist education, sound value system; racism in education and moral values

can be genuinely addressed as impacting on the African school environment

One further concludes that education need not only subscribe to contemporal

educational theories but will have in practice to seriously consider the language,

culture and history of the African people.

2.3.3 P8I'Spectivcs Surrounding the African Renaissance

There is need, however, for some perspectives of African Renaissance to be

vividly grappled with and understood for strategizing its implementation. A brief

overview of such is done in order to identify relevant issues essential for

consideration by practitioners and designers of African Renaissance Education

Curriculum.

2.3.3.1 Educational perspective

The political thinking about African Renaissance may be aligned with the

type of education Paulo Freire articulated. From Freire's point of view

African Renaissance should strive for an emancipatory education. Yan den

Heever(1987:5) cites Freirewho advocated thevery basis ofthe dynamic

development of aculture of liberation in education. In this culture lies the

philosophy of the pedagogy of liberation. Two distinct stages of Freire's

pedagogy of the oppressed are identified, namely:

the oppressed unveil the world ofoppression and commit
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themselves to its transformation; and

.:. after the reality of oppression has been transformed this

pedagogy ceases to belong to the oppressed and

becomes a pedagogy of all men in the process of total

liberation (Van den Heever, 1987:5).

Reiterating on an opportunityfor interaction African Renaissance opens up,

Van den Heever (ibid.) states that Freire believed that through the process

of education a critical and liberating dialogue must be carried on with the

oppressed. African Renaissance ought to consider Van den Heever's

waming that in attempting to liberate the oppressedwithouttheir reflective

participation in the act of liberation is to treat them as objects which must
.~

be saved from aburning building. It is alleged this would lead them into

the populist pitfall and transforms them into masses which can be

manipulated. Authority, if it is to function, mustbe"on the side of freedom

and not against" By implication, the dialogue means also that the students

are no longer docile listeners but are now critical co-investigators in

dialogue with the teacher. Therefore, it is crucial to adopt strategies of the

pedagogy of liberation which are aimed:

••••

••••

at creating a deepened consciousness of a particular

situation which in turn, leads men to apprehend thatsituation

as a historical reality susceptible to transformation,

as "the movement of inquiry" must be directed towards

humanization,

as "the pursuit of full humanity" cannot be carried out in

isolation or individualism butonly in fellOwship and solidarity

(Van den Heever, 1987:6).
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Essentially, the above principles promote ahumanizing education. One is

of the conviction that deepened consciousness is crucial to humanization

and humar:lity. It is beyond doubt that the pedagogy of liberation can

adequately address present curricula needs in the education for African

people.

Inevitably, a liberatingeducation, can be achieved if there is political order.

Mbeki (2001) avers that Africa needs a political order and systems of

govemance that inter a/i~ would:

••••

be legitimate and enjoy the support and loyalty of the

African masses;

be strong enough to defend and advance the sovereign

interests of these masses;

create conditions to end all resorts to measures that lead to

civil and interstate wars;

let democracy and respect for human rights prevail,

underwritten by the necessaryconstitutional, legislative, and

institutional arrangements.

Consequently, the political order ofacountry is anecessityforastable and

conducive leaming and teaching environment One maintains in a

conducive environment total liberation; free dialogue - free enquiry 

pursuit of full humanity; authority is accepted; and all take place

unobtrusively. A stable political environment is crucial for developmentof

African Renaissance ideology, and wherein African Renaissance will be

carried forward by metaphors, myths and slogans which presumably can

be strategies for comprehensively conceptualising the renaissance

ideology.
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2.3.3.1.1 Metaphors, myths and slosans

The African Renaissance education strategists need to make use of

metaphors, myths and slogans in entrenching the idea of African

Renaissance. These strategies of mobilization are considered vital to

conceptualize this idea of renaissance. According to Heese and

Badenhorst (1992:3) in order to make education, which is an extremely

complex phenomenon manageable metaphors, myths and slogans as

techniques can be used. These techniques are said to simplify the

development of a line of thought and to manipulate the thoughts and

actions of others.

In a nutshell, myths, according to Heese and Badenhorst (1992:6) are

admirable instruments for the propagation of ideology. It is a fashionable

myth to offer as a panacea for South African education ills

"the creation of one education ministry or an educational

department It is argued that the unitarystructure is the ideal

mechanism to producesymbolic unity through education; to

create equal educational opportunity irrespective of race,

sex or creed; to provide an education of high standard for

all and to do so at a cost which is sigriificantly cheaper."

In an area of educational excellence it is not true that

"educational excellence is dependent on the existence of

excellent institutions and in the final analysis, excellent

teaching in the classrooms themselves. Excellent institutions

flourish in all kinds of organizational structures ... they will
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bloom vvhenever men and women's ability are at the helm

and are able to recruit teachers of dis;nction:

Heese and Badenhorst (1992:7) argue that a unitary structure will not

ensure excellence. However, considerations should be based on a

fundamental scientific analyses of the factual situation rather than on the

uncritical acceptance of the myth in all its ramifications.

The other myth according to Heese and Badenhorst (1992:7) is that "ifwe

throw enough money at our problems - problems will disappear: It is

affirmed that this is achieved by ensuring that equal amounts are expended

on each child; that each classroom has a teacher; that each pupil has the

books he or she requires and that all of asudden all will become literate,

numerate and creative. Heese and Bad€:nhorst (1992) assert that

experience suggests that educational outcomes are not guaranteed by

raising expenditure. In actual fact, research has found ample evidence to

show that two factors play a dominant role in influencing excellence of

school education. They are:

••••
•••..

the quality of the principal, and

the quality of the educators.

Undoubtedly, these two factors are decisive in that the quality of an

education system depends primarily upon the qualityof the educators in

the classrooms.

The second category is called slogans. According to Heese and

Badenhorst(1992:8) this category is clearlycrafted to the emotional needs

of those at whom they are aimed, to generate vast enthusiasm, almost to
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the extentof religious fervour. Slogans are usually myths which have been

encapsulated in short, pithy sayings. Often these sayings have repetitive

elements.. Equally often, alliteration is used in their sound patterns. One

must be able to chant them. They must generate heat The following

slogans were cited in illustration of the foregoing discussion:

++++

++.+

Two slogans used extensively In the struggle against

apartheid education.

• "Uberation before Education!"

• "Pass one, Pass am"

"African Renaissance" - Thabo Mbeki coined and provided

this slogan for reawakening African consciousness and the

good work out of Africa.

"Child-centred" education. Rousseau had a good deal

about how children should leam. The slogan provided,

emanated from the purpose of education also advocated

by Froebel in Gardon (1981 :17).

Reference was made on the second slogan, (vide supra 2.1 and 2.2)

about its coinage its effect on reawakening the African consciousness

hence promoting accountability, responsibilityand good work in Africans.

Great enthusiasm in the use of slogans needs be encouraged in order to

realize the ideal of African Renaissance.

The third category is called metaphors. Coetzee and Roux (1998:368)

give an illustration of metaphors. Examples of metaphors cited are:

{. "Rainbow Nation" is used to characterize the newly
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constituted South African nation and South Africa is

multiracial, multi-ethnic, multi-cultural, andpluralisticemerging

from apreviouslyseparatistapartheid regime. Boloka (1999)

states that this metaphor is used as the comerstone and

foundation upon which a unified nation could be built

.:. "Unity in diversity". According to NIore in Coetzee and RolJX

(1998:369) the new Constitution of the "rainbow nation"

seeks to achieve a balance between universalism and

particularism, between liberal individualism (citizenship) and

group or collective rights, between the "politics of

sameness" and the "politics of difference". This balance is

symbolized bythe metaphorof the rainbow. "Rainbowism"

is essentially pluralistic, emphasising ethnicity, cultural

differencesand diversityas defining experiences ofall South

African citizens. The founding principle of "rainbowism" is

thus expressed in the notion of "unity in diversity" which in

tum is predicated on the principle of non-racism and non

sexism.

•) "Simunye-ism". According to More if:) Coetzee and RolJX

(1998:369) the non-racism and non-sexism clause is thus

grounded on universalisticprincipleofequalityapplicable to

all citizens of a united and democratic South African nation.

The principle holds that cultural and ethnic differences are

absolutely irrelevantasgroundsforajust, unitary, democratic

and non-racial notion. It is asserted that within this

universalistic paradigm the Constitution of South Africa of

1996 allows for cultural, religious, linguistic and ethnic
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2.3.3.2

differences and particularly in an implicit acceptance of the

National Party's insistence on concepts such as "own affairs"

an<;i "group rights" or "ways of life: Justifiably, Article 31(1)

states that CUlture, religious and linguistic communities have

aright "to enjoy their culture, practise their language and use

their language: Sensitivity to linguistic differences is

expressed. However, these group rights may not be

exercised in amanner inconsistentwi~ any provision of the

Bill of Rights, Article 31(2).

In the right perspective the African Renaissance should take into

cognisance the fact that there are political and economic implications for

education. In an endeavour to provide a well-planned emancipatory,

child-centred education; humanizingAfrican people; characterized byfree

dialogue and free inquiry itmust not repeat mistakes of the past Rightfully

as, Luthuli (1981:15)cautioned that the phenomenon ofchange should be

examined with reference to the aim of education. It is, however, evident

there is a dire need of resolve to mobilize thinking in African people to

realise African Renaissance through education right in their lives.

Economic perspective

The economic perspective bome out of African Renaissance initiative

embraces the idea ofAfrica's sustainable economic development for her

own people. Presumably, a sound economy in a country is a "sine quo

nor!' for sound provision for a quality education. Conversely, the sound

education system is •sine quonor!' for sound economyofacountry. The

present common understanding stands as Ezewu (1983:142) states that

. for education to be economicallyviable it has to produce capable hands
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and minds. Demaine(1983:103) supportsEzewu(1983) in thateducation

is treated as an agency of supply of educated manpower. It is further

argued thatthe internal organization of education is structured so as to be

compatible with the "needs" of industry. However, in addition to this

agreement, Bowles, Gintis andMeyer in DemaiJ'le (1983:112)assert that the

education system legitimizeeconomic inequalitybyproviding an ostensibly

open, objective and meritocratic mechanism for assigning individuals to

unequal economic positions. It is alleged the more meritocratic the

educational process appears, the better it serves legitimate inequality. In

essence, therefore, African Renaissance education needs to put this

legitimatization of supply and demand into correct perspective.

In correct perspective, an economically viable education is capable of

developing the society in which it operates. Ezewu (1983) argues that it

should be characterized by the following:

••••
,

It should be available to the generality of the people.

Education for economic development recognizes that

equalisation of educational opportunity is necessary.

It should show agreatdeal ofconcem for the development

of all natural resources of the society in which it operates.

Ifmanpower is not trained to exploit the natural resources of

the nation, the temptation will be to allow foreign investors

to take charge of the economy, leaving the country

persistently impoverished.

There should be a livelycurriculum that,should concern itself

with the development of the individual as an effective role
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player and contributor to the economy.

•:. There should be awell- run and systematic programme for

teacher training. All educational efforts may be fruitless

unless a positive teacher-education programme is

maintained. The engineers, agricultural specialists, and skilled

workers are produced by a competent educator who is

himselfAlerselfskilled in all these areas (Ezewu, 1983:142-3).

The economic perspective highlights that, for African Renaissance success

in implementation, there is need for education foreconomic development

which must be planned in relation to the societal economic, political and

technological realities and potentials, otherwise the education becomes

impaired. Naeover, Ezewu (1983:144) contends that education

becomes dysfunctional if: it fails to produce the calibre of the workforce

needed by the economy; it produces people that are not needed by the

economy, that is, if the majority of those who leave school are unskilled

and even if it overproduces skilled manpower for the economy. Rightfully

so, Ezewu (ibid.) further points out that education characterized by

thousands of school leavers, negates development Consequently, it

should be eradicated byajudicious planning of education by educational

experts and implemented with their help, rather than by politicians who

know nothing of the mechanics of education.

2.4 AFROCENTRICITY AND THE AFRICAN RENAISSANCE IDEAL

It is through anAfrican perspective thattheAfricanness revision remains feasible. Crucially

so, a discussion about Afrocentricity is presented in this section of this thesis in relation

to African Renaissance ideal realisation. Therefore, this section defines Afrocentricity's
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basic assumption, its theoretical constructs; what it is, its distinguishing characteristics, its

perspective; its areas of inquiry and its main goal.

2.4.1 The basic assumption of Afroccntridty

The basic assumption of Afrocentricity is that all Africans share elements of a

common culture. Asante (2001) has this to say:

"We have one African cultural system - manifested in diversities.

We respond to the same rhythm of the universe, the same

cosmological sensibilities, the same general historical reality ... The

African culture has been reshaped by a particular historical and

national experience, but the original roots in Africa still remain"

(Asante, 2001:104).

The passage attests to the fact that whenever, and whereverAfricans are situated

in their diverse culture have cultural roots in Africa. There is a belief that

Afrocentricityas aconsciousness and perspectivewill break do'Ml the resistence

of many African youth to acquiring education. According to Asante (2001 :105)

Afrocentricity developed out of a desire to reconstruct the consciousness of

African-American and to find a method of helping the African-American youth

whowere failing in public schools. Afrocentricity, applied in education, therefore,

entails the construction of consciousness and aimed at soMng resistance in.
receiving education. This is said to have been caused by teaching from the

cultural perspective different from that of Africans.

2.4.2 Theoretical constructs of Afroccntricity

Afrocentricity has theoretical constructs. Modube in Asante (2001) cites the four
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theoretical constructs necessary for anywork to be called Afrocentric. These are:.
agency, centeredness, psychic integrity and cultural fidelity. In all probability

operations that il'JVolve the Afrocentric framework, identified by the four

theoretical constructs above represent an Afrocentric Methodology.

2.4.3 What AfrocaltridtJ is not

Asante (2001) dispels that:

••••

••••

••••

It is not aworld view.

It is not essentially the wcry African people live, according to

custom, tradition and mores of their society.
~.

Interest in African people is not sufficimt for one's work to

be called Afrocentric.

It is not merely the discussion of African issues, history,

politics, or consciousness, anyone mcry discuss these issues

and yet not be an Afrocentrist

It is not aperspective based on skin colour or biology and

should not be confused with theories which existed before

the Afrocentricity and whose emphasis tended to be on

biological determination.

2.4.4 Afrocutridty"s distinguishing charactaistics

The Afrocentric idea is distinguished by its own characteristics. Asante (2001)

identifies five characteristics. The Afrocentric idea is:

•••• an intense interest in psychological location as determined

by symbols, motifs, rituals and signs (where do you stand
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when you seek to locate or interrogate a person, text or

phenomenon?);

.:. acommitment to finding the subject-place ofAfricans in any

social, political, economic, architectural, literary or religious

phenomenon with implications for questions ofsex, gender

and class;

.:. a defence ofAfrican cultural elements as historically valid in

the context of art, music, education, science and literature;

.:. a celebration of centeredness and agency and a

commitment to lexical refinement that eliminates pejoratives

(derogatory language such as tribes, third world) about

African or other people; and

.:. a powerful imperative from historical sources to revise the

collective text of African people (Asante, Africana, 2001).

Undoubtedly, this is what African Renaissance embraces. African

Renaissance needs becharacterized by this uniqueAfrocentric idea which

entails an interest in; a commitment to; a defense of African cultural

elements of, a celebration of centeredness and agency and a powerful

imperative to revise text of the African people.

2.4.5 Afracutridty in perspective

In correct perspective, Asante (2001:105) sees Afrocentricity as:
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"a ne'N perspective ... ane'N consciousness invades our behaviour

... with Afrocentricity you see the movies differently; you see the

people differently; you read books differently; you see politicians

differently - nothing is as it was before."

It is clear from the above quotation as Asante (2001) states, thatAfrocentricity is

an intellectual perspective deriving its name from the centrality ofAfrican people

and phenomenon in the interpretation of data. In addition to that Karenga in

Asante (ibid) defines it as a quality of thought that is rooted in the cultural image

and human interest ofAfrican people. It sought to address the crises of

••••

cultural crisis of20th century that ofdefining characteristics of

African reality and

the nationality crisis as the principal issue in the African

continent

It is by repositing the African person and African reality from the margins of

European thought attitude and doctrines to a centre that African Afrocentricity

is positively located, and placed within the realm of science and culture.

It is further asserted that Afrocentricity finds its grounding in the intellectual and

activist precursors who first suggest culture as acritical corrective to adisplaced

agency among Africans. That is taking cognizance of the fact that Africans in the

diaspora had been deliberately deculturalized and made to accept the

conqueror's code of conduct and mode of behaviour. This being so,

Afrocentrists discovered that the interpretative and theoretical grounds had also

been moved. Therefore, Afrocentricity projects an innovation in criticism and

interpretation. It is in essence aparadigm, a frame'Nork and adynamic for African

RenaiSsance.
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Renaissance.

This investigation bases all arguments on this intellectUal perspective or quality of

thought of the African people. Asante (2001) avers that Afrocentricity - as a

school ofthought its principal motive is to bring aboutaliberatingconsciousness.

It is alleged Afrocentricity contends that there could be no social or economic

struggle that would make sense if African people remained enamoured of the

philosophical and intellectual positionsofwhite hegemonicnationalism as itrelates

to Africa and African people. Asante (ibid.) argues that one can be bom in

Africa, follow African styles and modes of living, and practise an African religion

and not be Afrocentric. To be Afrocentric one has to have a self-conscious

awareness of the need for centering. Oyebade (1990) concurs with centering

and that the subject matter of the Afrocentric paradigm is its placement of Africa

at the centre ofany analysis ofAfrican history and cyfture. That takes Africa as a

point of departure for African studies. It is alleged that the Afrocentric

perspective seeks to liberate African studies from the Eurocentric monopoly on

scholarship. This also asserts a valid world vi~ through which Africa can be

studied objectively. It does not aim to replace Eurocentricity as a universal

perspective. However, Afrocentricity recognises the validity of other non

hegemonic perspectives. Oyebade (1990) recommends, therefore, that on the

basis of the possibility of looking at the world from different centres rather than

from a single angle, it is necessary if Africans are to have a better understanding

of their diverse field and the multicultural universe.

In conclusion, it is clear Afrocentricity aims at humanisation. Oyebade (1990)

states it aims at humanisation of the universe by the African man. Probably, it is in

the search for those values of humanity that will make man to relate to man in a

humanistic wCff and not in an imperialistic or exploitative wCff. Consequently, it is

for this reason that Asante (2001) affirms the Afrocentric idea. It is averred the
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idea represents a possibility of intellectual maturity, a w&>/ of viewing reality that

opens new doors towards human understanding. It is a form of historical

consciousness; an.attitude, a location oran orientation. Accordingly, and as such

to be centred is to stand some place and to come from some place. Therefore,

the Afrocentrists seek for the African person the contentment of subject, active

and agent place.

Quite relevantly, in proper perspective, this school of thought can help reshape

the right African attitude, the quality of thought culture as a critical corrective for

Africans during this African Renaissance era and process.

2.4.6 Areas of inquirr in Afroccntricity

In order to comprehend Afrocentricity, it is essential that researchers follow

specific methods of African research from an African context

Asante (2001) identifies four areas of inquiry in Afrocentricity as principal

concepts. These interalia are:

.:. (osmologicallssues - how African people respond to the

cosmos, e.g. myths, legend, literature, orators.

•:. Epistemological Issues - questionsofknowledge and proof

of truth, e.g. language, myths, dance, music.

•:. t\xioloqical Issues - the good and the beautiful that gives

rightconductwithin the contentofAfrican CUlture, e.g. value

issues.

•:. Aesthetics - issues of value - isolated by seven senses of

the Afrocentrist approach, e.g. polyrhythm; dimensionality

and texture, polycentrism; repetition", curvilinearity, epic
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memory and holism.

It is contended that these elements are the leading aspect of any inquiry in

African plastic art, sculpture, dance, music and drama. The areas of inquiry, are

definitety vital for African Renaissance consideration.

2.4.7 Afroccntricity's !loal

What is the objective of this Afrocentricity? In answering the question Asante's

contribution was considered of great value.

Asante (2001 :105) is of the view that the goal is to create and reconstruct African

values and genius in the context of a post-colonial world. The goal arguabty, is

not to recreate a past African culture or to go back to some past in history. The

view, however, of this goal is anticipated because it is believed Africa will play a

central role in the world. Perfectty timed, the African Initiative is to provide

solutions to Africa's problems, probabty, and usher in this central role. From this

perspective, therefore, Afrocentricity as Asante states, is a preparation for

assuming a leadership role in the world of politics and economics.

For Africa to assume a leadership role, there is need for the reconstruction of

African culture. Asante (2001 :105) asserts that to reconstruct entails:

.+.+

separating European influences from African roots, and

of central importance, is showing how the very thought processes

ofAfricans are dominated by European cultures.

Actualty, without this discerning and discarding, reconstruction ofAfrican culture

cannot be realized.
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Through reconstruction one feels an awareness is beingcreated ofthe domination

of thought process hence manipulating African thinking and its own leadership.

Undoubtedly, this goal will enable Africans to see the world through the African

eye.

Therefore, aneed arises formeanstcYachievethis-goatror Asante (2001 :106)

reconstruction of African culture is possible only through education. Africans

need to actAfrican and not actwhite. There is, therefore, a need for Afrocentric

education and its development, Afrocentric curriculum, and Africans writing text

books.

For South African education system this poses quite a challenge. Thorough

research is necessary in the three areas mentionE:d above. The researcher

envisages that Afrocentric Education, to be discussed below, is ideal education

for Africans in South Africa during this African Renaissance era. In essence it is the

type of education that can help reconstruct the African culture.

2.4.8 Afrocntric Education versus Colonial Education

literature reveals that Afrocentric education offers itself the right altemative for

Apartheid Education in particular for the African people of South Africa. Koka

(1995:1) in his critique of Apartheid Education, discusses its impact on black

people. Koka totally rejects its Eurocentrism for miseducation, damaging effects

and as C!n unbalanced system of education. Koka (1995) quotes Chimweiza

(1987) on what this education has done to AfricanS.

·Under this mystique of modemizing us into some 'cMlized'

persons, has worked to inject into us an intellectual meningitis that

is to twist our cultural spine ... and reverts our admiring gaze upon
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Europe and the West ..: (Koka, 1995:1).

The above quotation attests to the fact that miseducation among African people

did take place. Koka (1995:2) says this system of education has been designed

to intemalize in Africans, personal and national social c;onsciousness foreignvalues

to the total exclusion of African's indigenous culture, social norms and moral

codes. Advertently, it was aimed to train blacks to "automatically and habitually

uphold and employthewhite oppressor'sviewpoint in all matters thataffects their

daily lives: Consequently, as Koka (1995:2) calls it, this was a "miseducation".

This type of education was nothing but a miseducation that is ruthless in its

process of uprooting the African child mentality, culturally and spiritually. It

destroyed the African child's self-image, self-esteem, confidence and

independence wherever it is was being implemented. The most damaging

aspects of it, were:

••••

••••

It led to confusion and frustration;

It led to impure judgement;

It led to dependency; and

It reduced Africans to spineless, self-hating

intellectuals unable to think for themselves (Koka,

1995:2).

literature also reveals that Apartheid Education was an unbalanced system of

Education. Among other things, theworks of"Great fvIen and Women ofColour"

had been omitted. This denied the African child to derive any link and identity

with those whom he could declare the heroes and heroines of his nation. Koka

alleges the consciousness of the oppressor's "falsehood" had come to be

intemalized in all things that we do, for example, school (education), language,

moral behaviour, political ideologies, religious beliefs and feeding habits. It is for
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emulation to African children.

This, therefore, poses achallenge to curriculum theorists, designers and writers of

textbooks to design curriculum in the African idiom and content This calls for re

engineering of education. In actuality one advocates education that would first

help build self identity in African people. Rightfully, Koka (1995:1) defines

education for self-identity in that:

"Education mustcreate aconsciousnessamongstboth children and

adults that could encourage and enable them to think positively in

the reclaiming and reconstruction of their history, cultural heritage,

identity and personhood:

This calls for an Afrocentric educationwith practical and concrete implementation

strategies. Dalamba (2000) concurs with Asante (2001) as quoted earlier on

(vide supra 2.4), that there should be basic targets for practical and concrete

implementation strategies. The suggested basic targets are:

•+.•
••••

••••
.+...

Afrocentric curricula.

Schools aimed at teaching an African programme.

Afrocentric multimedia systems and programmes (which

seek to address negative as well as unOer-representation of

.Africa and Africans in and by the media).

The promotion of African knowledge system and

The celebration of Africa's contribution to global

development
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On top of these targets, for Afrocentric Education to be aviable asset, there was

need to consider· certain factors. Thembela (1978) tables three factors and

contends that Afrocentric Education must take into cognizance that education

system must be:

.:. pedagogically sound. that is, it must be capable of leading

individuals to develop fully; from awell-founded education.

•:. socially and ideologically acceptable, that is, members of

society must accept that their education system promotes

the philosophies of life they prefer,

.:. economically viable. that is, capable of supplying the

necessary requirement for the proper administration and

organization of educational activities (Thembela, 1978:5).

In a nutshell the above three factors put forward basic principles for Afrocentric

Education to adhere to. Presumably, Afrocentric Education provides itself as the

model for education of African children amongst the dominated groups in a

world ofglobal cooperation and intemationallabour.

Notably, the influence of the school cannot be underestimated. What Campbell

etat. (1969:123) has to say is noteworthy that:

"The personal well-being of our people, the "quality of their family

life, their economic productivity, their ability to make political

decisions and to respond to them, their capacity to use and

enhance cultural resources, their understanding of the nature and

meaning ofthe community itself, all depend on the information they

obtain, the attitudestheydevelop, and the effectivenesswithwhich
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they can apply their minds and their talents to the question they

face. Not all of these abilities are necessary acquired in the school,

but many of them are, and all of them, for better or for worse, are

influenced by school experience.·

The above quotation suggests that the school offers itself the important institution

through which communities can influence and practice African Renaissance.

Undoubtedly, renaissance education is the long-term strength of the African

nations. A long term project dictates planning of high quality. Planning, as

Campbell etal. (1969:126) maintains, is crucial and also the manner it is done. He

warns that any community that neglects the development of a long-range,

broadscale plan of educational development or fails to commit to the plan the

resources necessary to execute, it is neglecting its own future. Crucially, the

planners and implementers of the curriculum for renaissance will have to

meticulouslyplan for thecurriculum, taking intoconsideration all basic human rights

Africans have that their Afrocentric Education need practise.

Therefore, in essence, as, Asante (2001:108) argues, schools modelled on

Afrocentric Education maybe amore realistic approach. These schools might be

effective in attempts to equalizeAfrican power in aglobal economy. Accordingly

Asante (2001 :109) aspires for the education model that entails, interalia:

.a form ofAfrican education which requires separation from

existing national government;

••••

.
••••

to protectagainstwheels in the head (wheels ofdomination

spinning in the heads ofAfricans);

that education should be consciously political. The whole
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••••

purpose of an Afrocentric Education is political and

designed to increase the power of Africans throughout the

world;

that children should not be taught to sacrifice their physical

desires and needs for political rulers. Schools should teach

children to want a world that satisfies their needs and

desires as opposed to wanting to sacrifice themselves for.
the good of the nation of a dominant group; and

can be used as means of reinforcing the class structure ofa

society. Where racial discrimination is a factor, schools ...

can be used to ensure that a racial group remains at the

bottom of the economic ladder.

Actually, this is the type ofAfrocentric education which Thembela (1978:6) had

earlier on, aclvocated, that will take into consideration:

'Our philosophy of life that shall be our ground motives, that direct our

thinking and our actions and our behaviour shall be: that all human beings

who live in our countryshall be equal in the eyes of the law, and there shall

be no discrimination based on race, colour, creed or origin. The principle

of community spirit and communalism shall form the basis of our social life

in accordance with the African idea of 'Ubuntu" (Thembela, 1978:6).

Luthuli (1985:81) concurs with Thembela (1978) in that educationists agree that

no educational practicewill be relevantand meaningful letalone achieve anything

if it is not based on a philosophy of life.
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The fact of the matter is that Afrocentric Education is relevant to the African

philosophyoflife, educational aspirationandwants. Afrocentriceducation needs

to be pedagogically sound, socially and ideologically acceptable and

economically viable, with practical and concrete implementation strategies for it

to be well modelled in African schools.

2.5 THE DICHOTOMY BETWEEN AFRICAN RENAISSANCEMOVEMENTANDTHE

PRESENT EDUCAnON SYSTEM

In dealing with Afrocentric education, one finds it imperative that the dichotomy

between African Renaissance and the present education ¥tem be interrogated. One

views very strongly the implications of the Report of the C2OO5 Review Committee in

2000. The report categorically disputed the revised curriculum structure and design as

skewed. The report also refuted among other things, complex language and confusing

terminology, and overcrowding of the curriculum. Notably, according to the report. the

design is strong on integration and weak on coherence. In contrast conceptual

coherence is relativelyneglected and prescribing contenthas been avoided. It is crucial,

therefore, to ascertain whether the present education system contradicts itself or not

more especially during this, the African Renaissance era.

This section, in particular, criticallystudies the newapproach, that is, the outcomes-based

education (OBE) policy as it underpins the Curriculum 2005 (C2OO5). OBE is full of

dichotomies at the crucial time of resuscitating Afrocentric Education demanding a

comprehensive transformational education in approach. One is of the conviction that

the education system in pragmatic sense needs to place African leamers in the most

desired environment for the secondary education in particular. Needless, to say the

environment is of great imperative in forming the African person what he ought to be,

capable of leaming and doing, capable ofachieving, and being able still to identifywho
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he is and what he wants out of education. It is aworrying factor, that African culture, as

Behr (1988:33) asserts, is not held up as its ideal in the school curriculum.

For obvious reasons, one deals here with an education system that is in crisis. Education

which was promoted between 1994 and 1998 has, as Jansen (1998:02) cites,

introduced three national curriculum reform initiatives focussed on schools. The

introduction of three curriculum reforms in ashortspace oftime offour years is indicative

of an education system under political pressure and in crisis. This is because most

interpretations ofreform policies depict contradictoryconnotations. The three attempts

introduced were:

.+.•

a reform to purge or free the apartheid curriculum (school

syllabuses) of "racially offensive and outdated content";

a reform that introduced continuous assessment into schools; and

the curriculum policy of a GNU-outcomes-ba"sed education.

Just to be concise, in this section, one reflected on the following five (5) assumptions.

The new education approach assumed that: learning programmes were guides to

teachers; teachers were now facilitators; learning time frames ought to be flexible;

leamers should take responsibility for their leaming; and that outcomes were specified

or predetermined.

Rrst, the new approach envisaged leaming programmes as guides that allowed teachers

to be innovative and creative in designing programmes. There is some element of truth

in this. However, as Jansen (1998:03) categorically states teachers are incapacitated by

the too complex, confusing and contradictory language of innovation associated with.
OBE. Actually, language stands as a barrier to innovations and creative designing.

language demands a lot of expertise from teachers. According to Jansen (ibid.) the

terminology and tortured definitions are intimidating. Therefore, most teachers will not
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give meaning through classroom practice. From a critical theory paradigm, the reliance

on discourse as an object of analysis and language as the medium of reason, that as

Capper and Jamison (1993:5) aver, effectively eliminates persons of diverse cultures,

children who may not have yet acquired speech competence or persons with limited

speech competence, from participating. It is clear, therefore, that for the policy to be

meticulouslypractised in the classroom, itshould use simple accessible language to most

teachers.

Second, the teacher is assumed to be a facilitator. The new approach dictates that a

teacher facilitates leaming. Actually, facilitating is a leamt skill, and it deals with being able

to provide meaningful opportunities for active leaming; critical thinking; constant

feedback and affirmation, relevant and real life problem soMng. One has to undergo

intensive training, over time, for effective facilitation, in order to make leaming easy and

less difficult to most leamers so that they fully participate in the leaming process. Jansen

(1998:4) argu~ that in this particular role the teacher will create relations between

leamers and facilitators, which engender values based on co-operative leaming.

Accordingly, the teaching and leaming strategies, which will mediate the leaming, are the

responsibility of the teacher and as a matter of fact, must reflect the leaming outcomes.

This assumption is contrary, as Jansen (1998:4) states, based on flawed assumptions

aboutwhathappens inside schools, howclassrooms are organized and mostofall what

kind of teachers exist within the system. The assumption suggests that highly qualified

teachers exist to make sense of such a challenge to existing practice. Jansen (1998)

argues that such claims represent a conceptual leap of staggering proportions from

outcomes to dramatic changes in social relations in the classroom. Ultimately, that

undermines the authenticity of the policy itself.

Facilitation demands time for preparation, planning and collection of aids. This calls for

more flexible time to be available to facilitators. However, this is frustrated by the fact
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that facilitators are too overloaded with work resulting from rationalising of teachers. The

rationalisation ofteachers, forwhatever reason, based on thescrcalledpost-provisioning

norm (PPN) undermines -the OBE programme, in particular. One observes that Black

African schools, for a number of reasons secondary schools in particular, are adversely

affected by the policyofpostprovisioning. Obviously, secondaryschools' classes need

more than one teacherwith specialized knowledge for aspecial subject offering. In line

with Tshaka, Transkeian Minister of Education quoted by Behr (1988:255) who argued

that educators were charged with the duty of restoring the balance between school

product and real manpower needs of our country.

Third, the new approach dictates that leaming time frames should be flexible. Actually,

flexible time frames allow~leamers to work at their own pace. Probably, school

education was about time spent on each grade. It is expected at the end of each grade

that certain outcomes ought to have been attained. From my observation, because of

this leisure, leamers on their own pace, come up with many stories as reasons for

"incomplete and sometimes not even attempted tasks". It has also been observed that

leamers were very dependent on their teacher's motivation in order to reflect or to

reason on a task and to integrate knowledge to real life and even to complete a

programme.

The policy contradicts itselfhere. Rexibility is questioned. Capper andJamison (1993:2)

argue that flexibility to an ill-defined curriculum or a shapeless heap of knowledge is

subjected to the same time constraints, calendar, and student custody/promotion rather

than guaranteeing success. In reality, students and staffwere subjected to the pressure

of staggering through this curricula morass in a quick and standardized fashion. In all

probability, few teachers would deny feeling the pressure of having to "get to the end

of the book" by the year's end. Notably, education was still governed by time and

calendars. Whatever learning takes place was dictated by an ill-defined curriculum. The

pace atwhich the material was covered, was driven by the calendar, rather than student
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need. Consequently, the system becomes input-driven, rather than outcomes-based or

results oriented.

Fourth, the nevv' approach dictates that leamers are responsible for their leaming.

Contrary to this, Glasglow (1993:36) attests that many students have leamt to be passive

learners. Theydid notadapt easilyto the more active student-centred model of leaming.

Wnat this meant was that learners were not taking any responsibility. Consequently,

teachers were still responsible for their learning. Unfinished tasks, no writing rnaterial or

stationery in their position, unpreparedness to participate in learning activities, non-co

operation in group work, etc., were all indicative of the fact that taking responsibility for

learning by learners was hard to come by.

In essence, taking responsibility calls for high above average language competence. It

is worse with learners who may not have yet acquired special competence especially

in foreign language which then causes them to withdraw from participation, and thus

becoming irresponsible. Responsibility here is coupled with language proficiency. lack

of language proficiency, therefore, results in one learner being frustrated and unable to

handle the huge responsibility to teach oneself.

On the other hand, and in most cases, as Manno (1995) states, this scenario "will dumb

down" the curriculum in classes. Ultirnately, it will lead to lower standards of education.

Notall young people have thesame capacityto learn high standards. The OBE approach

holds back young people who were gifted and talented. This was because such

students would ,either have to wait for slow students to catch up or theywould have to

help them keep pace, instead ofbeing given more challenging tasks in order to progress

with learning at their own given pace. Unfortunately, in the vast majority of schools no

additional provision was beingspecificallydirectedatgifted learners. However, the most

central need ofgifted learners is to be stretched by engaging them in ahigherqualityand

rnore stimulating course of work. Eventually, the learners' unpreparedness to take
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responsibility for leaming waters down their given responsibility, which was part of

curriculum delivery in classrooms. What obtains in the school system verily contradicts

the new approach stipulations.

The former National Minister himsel~ Asmal (1999) atteste~ and acknowledged these

facts. In mobilising a South African Education and Training System for the 21 st century he

found that schoolleavers becamejob seekers. On the other hand, they entered higher

education institutions with serious gaps in fundamental knowledge, reasoning skills, and

method of study. This, in all faimess, attested to the fact that letting leamers take

responsibility for their own leaming without strict, but loving, constant guidance from

teachers, without leaming discipline lowered standards in education. Leamers on their

own, would not take serious the issues of Afrocentric curricula and the promotion of

African knowledge systems. This called, therefore, for content based curriculum, in

Afrocentric sense, making available fundamental knowledge generated over centuries.

The content forms the base from which leamers, as their past, would reflect on and build

their competencies. Definitely, serious gaps will remain in leamers without background

knowledge, basic arithmetic, basic language skill when expected to perform maximally

according to the new education approach.

Fifth, the new approach specifies outcomes. Capper and Jamison (1993:10) point out

that OBE implied a mandated set of outcomes applied to all students regardless of their

needs, personal status and interests. Actually, this meant tha~ OBE policy dictates and

controls the social educational possibilities of students in terms of what they should be

like on graduation. Kanpol in Jansen (1998:5) argues that there was fundamental

contradiction in insisting that students use knowledge creatively only to inform them of

the desired learning outcomeswhich were alreadyspecified. This undermines, interalia,

the value ofworthwhile leaming activities with their own built-in standard of excellence.

SpecifYing outcomes, according to Jansen (1998:5) in outcomes was anti-democratic..
Obviously, specifying outcomes contradicts the pragmatic rationale of the new
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approach. Therefore, the predetermined outcomes ceased to be holistic and

humanistic. Experimental methods like the nevv approach recognized there were no

fixed or absolute conclusions. Consequently, pragmatic education is really discovery

education. Therefore, students would have to draw from their enquiryalthough general

possibilities might be known.

lastly, the nevveducation approach, as Capperand Jamison (1993:8) point out, through

the literature, philosophy and commandments of OBE; unequivocally claim that all

students can leam and that all students can succeed. "This was too hypothetical.

Contrary, this perception alluded to the fact that educators became accountable for

producing exit outcomes in every student who entered school. Initially, there was an

implication that schools controlled the conditions ofsuccess. This was acontrast to the

nevv approach in that the language of control dominated. This was also very implicit in

continuous assessment; and clustering and moderation of work done in schools.

One is of the vievv that success is hard to come by when the culture of leaming and

teaching is non-existent in most if not all African secondary schools. Because of

rationalizing educators some subjects were without educators. Individual classes were

withoutclass managers for instilling orderand discipline. Disciplinewanes in the absence

of relevantsubject educators. There was no commitment, no hard work, no dedication

that one would ascribe to success that leamers could strive to achieve. Actually this

contradicted and dampenedtheAfrican Renaissancespirit Success thatAfrican children

could achieve in schools avoids them because the nevv approach rationalized the

teaching corps resulting in teacherless class of pupils. Worse still, it was improper that

leamers with leaming difficulties, according to Kryriacou (1995:80-81), could not be

declared incompetent or in old terminology, declared failures. It had been observed

that most learners go through grade levels without truly exerting themselves in achieving

competently. Their competence leftmuch to be desiredandyetwere promoted to the

next grade level. Probably this was contrary to the African spirit ofAfrican Renaissance,
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·that of self-reliance, independence and self-development leading one to truly liberate

oneself.

In conclusion, it is rather mind-boggling when the OBE approach was labelled

transformational, as Capper and Jamison (1992:11) state, when in actual fact it

reproduced and exacerbated educational and societal inequities. This was contrary to

the idealsofAfrican Renaissance thatof: genuineempowerment; self-reliance; economic

development; qualitatively better life which through qualityAfrocentric education could

be realised. Secondly, the dichotomies tabled herein highlight an initiative of the South

African education system thatreinforc~e click that the more things change, the more

they remain the same.

Actually the discussion above on dichotomies reveals that the OBE Approach primarily

contradicts the Afrocentricity's goal (vide supra 2.4.2.7) of creating and reconstructing

African values (in the context of a post-colonial world to be achieved through

education). One assumes the approach depicts some Europeanized education

engineering negating Afrocentricity in its approach. It propagates multiculturalism in the

interest of CUltures, undermining authenticity of African cultures. Consequently, it is

implied reconstruction ofAfrican culture cannot be realized using such an approach.

One strongly feels a streamlining education that Afrocentric Education promises to be,

is a transforming education. A transforming, progressive and restructuring education is

re-engineered in the process. Therefore, itcannot reinforce the "status quo". However,

the question rerJ)ains - vvill this type ofeducation, provide oUtput thatcan propagate the

ideals ofAfrican Renaissance or vvill it shun ita~ as irreconceivable and backward? In

no way, therefore, can it come closer, vvith such contradictions, to perpetuating and

promoting the Afrocentric Education ideal.
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2.6 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

African Renaissance has been discussed in an African context. Itwas essential to uncover

its significance for the South African education system. It is ofgreat importance to locate

the place for African Renaissance within the education system.

In conceptualizing the ideal, there was need to review European Renaissance, the South

African Debate on it; two perspectives, namely, the economical, and educational. The

stuc!y of European Renaissance has revealed its significant features, its effects on

humanism, and its educational significance (videsupra2.2.1). The aim thereby has been

to locate lessons that could be drawn for successful realization of African Renaissance.

The education perspective (videSUplG 2.3.3.1) has brought up the idea to align African

Renaissance with the type of Afrocentric Education envisaged. Metaphors, myths and

slogans (wdesupra2.3.3.1.1) have been identified as essential simplifies in propagating

the ideal of renaissance. The economic viewpoint has assisted in determining how.
Afrocentric Education can be economically viable (vide supra 2.3.3.2).

The discussion ofAfrocentricity (videsupra2.4.2) has uncovered: its basic assumptions,

its theoretical construct; what it is not; its distinguishing characteristics; Afrocentricity in

perspective; areas of inquiry and its goal (vide supra 2.4.2). With reference to

Afrocentricity, Afrocentric Education (vide SUplG 2.4.2.8) as the ideal education for

African Renaissance has been discussed.

Some uncovered dichotomies as prevailing from the new education system's approach

in relation to African Renaissance have been discussed.

The theoretical background thus gained will assist the res~rcher when analysing the

results of the empirical work to be conducted during investigation in the fifth chapter.
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2.7 CONCLUSION

African education in South-Africa demandscurative ethos (Ramogale, 1998) in producing

responsible, patriotic, duty-conscious citizens with relevant skills for the job market The

greatest task for Afrocentric Education is to render Africans with quality education.

Certainly, the Curriculum 2005 framevvork which has been ushered in, buttresses up

opportunities for harnessing Afrocentric Education that. meets global educational

standards in all sense.

Grappling with a place for the African Renaissance in the education system of South

Africa calls for courage and determination to face transformation. Change, according to

Buthelezi (2001 :2), is bec9ming unstoppable, irretrievable, and irreversible. Old

paradigms are disintegrating. Today, the human environment is undergoing change, at

such arate that our concern over the inadequacy of education programmes to meet the

demands of the next decades borders on anxiety. The greatest question remains, "In

whatdirection isAfrican EducationT One finds African Education in the mistofaferment

of claims and counterclaims and in dire need of philosophical direction (Ramogale,

1998).
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CHAPTER THREE

AFRICAN RENAISSANCE AND EDUCAnON

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of the two concepts of African Renaissance and of Education, by

implication suggests educational reform of some kind. One presumes there can be no

realisation and fruition of African Renaissance without putting African culture in proper

perspective. Crucially, the purpose of this chapter is to provide a framework to help

revive essential values and norms in African education. It is, that if a value-laden African

education is to be the aim, ttfe study, therefore, purports to auncover for aresuscitation

of the same. It is further believed that such an education system will be meaningful to

African people without Westem deposits that have over !he years corroded African

education. This is an education that did not preserve and promote indigenous African

cultures and traditions.

It is indeed immensely painful to observe situations that take place, as Idowu (1973:79)

contends, in our daily life illustrations, agreatdeal in studying African cultures and beliefs.

Significantly:

"Direct and indirect colonial indoctrination have been effective in many

areas that the aboriginals have come to see themselves as grasshoppers in

their own eyes and have become so mentally, despising whole-heartedly

their own nature, cultures and religious values, and ultimately abandoning

them and forgetting their basis, tenents and practices."

Consequently:

"Obliterated racial memories, and merging with other people resulted in
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identities lost and at least confused with those of the people with whom

they have merged.·

Essentially, this kind of illustration ofAfrican cultures and beliefs, by Idowu (1973), urges

one to investigate deeper the corrective ethos for and in African Education. However,

one envisages thatanAfrican centered curriculum offers itselfaway, asWoodson (2000)

asseverated, to restore the truth and correct deformations and mutilations of African

cultures and beliefs and reform African cultural identity through amore African Centered

Education in South Africa. An African Centered Psychology, an African Centered

Philosophy and an African Centered Curriculum are all presented in the next section in

order to come to grips with what African Centered Education may entail.

3.2 THE AFRICAN CENRRED PSYCHOLOGY

Gerard (2000) says:

"The world-vievv of the ancient African provides a theoretical framevvork

for the optimal model ofpsychological functioning as it posits spirit as the

basis for all reality:

Gerard (ibid) attributes to the fact that African psychology is a truly return to the past

ancient The fact that it is optimal suggests it transcends the person and opens the door

for deeper investigation into the nature of being - "all reality". In Gerard's exposition, it

is apparent that ancient African Psychology has its roots deep from the Egyptian No/3tery

System which was an institution for formerly educating students in the beliefs, skills and

knowledge of the culture. Therefore, Gerard's suggestive aebate implies that optimal

PSYChological framevvork is upon which African centered psychology can be based.

Also from this debate the scope and nature of psychological approach to knowledge

and concept of knowing was highlighted. It is also an approach that represents both the

complex and integrated world-vievv without splitting it into separate components. In
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other words, it is a holistic psychological approach. On the other hand, the optimal

world-view as a major concept explaining the framework of African Psychology based

upon Gerard's viewpoint,·is aworld-view that views spirit as the basis for all reality.

Gerard (2000) says:

"Everything is spirit manifested and is at once spiritual and material. Spirit

in this sense refers to that permeating essence that is known in an

extrasensory fashion. With this spirituaVmaterial ontology, we lose the

sense of individualised egoftnind and experience the harmony of the

collective identity of being one with the source of all that is good:

Of great importance, from the above argument, is that the optimal world-view values

harmony, unity among individuals. Goodness is of priority. Essentially the spirit is the

essence of thisview. Its indispensable qualitydepends on the good spiritual side of life.

Gerard asserts that:

"The concept of self in this world-view is extended to include all the.
ancestors, the yet unbom, all of nature, and the entire community."

The above quotation affirms that the African psyche (the soul) comprised the self of an

African in the adage:

"I am because we are; and because we are therefore1am."

Gerard says the nature of all things in existence was said to be the KA or the spirit

Presumably, thistranslated into belief that "all is essentially spirif and that the multiplicity

of forms of being "are essentially quantitative alterations of the same supreme energy."

Gerard's exposition suffice that "1" is the individual and the infinite whole and "We" is the

individual and collective manifestation of all that is.

Based onGerard'svieweducation, therefore, aimsatreawakening thisself-consciousness
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in African leamers, thereby making leamers conscious of their being (who they are); their

belonging (where they belong); view themselves as part ofhistory (ancestry); the future

(theyet unbom); the entir€ community, and all ofnature. In view of the above education

also ought to develop the self to truly identify itself within the umwelt (yrey 1984).

Leamers ought identify themselves through self actualising real life situations in their

education for theself to actually grow. In actual fact the expression that self includes all

ancestors, the yet unbom, the entire community and all of nature finds true expression

in the lives ofAfricans to both leamers and grown ups, in tt:eir development, spiritually;

mentally and physically. This inclusion also finds expression and meaning in the language

and communication of theAfrican people. One envisages the selfand inclusion through

African Centered Education which would find deeper understanding in young people

adults-to-be.

Gerard (2000) further asserts that:

"The optimal world-view considers self knowledge to be the basis of all

knowledge and one acquires knowledge through symbolic imagery and

rhythm:

In essence without knowing who one is, what one is, one cannot know what one is to

become as grown ups. Presumably, self-knowledge identified with identification and

self-consciousness is of cardinal importance in this view. Consequently, the optimal

world-view, according to Gerard (2000) assumes the interrelatedness and

interdependence of all things, human beings inclusive. In that sense the optimal

conceptual system yields aworld-view that is holistic. This, therefore, places the highest

value on positive interpersonal relationships. The essence of positive interpersonal

relationships emanating from the optimal world-view framework, upon which African

centered psychology is based, helps one to leam to avoid conflicts in acquisition and

accumulation ofresources presented by thesub-optimalworld-viewin expense ofother

people. One believes with resources and commodities like education, one is expected
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by one's society to act responsibly, utilize fruitfully not only for one's benefit but for the

benefit of the whole society in which one is situate. Willy nilly, this optimal world-view

negates corruption, bribery, fraud, nepotism, favouritism in thenameofaffirmative action

faced by the present education system in South Africa.

One, therefore, ascribes the African principle of collectivi,?m or communalism to this

optimal world-view by Gerard (2000) also referred to as African psychology. The

Cambridge Intemational dictionary defines communalism, as an African belief that a

society in which everyone lives and works together and the ownership of property and

possession is shared. In all probability, therefore, the holisticconcepts ofinterrelatedness

and interdependence feature prominently in the African traditional principles.

Presumably, the optimal world-view in juxtaposition with sub-optimal world-view result

in various challenges that have to be tackled in rendering a relatively relevant African

Educational Psychological Perspective. Moreover, the African Psychological Perspective

neecls to be distinctly clarified, determined, stated and upheld by the South African

education system, if it hopes to genuinelyand equitably cater forAfrican people through

education. Failure to articulate this psychological persp~ctive, presumably renders

education to an African a valueless commodity.

Hopefully, partnership, which is promoted by the South African education system in

terms ofSouthAfrican School Actof1996, depicts the spiritof this African psychological

perspective or optimal world-view. It must be remembered that partnership entails

working togetJ:er; interdependence of partners; performing ones duties and

responsibilities at best; rendering quality and efficient service and as a result rendering

quality education to leamers.

Conclusively, the character of national education system should not lack this African

centered psychological perspective. And more importantly so, Africans need to untie
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and break the chains ofoppression. Anthropologists like Steve Biko in Coetzee and Roux

(2000:360) soy that the chains of oppression distorted African Psychology. African

centred psychology might be the therapy-curative ethos for both moral and spiritual.
regeneration ofwhich the humanistic aspect of our education should strive to address.

It is presumed that African centred education could optimally restore order. Such

education could restore order in the minds and consciences of African people,

therefore, directing their intentions, their thoughts and actions positively towards

Supreme or Ultimate reality, the center of all good things. In that way education should

move an indMdual from sub-optimal to a fully fledged optimal world-view. In

conclusion, the well directed African intentions, thoughts and actions based on this

optimal world viewwould help determine the African philosophical tradition discussed

in the next section which would be relevant for African Renaissance education.

3.3 AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY

African Philosophy discussed in this section provides a premise, and perspective for

grounding our educational practices in the course of realisation of African Renaissance

in South African education. It is vital to uncover the African Philosophy's conceptual

framework and the characteristics thereof with reference to African Renaissance

education. Addressing the questionsofAfrican Philosophy, Houtondjie in Sogolo (1983)

argues that "text" is African philosophy if and only if the author is African and the author

describes his work as philosophic. On the other hand, Keita in Wright (1979:35) states

that there is evidence that asufficiently firm literate philosophical tradition has existed in

Africa since ancient times and that this tradition is of sufficient intellectual sophistication

to warrant serious analysis. By implication, therefore, African Philosophy has a historical

base on which reference could be made in the educational policies as well as in

designing African centred curriculum. Vividly, also AfriCan Philosophy should be

conceived a philosophy produced byAfricans no matter the content One feels, it is in

this sense thatWright(1979:26) argues that mostAfrican authors hold theview that there
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are plausible reasons of fundamental importance for the African Philosophy. Quite

clearly, on the basis of these reasons African Philosophy should be the backbone of

African Centered Educatien as the thought of the African people is intrinsically valuable

and should be acknowledged for that reason. Secondly, it is important to the history of

ideas that are discovered to understand the relation between (or influence of) African

thought and the thought of the Westem World, (correct pattem of intellectual

development and the proper relationship of influence wilt become clear). Lastly, it is

important in understanding practical affairs that we clearly delineate their underlying

philosophical motivation.

The question that arises is how African Philosophy can be implemented through and in

education. . One believes _two factors need be recognised here. According to

Carruthers (2000) theAfrican centered perspective emerges from African life. Secondly,

its existenceis found in the inter-generational transmission amongvarious African people.

In otherwords, it is true, as Carruthers contends, that the revision of the African centered

paradigm must be based upon an African historiography and an African world-view.

Consequently, the resulting theoretical construct will allow us to explicate ends and

evaluate means. This is aconceptual framework better suited for education of Africans.
for it also calls for the elimination ofacentral framework which sees this as unattainable:

a cosmo-centric framework. The cosmos is very important in African thought; takes as

fundamental type ofbeing, being-as-thing, being-over-there; andan objective framework.

Itopposes subject and object, and considers the object independentof the subject to

be suitable for the study of African reality (M.aurier in Wright 1979:6).

M.aurier (ibid) is adamant in thatAfrican Philosophywould goastray ifittook up asolipstic

or individualistic option because an African is a man who exists in a community and for

the community. M.aurier in Wright (1979:12) points out clearly that the African

conceptual framework is designated by two words "I" - "WITH". The"r marking the

anthropocentric aspect both subjeetivist and vitalist The word "WITH" marking the
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relational, the communitarian attitude essentially and existentially characterizing the "I".

Hopefully, this awakening to a properly African conceptual framework will enable

Africans education to escape the imperialism of the western thought In collaboration

to the above argument 5ogol0 (1983:33) avers that one of the hallmarks of an African

orientation in philosophy must surely be a sensitivity to what is specific to the African

situation.

There is danger in taking the Westem Philosophy as the "yardstick". Davidson in Wright

(1979:30) points out to two distinct disadvantages of ~king the body of Westem

Philosophy as some sort of yardstick against which to measure the African Philosophy.

It is alleged that by looking at the African thought for manifestations of Western ideas:

.:. one subjects oneself either to the onerous possibility of "finding"

those ideas solely on the basis of looking or overlooking significant

differences through concentration on obvious similarities;

.:. one promotes the fallacy of the 19th century thinkers, thatAfrica has

nothing to offer on its own except in so far as the offering as a

reflection of the European or American cMlizing influence.

Conclusively, Africans need to base their educational debates and that their educational

discourse need to value the African thoughts and contexts in order to come to grips to

what the philosophical foundations ofAfrican education entail.

In essence, the African Philosophy cannot be conducted in isolation. Wiredu in Wright

(1979:142) contends that the African philosopher has no choice but to conduct his

philosophical enquiries in relation to the philosophical writing of other people; for his

own ancestors left him no heritage ofphilosophical writings. It is asserted that he needs

notrestricthirnselfto the philosophical works ofhisparticular formercolonial oppressors.
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Actually, he must, of necessity, stucly the written philosophies of other lands. This has

direct bearing on the envisaged African Renaissance educalion. It would be extremely

injudicious for African phHosopher to try to philosophize in self-imposed isolation from

all modem currents of thought and especially African centred education. It is further

alleged that in the ideal he must acquaint himselfwith the philosophers ofall the peoples

of the world, compare, contrast, criticallyassess them and make use ofwhatever ofvalue

he may find in them. Eventually, in this way it is hoped that the tradition of philosophy,

agrounding motive for African education and as a discursive discipline, will come to be

established in Africa which future Africans and others too can utilize and more relevantly

to all educational endeavours.

Moreover,African thoughts should be open to diversity. Wright (1979:25) emphasises

that in order to do philosophy at all, Africans must be open to diversity, trying to

understand diversityof thought, trying to place it in the context of thewhole philosophy,

trying to piece together the giant puzzle of human understanding.

In reference to the above discussion, Africans need to attend to misinterpretations and

simple errors madebyboth colonial and apartheid education to theirAfrican Philosophy.

Wiredu in Wright (1979:143) alluded to the fact that Africans could not leave the task of

correction to foreign education researchers. The misinterpretations and straightforward

errors in a stucly of African thought in education ought to be made by Africans. It is

asserted that African philosophers should be careful not to make hasty comparisons.

According to Wiredu, traditional thought could display a degree of coherence and

certainty since African traditional thought was not lacking in coherence.

There is need for African language of philosophy as employed in education to maintain

this coherence. The absence thereof causes a dilemma for the modern African

philosopher. 5ogol0 (1983:1) states that the African Philosopher dosed with alien

theoretical categories, did not seem to be sure of what to do or which direction to
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follow. In actual fact, they had to philosophize in alien language, using an alien

conceptual framevvork. What this meant, therefore, was that philosophical problems

familiar to them were coudled in alien concept The two compelling situations causing

dilemma to African Philosophers were:

••••

The philosopher is compelled to practise according to the trade if

he is to be accorded the status of a "true" philosopher.

The philosopher lives in asocietyofwhich eYery human endeavour

is assessed in terms ofutilitarian releYance. His continued stay in the

profession is, therefore, dependent on some evidence of

quantifiable utility.

HoweYer, M'lkinde(1988:59) disputes thatAfrican philosophers could nothelp teaching

andwritingphilosophy, includingAfrican philosophyin foreign languages, thatwas English

and French. According to M'lkinde, the deYelopment of an African language of

philosophy was highly desirable and more importantly in education. One cannot deny

the fact that the colonial system hindered the deYelopment ofAfrican thought Keita in

Wright (1979:48) refers to the pressures of the colonial system negative impact It is

argued that the colonial system reinforced with the cultural baggage of the dominant

colonial powers did not permit the Africans time to reflect on the thought systems of

Africa's past, to theorize about such philosophical concepts as the good society, the

nature of mathematics, to comment on the writings of the ancient Africans of ancient

EgyptorMedieYal Africa. Evidentlythe colonial systems reinforcements had also negative

impact on African education in these similar aspects mentioned above.

Nonetheless, a modem African philosophy has no need to live in the past Keita (ibid.)

alludes to the vievv that it must recognize itand perceive itas anecessarysupport for the

analysis and study of modem form of knowledge. Accordingly the past presented a

framevvork in which discussions on the major thought systems ofAfrica could take place.
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It is evident that no attempt was made to incorporate into the African philosophy

framework the folk wo¥> of things of Africa's diverse people. Such an approach,

according to Keita, leads to confusion and paralysing ofanyattemptatcreating agenuine

structure of African thought Therefore, in keeping the African philosophy framework

without confusion, the principle of continuity ought to be maintained also in African

Renaissance education. African Philosophy as a grounding motive for this envisaged

education should maintain the principle of continuity. Sogolo (1983:14) states that no

discipline can sever ties with its past since it is the past that gives inspiration to the

present While the present is expected to serve as a stimulant for the future. Sogolo

(ibid.) further asserts that along this continuum, innovations come in; obsolete ideas are

dropped and newones picked up. Probably, essential elements of the past are indeed

still operative in the modem era. Olela in Wright (1979:67) concurs with the principle

of continuity in that contemporary African philosophy is moribund if it does not take as

its starting point an African World View which is the basis of African experiences.

Similarly, the contemporaryAfrican education philosophy is moribund if it does not take

into account the history of African education which takes us back to ancient Africa's

educational practices.

Crucially, anAfricanworldview togetherwith the historyoftheAfrican Philosophyshould

help the African philosophers display a more focussed attitude. This is the kind of.
attitude that putAfrican Renaissance education in correctperspective. Sogolo (1983:xx)

asserts that there was the need for a new orientation in thinking among African scholars

in search of an African philosophical tradition. According to him, they should be more

self-asserting and to start their search from within an indigenous cultural base. This calls

for the conceptual decolonization, putting aside some of their intellectual borrowing.

They should aspire to ensure that their theoretical formulations were African in content,

thatbeing the onlyway inwhich theirworks could claim legitimacy to the prefix "African".

Nv:Jre importantly, from this indigenous cultural base, there is a pool of floating ideas
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Philosophy as tabled in the next section.

3.3.1 Some characteristics of the African Philosophy

It is of vital importance to identify characteristics of the African Philosophy in

determining the relevant education perspective.

According to Wright (1979:12) African civilization is characterized by solidarity,

communitarianism, traditionalism, participation against Western individualistic and

objectivist framework that has given it a cMlization where the indMdual is

powerful. Secondly, Apostel (1981:145) states that the African philosophy is

characterized bythe initiation which is about the formation ofman in three stages,

namely: laws of the home (understanding home), laws of the own body

(understanding own bocly) and laws of the society (understanding the total

physical universe).

Young (1937:15-94) cites indigenous characteristics. According to Young

indigenous African philosophy is characterised by:

.:. grouo-confession: - the moral basis upon which the

goodnessofthevillage stands, and makes its demands upon

all inhabitants not only upon leaders;

.:. the goodness of the village rested upon the moral rather

than the material;

.:. the ideal of right behaviour: -an ancientand essential human

decency, a responsibility within the field of morals for the

establishment, maintenance and perpetuation of a Good
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••••

Village. The moral responsibility involved restrain byelement

in the human being over another;

communal bond: - an African through his father is not an

independent individual but a member of the family or clan,

from which he cannot detach himselfand to which he must

be loyal. Under the family group he is quite safe from

interference, and anyone wishing to deal with him can only

do so by approaching first the head of the family or clan;

patrilinealIv organized people: - the communal bond

operates to prevent any self-operating individualistic
~

development The individual is in some way something

more than just a human unit He or she is inseparable from

those who were there before and equally, inseparable from

those who are to come after;

primitive justice: - the idea of justice in a social structure.

Primitive justice looks not primarily to the offender for.
satisfaction, but to his particular people, to the subgroup

where he is amemberwithin avillage or community. Under

patrilineal conditions, the wrongdoer's representative is his

own father or if the father is dead, his father's brother.

It is clear here that theAfrican Philosophy from the foregoing discussion is aunifying factor

in the African society's way of life. As such, from such unity a single purpose of

partnership in African education can be feasibly realised. Therefore, and arguably so,

teaching about this Pan African Unity (vs 2.3.3.1) in time and space is necessary to

combat, as Carruthers (2000) states, the divide and conquer strategy of the oppressor.
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The present democratic South African Education system is offered here practical issues

to help stop pseudo-European practises but reinforce, enhance and offer apremise for

African Philosophy in education.

African Philosophic approach is required for South African education to be responsive

enough to African needs, to be sufficiently inclusive and help address the restoration of

African humanity through education. As discussed above African centered education

is an approach celebrating the culture, heritage, contributions and traditions ofall humans.

Such an approach is seen as having the potential to carve the niche for African culture

and traditions to be preserved, to be refined and to be observed in its purest form.

Apparently, itall boils down to actually redefining South African PhilosophyofEducation

and thus clearly articulating African Philosophy.

Sensibly, redefining education demands African communal thought for it to describe

African people it purports to serve. Unavoidably so, the revision of African paradigm

focusses also on the priority of restoring African humanity (Carruthers 2000) and the

recognition of the historical and cultural unity of African people as discussed in (vs

2.3.3.1) under indigenous characteristics of African Philosophy. Therefore, African

centred curriculum, as discussed in the next section, ought to be designed from an

African Psychological and African Philosophical perspectives as tabled in the foregoing

sections (vide supra 3.2 and 3.3) in order to derive leaming activities, African principles

of behaviour and African group ethics, for relevant Afrocentric curriculum framevvork.

3.4 AFRICAN CENnRED CURRlCUWM

The African curriculum especially in African secondary schools in South Africa ought to

be delivered based on some perspective. The teaching and learning practices need this

perspective as a determining factor. There is need that the curriculum ought to be

Afrocentric. This section will briefly respond to what kind of curriculum is crucial to
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African Renaissance education. Probably, and as advocates of Afrocentric education

argue (in Woodson 2000) a new curriculum ought to be designed. They argue for the

new curriculum that proviQes amore equitable treatment of-African culture (giving more

presence to the African history, recognizing African values and achievements, as well as

white oppression), would reduce bias, prejudice, racism, arrogance, and intolerance

among white students and would improve the self-esteem, the self-respect and the

humanity to Black students. That is in essence an African centered curriculum. It should,

however, aim at producing men and women who possess both culture and expert

knowledge in some special direction. Whitehead (1959:1) says curriculum will be

effective if it succeeds in providing expert knowledge which is both valuable intellectual

developmentand self-developmentas well as culture which is an activity of thought and

receptiveness to beauty and humane feelings.

Designing an African curriculum model for African Renaissance education is not without.
challenges. Steyn andYiUoen (1991 :241) putforward two crucial"onderwysuitdagings"

- educational challenges, to an African curriculum design. Firstly "om die

mannekragbehoeftes self tevoorsien" - (provision ofmanpower needs) - which remain

the core challenge on teaching and leaming to the school curriculum. Leamers ought to

be taught to live and work in the multicultural South Africa. The main objective should

be to make pupil curriculum relevant to the past, present and anticipated needs and

experiences. As such the skills and the contexts in which the skills were embedded

ought to be culturally relevant to the leamer.

The second challenge is that "die vryemarkekonomie ... bied ook 'n besondere

onderwysuitdaging" (challenge of the free market economy). This particular challenge

calls for African people to be more occupationally adapta.ble and flexible during their

lifetime. Probably, the workforce will need to have more relevant and transferable skills.

Actually there is always apremium on initiative, motivation and problem soMng skills. This

means, therefore, a sound relationship between the curriculum sensitive to economic
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needs ought to be developed through an African centered curriculum.

Carruthers' (2000) review-of the African curriculum provided five reasons why African

centered curriculum was essential and needed as a matter of urgency. Firstly, it is

essential to restore truth to the curriculum as against the falsification, the deformation and

mutilation ofthe role ofAfricans in world historyand cMlization. Secondly, it is necessary.
to develop a framework for cultural equality in the 21 SI century. IWJre importantly, the

road to multicultural equality and respect cannot even begin until Africa was restored to

its proper historical and cultural position. Thirdly, it is a fact that any culture (which had

been oppressed) needs its own apparatus for its restoration, maintenance and

development The main reason why westem culture has been dominant was because

Europeans had controlled ~Iitical, economic and social power including educational

policy. Fourthly, it is the peculiar capabilityoftheAfrican centered education movement

to provide the leadership in education reform.

Essentially so, the African centered education project provides an open-ended critique

of westem education which is anecessary aspect of the reform of education. Without

this critique and the organisational pressure multi-culturalism would remain an abstraction

capable of being used to perpetuate the Eurocentric and anti-African curriculum.

Reference in the stucly by Carruthers (ibid) was on the United States. However, the fifth

reason refers to our similar situation as in the USA. The nature of the population

composition in our country was composed of a variety of ethnic and racial groups.

Undoubtedly, the European curriculum more, or less, served the cultural interest of the

most European. ethnic groups. Actually, it did not serve the cultural interest of most

people of African descent Therefore, it is logical that Africans in schools should be

taught from an African perspective. Put forward by these reasons in a nutshell is that an

African centered curriculum ought to be multicultural in nature so as to be the African

apparatus to restore and develop Africans.
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Understandably so, an African centered curriculum needs to reflect an essence of a

multicultural approach. Detailing multicultural curriculum was not the intent of this

research. However, it was crucial to critically highlight some importance thereof in

relation to African Renaissance and education. This is aprogramme of leaming which has

as its focus cultural diversity. This implies knowledge ofdifferentcultures and groupsand

skills to cope with when dealing with diversity (RAU - Stuciy Guide 2000:28). Important

in this approach is leaming about one's own culture to establish identity and self pride.

One has the right to a positive identification with one's historical past, but it does not

implyan uncritical debatewith one's heritage. Therefore, theAfrican centered curriculum

ought to aim at the multicultural curriculum striking abalance between the unique culture

of the individual and a more universal common culture and heritage.

There is need to concretize strategies that need to be taken to make multicultural

sensitive curriculum approaches a living reality. It must match the leamer's competence

with intended outcomes. Eventually, schooling needs to reflect on many aspects of

cultural diversityofdifferentgroups from ethnic differences to the aspirations of leamers

with special educational needs. Other issues that need attention are the readiness level

of learners and the climate of the school or institution. Notably, here, issues like age of

learners, existing knowledge on the topic, and the cultural composition of the school,

need attention. Invariably yes, the multicultural school has to address many sensitive

issues like human rights, racism, language and religious preferences of its learners. In

conclusion, it is essential as Dalamba (2000) avers, thatschools aim at teaching an African

program based on African centered perspective in cognizance ofchallenges ofcultural.
diversity and economic needs ofour country. Realising the multicultural African centred

curriculum framework and for it to be grounded on African Psychology aswell asAfrican

Philosophy culminates in an African centred education ideal as discussed below in the

next section.
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3.5 AfRICAN CENTERED EDUCAnON

In reviewing an African Centered Education the researcher found the study on African

American befitting this section. The study was conducted by the African Centered

Education Task Force as requested by the Kansas Oty Missouri School Board. The Task

Force's report revealed that an African Centeredness was primarily the placement of

African at the center of human process with physicallyr socially and intellectual origins in

Africa. SOr it was explicated thatAfrican centered education placed the African at the

center of the educational experience as a subject rather than an object

This placement at the center allows for an inclusionary process which gives equal

representation of all groups rather than one group over or below any other group.

Actually this placements allows formulticultural approaches.•According to the Task Force

ReportanAfrican centered education is inclusionaryr multicultural educationprocesswith

emphasis on the African experience that teaches that all people are equal. Asante

(2000) states thatwithin amulticultural education the aims ofAfrocentridtyas regard the

cultural idea are not hegemonic meaning that the aims are not regarded as ruling or

supreme. As such Afrocentrists have expressed no interest in one race or culture

dominating another. According to Asanter they express ardent belief in the possibility

of diverse population living on the same earth without gMng up fundamental traditionsr

exceptwhere those traditions invade other people's space. That is why theAfrocentric

idea is essential to human harmony.

Obviouslyr that is why Mncwabe (1990:82) warns that multicultural education in South

Africa must be careful not to fall into the melting pot ideotogy in which it is hoped to

blend all South Africans into asuperior culture. According to Mncwabe African groups

were proud ofacultural heritagewhich theywould like to retainralthough theyalso strive

towards a common national culture as fully fledged citizens. It is further maintained that

a uniform education system should not alienate children from their various culturesr but
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should help them acquire the skills and abilities needed to function within amainstream

South African culture.

The multicultural approach ofAfrican centered education should, as argued by Beckrnann

(1991) address the single major problem "dat die onderwyserskorps nie toereikend

daaroor opgelei is nie" (that educators were not fully prepared and trained) to teach in

this approach. Educators are seen as crucial facilitators who have a key role in

multicultural education. Beckrnann (1991 :180) argues that educators are the key figures

in the educational process and changes in the classroom practice and in the overall ethos

of schools depended to a very large degree on the cooperation and support of

individual educators. Secondly, Beckrnann recommends thatattemptsoughttobe made

to the teacher trainingsystem}o respond to the multicultural natureofsociety. Otherwise

it can perhaps bestbe seen as characterised by aconfusion of aims and alack of overall

coherence.

African Centered Education accommodates multicultural education and thus it has a

bearing on the preparedness of educators. The researcher has presented here, his own

translation from Afrikaans of Beckrnann's (1991) vievvs on educator training and

preparedness. Beckrnann (1991:182) contends that educators in order to deliver on

multicultural teaching and leaming practices need to possess "meer spesifieke

vaardigheid" - (more special/relevant competency). Essentially each educator needs:

•••• Firstly, to fit in "'n vreemde kultuur" (new culture), through his,11er

perceptions. Educators ought to be accommodative of stress

presented by contact with other cultures and be able to "hanteer"

(handle) inter-cultural conflict among leamers and among

educators;

Secondly, to achieve aims for teaching as well as aims for learning
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in a multicultural environment Educators need to be conscious of

·ondelVJYSS\Tategie" (teaching strategy) and different methods;

.:. Thirdly, to comprehend the dynamics and implications of cultural

processes to aid in achieving and renewal of the development of

the teaching strategy;

.:. Lastly, tocreatean environmentwherebydiversecultural viewpoints
~ .

can be integrated into a whole.

As a matter of fact, one believes this contention denotes the necessity to take

multicultural education as ac9mpulsory component for preparing and training and or in

service training of educators in order to bring educators on board faced with

multicultural education in schools. In that wcry, educators will presumably succeed in

facilitating an African (entered Education as an approach which celebrates the CUlture,

heritage, contributions and traditions of all humans. Moreover, they mcry as well fully

understand thatwith an African (entered Education, theAfrican child is culturally placed

at the center of the leaming process as against the Eurocentric Education where African

leamers were culturally outside of the educational experience.

There is, therefore, no doubt that Afrocentric Education adopts a holistic view. This

means that the student will be involved in cross discipline, leaming, meeting state core

curriculum goals and guidelines, critical and creative thinking, selfconceptdevelopment,

character development and moral education. Actually in the African centered school

children were exposed to a world view experience that relates to all people, cultures

and traditions. It is this context of reality which would enhance their own self esteem,

positive self-image and higher standards of educational excellence. Accordingly the

Afrocentric education upholds the essence of partnership of relevance to this

partnership and in order for teachers to be competent in the delivery of African
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Centered Education as well as the core curriculum, there was need for African centered

training model to follow the African principle:

"It takes an entire village to raise just one child:

Which takes precedence as parental involvement in African centered schools was very

crucial working closely in the planning, decision-making, developmentand evaluation of

the African Centered Education model.

•
Woodson (2000) outlines reasons as basis for striving for African centered education

with reference to African-Americans. The education offered them, according to

Woodson, ignored and undervalued African historical experiences and overvalued

European history and culture. secondly, the dynamics of education generated the

alienation of African-Americans who hence became dislocated from themselves, by

cutting African-American links with their own culture and traditions. Woodson further

noted this type of education promoted mainly African-Americans to reject their own

heritage. Lastly, Woodson predicted that such an education would result in the

psychological and cultural decline of the African-American people.

The foregoing advancement by Woodson has similar experiences offered both by

Colonial and Apartheid education to Africans in South Africa. By implication colonialists

strategies were similar everywhere they colonized "to brain-wash" Africans. Notably, a

similar strategy as above was used in providing education that ignored and undervalued

African historical experiences and overvalued European history and culture. It is

remarkable that colonialists education revealed similar dynitmics in Africa and in South
. .
Africa in particular, especially the Verwoerdean education that led to the alienation of

Africans from themselves, thus cutting African links with their own culture and traditions,

and rejecting ofAfrican own heritage as heathen, savage and pagan.

It is for this reason that Vansina in Simrns (2000) is quoted saying African historiography
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had been thoroughly Europeanized. Undoubtedly, this is because as Simms (2000)

contends, western people dominated modern African historiography. Eventually they

established the universities, departments and histories. They developed the African.
history courses and trained future African historians. They taught Africans how to

research, write and teach academic African history using Eurocentric models as their

curriculum guides. I\s a result, according to Simms, African historians received training

in a Eurocentric methodology, analysis and research for a predominantly Europe

American audience.

The solution to this problem, as Woodson (2000) argues, could be found in the

development of an education system that was more responsive to African-Americans.

According to this view, thisj110del built on the traditional African-American colleges,

should teach both history and culture of Africa together with the one of America.

Similarly to the South African scenario, as well as the one encapsulated above by

Woodson, my contention is that a more responsive education system to Africans is

required. I\s above, such amodel oughtto be builton the traditional African universities,

and colleges ofeducation. Reiterating the above argument Ntuli (2003:4) states that the

role of tertiary and other institutions in this endeavour could not be over emphasised.

Among other things, tabulated by the author, centres forAfrican Renaissance need to be

establishedj core courses in the African Renaissance be createdj a dialectical link

between institutions and communities be created, develop the philosophy of 'ubuntu'

giving its form structure and direction and many more.

It is contented .that African universities remain a beacon of hope for rewriting African

historiography and are in good stead in developing a more responsive education for

Africans thus enhancing Afrocentric Education, and the corrections of African

historiography. Surely, as Simms (2000) argues, anewnon-western decolonizedAfrican

historiographywas needed to address amyriad ofproblems ofAfrica, and South Africa

in particular. Arguably so, it is time that education faculties ofAfrican universities of the
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present government ought to become partofthe strategising for education restructuring

and not let politicians manipulate education as a voting card for the next election.

Education for African people in South Africa ought to be taken seriously as it should.

Undoubtedlya lot of research, addressing various educational problems over decades

was collecting dust in African university libraries. A lotmore researchers were on thew~

as more African graduates addressed these prevalent African educational problems.

Actually was this not the time for a decisive act in providing a more responsive African

centered education to Africans in South Africa?

One strategist believes, in addressing the prevalent South African problem, Afrocentric

education should forge links with the basic principles, characteristics and educational

objectivesofAfrican traditional education. In principle, the traditional education in Africa,

according to Bennaars (1993:40), was strongly community-oriented in that:

"In traditional times the African child was educated by the community for

memberships of a particular community. The child's upbringing thus

became the shared responsibility of all adults in the community. As the

child grew up within the family and the clan, he or she went through an

intricate process of formation. This enabled the child to become socially

integrated into the lineage and into the age-group. Throughout this

process well-defined rites and ceremonies reiterated the communal

concern with the education of the young.'

This orientation reiterates the Task Force Report on African centered training model that

found out that in African communities the entire village was responsible for raising

children. One should now go further and look into the character of this traditional

education. Moumouni in Bennaars (1993:40-41) identifies the chiefcharacteristics ofthe

African traditional education, namely: the collective or social nature of traditional

education as well as the communal concern thataccompanied it; the close ties between
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traditional education and social life in all its aspects (political, economic, religious, moral,

etc.); its multivalent character, both in terms of the goals and the method employed; and

its conformity to the successivestages ofchild development(physical, emotional, social,

moral and mental). It is believed that the holistic nature of the character of traditional

education makes itthe relevant responsive education forAfiicans as education thatcaters

for all aspects of growth in Afiican children.

Tuming to the educational objectives of Afiican traditional education it becomes clear

what Afiicans aimed at achieving in their education. Fafunwa in Bennaars (1993:41)

identified these educational objectives. Actually theAfiican traditional education aimed:

at developing the child's character, physical and intellectual skills; providing vocati.onal

training; promoting ahealthyattitude towork; inculcating respect for elders and for those
~ .

in authority and fosterring a sense of socio-cultural belonging and participation. In

achieving these core objectives and manyiiiore AtiicallSwere able to produce very

mature, patriotic and responsible, cultured citizens since Afiican traditional education

aimed at developing a fully rounded person. This is prpbably the kind of African

centered education that is proposed to fight and eradicate lack of responsibility;

culturelessness, senselessness, infidelity; lack of sense of direction; selfcenteredness;

deviant and inappropriate behaviour to name a few. It is this kind of education as

Bennaars (1993) put it, that ingeniouslycombined both contentand method that should

be sought According to Bennaars this kind of combination resulted in education being

integrated in the Afiican child; wholesome and all pervasive. Profoundly, traditional

educationwas highly functional in character, oriented towards everydaylife in apartitular

community. It also stressed practicality and participatory action. Bennaars (ibid) also

firmlybelieves theAfiican traditional educationhad incorporated the religious dimension.

Seemingly, an Afiican (entered Education taking into consideration the principles, the

characteristics and the objectives of Afiican traditional education was very relevant to

South Afiica's Afiican concern. Actually in addressing Afiican (entered Education,
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certain demands (vs 2.4.2.2) need also to be met on top of the above considerations.

An African Centered Education demands teaching from a cultural perspective relevant.
to Africans. Second, it demands the reconstruction ofconsciousness in Africans. Third,

it demands a particular type of African quality in educators, curriculum planners,

educationists and education departmentsi a kind of resolve to determine agency

centerednessi psychic integrityand cultural fidelity ofAfrican education in South Africa.

Therefore, both the realisation of African Renaissance and present restructuring of the

education system in South Africa oughtbe determined in cognizance of these demands

pertaining to an African Centered Education.

In order for African Renaissance Education to be relevantly addressed, Mkabela and

Luthuli (1997:164) contend thatwithin the content of Philosophy of Education in South

Africa, should evolve a system that not only retrieves African philosophical

presuppositions but offers the opportunities of human advancement for all South

Africans. Evidently, from such a philosophical point of view a proper foundation for

African Centered Education was laid. The building of such a philosophical foundation

remains aprerequisitewhereupon anAfricanCentered Education could embraceAfrican

philosophyof life, African cultureand traditions. However, the buildingorreconstruction

of the foundations of education should guard against the weakness of borrowing quick

fix theories and foreign programmes for South Africa's education problems. In essence

South Africa ought to design its own globallycompetitive African Education System. In

that regard an African Centered Education could probably address the needs of the

African people. One firmly believes education forAfricans, duty-consciouscitizens, with

the right attitude, values and character and relevant skills for the job market is essential.

Prevalently, the great task facing an African Centered Education is the fierce challenge to

provide Africans with true qualityeducation ofAfrican origin. Therefore, as noted earlier

on by Dalamba (2000), African Renaissance has boundless possibilities and as such in

education it can liberate learning through creativity and paradigm shifts which seek to

affirm African knowledgesystems through acurriculum that is committed to incorporating
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and celebratingAfrican thinkers andAfrican achievements. Relevantly, Tarrant (1989:700)

quotes Rousseau explicating the proposed African centered education in that:

"it is education that you must count on to shape the souls of the citizens

in anational pattem and so direct theiropinions, their likes, and dislikes that

they shall be patriotic by inclination, passionately ofnecessity.·

In the new millennium African Education demands resuscitation of the previous valiant

effort cited by Bennaars (1993:57) that led to the remarkable rapid expansion of

education in Africa. At the focal point of this research there is need to develop an

African attitude to focus on their education. Amazingly as Bennaars (1993:58) further

argues, education for most people simply means schooling, it being a matter of

instruction as provided in schools, colleges and universities. Profoundly, schooling alone

will not succeed unless at home parents and surrounding community of schools play a

major partnership in education of their children. African values, norms, art, craft, music

demand to be revived thereby expertise from communities need be invited. Secondly,

schools alone cannot succeed while they are pressured byprovincial as well as national.
traditional examinations. It is agreeable as Bennaars (1993) argues, that schools are failing

in their role to educate young people for living in today's society. This includes a failure

to provide moral and social education, not to mention the basic education to cater

primarily for the basic human needs like, nutrition, health, shelter and security.

Education in the correct Afrocentric perspective might viably succeed if it renders

Africans (vs 2.4.,2.4)with an intense interest in psychological location; finding the subject

place ofAfricans in any phenomenon; defendingAfrican cultural elements as historically

valid; celebratingcenterednessand agencyand commitmentto lexical refinementoftheir

language and that ofothers, and the ability to revive the collective textofAfrican people.

In this way, itwould help Africans relive a liberation consciousness and regain this quality

of thought ofAfrican people in innovation, in critidsm and in interpretation (vs 2.4.2.5).
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Essentially humanising African Education will be liberated from hegemonic (vs 2.4.2.8)

Eurocentric Education. Afrocentricity's goal will be achieved by creating and

reconstructing African values and genius (vs 2.4.2.7). The fact of the matter is that

Africans ought to actAfrican in order to realize development ofAfrocentric curriculum;

African school programmes; Afrocentric multimedia systems and programmes; African

knowledge systems and textbooks (vs 2.4.2.8) for Afrocentric Education (vs 2.4.2.7).

3.6 CONCLUSION

It is hoped not to wholly transform African Education with these thoughts in this thesis,

but rather to deepen practice. The thesis, therefore, aims at providing aframevvork for

educationists, practitioners, policy makers, curriculum designers, educators and all

involved in African education as a wake-up call that a pseudo-Eurocentric African

Education is not at all the best education for Africans in their diversity in South Africa.

Education ought to enhance rather than change the African image, what the

colonial/apartheid educationhadover theyears, stressed acivilized orachangedAfrican

outer-image to the extent that their inner-image had followed suit Surely, Africans are

engaged in a psychological warfare in education. And so Kaphagawani in Coetzee and

RolJX (2000:90) states, this is resultant to a Euro-African dealings in Africans having lost

almost Africanness, in order to be accepted by and in Eurocentric dealings.

Conclusively, education sought, ought to helpAfricanserMf, esteem, take pride, improve

their being and their environment as a people.

In the following chapter, that is Chapter Four, the researcher deals with methodology.

Theaspectsofmethodologydealtwith includesampling, datacollection anddata tabling

in ideograms. Data analysis and data interpretation will be dealt with in the fourth

Chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: A CRlnCAL EVALUAnON OF THE

PLACE OF AFRICAN RENAISSANCE IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN

EDUCAnON

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research study is to critically describe the place of African

Renaissance in the South African Education. In this third chapter attempt is made to

analyse and describe the place ofAfrican Renaissance by means ofaqualitative research
-

method. Itwas inevitably essential in the course of research to determine what African

Renaissance phenomenon called for in transforming the South African Education with

regard toAfrican Education. Itwas envisaged central to incorporatetheAfrocentricview

in the African Education in order to ascertain what to promote; what to preserve; what

to revive and retain in the South African Education system. In this endeavour the

researcherevaluated these issuesamong indigenousAfricans in KWalulu-Natal, especially

ZUlu speaking people, by means of the qualitative approach in the form of an

ideographic method.

It is important in this chapter, to contextualize the research method to be used, by

explaining further how information was to be collected and interpreted. Section 4.2

gives a more detailed overview of qualitative approach applicable in this research.
. .

Reasons for employing this approach in the form of an ideographic method are given in

Section 4.3 and 4.5. Interview as a research instrument has been discussed. Research

data collected through interviewing is tabled as ideograms in Section 4.11. In conclusion

the last section of this chapter presents the interpretation of ideograms.
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4.2 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH: AN OVERVIEW

This section discusses an overVif!")N of aqualitative research method and its relevance to

this present research. At the starting point, qualitative research is aholistic approach that.
is usualty inductive and designed to answer general questions. In a sense, the human

experience orpointofvievvwas seen as more important than the scientific point ofvievv

(Sprinthall et al 1991:101). Sprinthall et al (1991:100) concurred with Bryman

(1988:46) in defining qualitative methods. It is asserted that qualitative methods were

approaches used to systematicalty gather data from the social world. The data was

purety descriptive since the approach seeks to describe and anatyse the culture and

behaviour of humans and their groups from the point of vievv of those being studied

(Bryman, 1988:46). Barr etal (1953:10) and Sprinthall etal (1991:100) agree that data

collection is not numerical hence most difficult to quantify. Probabty, as Barr et al

(1953:10) put it, it was the complex and not readity observed traits and qualities such

as interests, attitudes, appreciation, loyalties and beliefs that were frequentty the most

important and most difficult to quantify. Most relevantty, lsaac and Michael (1995:219)

contended that in its anatysis qualitative research depicted an attribute of a naturalistic

inquiry in two ways: Rrstty, because of its relevance on human perception, naturalistic

inquiry led to multiple realities that the world was seen through the eyes of more than

one beholder. Secondty, trustworthiness of results involved special criteria Vv'hich

characterised it This includes the notion ofcredibility, Vv'hich means to produce findings

thatwere believable and convincing; transferabilityVv'hich attempted to appty findings in

one setting to other contextualty similar settingsj dependability, Vv'hich addressed the

question conceming Vv'hich findings were consistent with those of other similar

investigations. lastly confirmability, Vv'hich ensured that both the process and product

were auditable.

This research revealed something about the interVievvees' ·concems. Surprisingty, the

same phenomenon surfaced in Bryman (1988:46) Vv'here interVievvees moved into areas
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which most interested them. Therefore, the payoffwas that the researcher reached that

data that was central to the client

lsaac and Michael (1995:218) stipulate three principles on which qualitative research

purpose should be based on. According to this viewpoint the philosophical viewpoint

of phenomenology allows multiple realities arising from natural differences in the

development of human perceptions. The second principle underpins that the thrust is

to investigate human behaviour in its natural and uniquecontexts and settings byavoiding

the artificial constraints of control and manipulation. The last principle articulates that

qualitative research is heavily empirical and ideographic in its outlook because it is not

concemed at arriving at afinal unified system ofknowledge. Put more concisely, byboth

lsaac and Michael (1995:101) qualitative methodology principally reflects the role of

subjective judgement in generating data from interviewees' own perspectives, and not

from the scientists-observers perspective.

Husserl in Bryman (1988:51) argues for the presence ofphenomenological reduction in

qualitative research. Phenomenology as defined by Bryman (1988:46) is inter alia the

main intellectual undercurrentwhich tends to beviewed as providingqualitative research

with its distinctepistemology. Husserl advocates that the observer needs to bracket the.
dense thicketofpriorundertaking, from the universal structures ofpeople's apprehension

of the world, in order to grasp subjective experience in its pure, uncontaminated form.

More importantly, as Bryman (1988:52) asserts, that an attempt to understand social

reality must be grounded in people's experience of that social reality. Consequently,

failure to recognize and encapsulate the meaningful natureofeverydayexperiences runs

the riskof losing touch with social reality and furthermore runs the risk of imposing instead

of a factional non-existing world constructed by the scientific observer.

According to Sprinthall etal (1991:101) when using qualitative research data includes

the interviewers' written notes or tape recordings. Therefore, the results are a non-
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statistical written description that helps to understand people's perceptions. This is,

precisely because the people's perceptions aboutAfrican Renaissance Education were

crucial in this study. This qualitative data according to Barr et al (1953:10) merely

indicates the presence on absence of acts, components and aspects of things whereas

quantitative data indicated their amount

In collaboration with the above argumen~ on simpler terms, Bryman (1988:53) avers that

the ·conversational analysis' draw on full transcript and recordings of conversations in

natural situations which are presented in an unadulterated form to the reader, along with

the researcher's own interpretation of the flow ofevents. Eventually, the conversational

analysis is seen as an approach more in keeping with the qualitative methodology. Iused

the conversational analysis in this present research.

4.3 THE CHARAmRlSnCS OF A QUAliTATIVE RESEARCH

Characteristics ofqualitative research were identified. Bryman (1988:61-69) identifies six

chiefcharacteristics ofqualitative research. Thesewere found significantlyrelevant to this

present research.

fi~ ·seeing through the Eyes of .... is the most fundamental characteristic of qualitative

research. This entailed expressing commitment to viewing events, actions, norms, values

etcetera, from the perspective of the people who are being studied. The strategy of

taking the subjects' perspective is often expressed in terms of seeing through the eves

of the people one is studying. Eventually, as Polsky in Bryman (1988:59) argues,

successful research depends on the ability to look at people, listen to them; think and

feel with them, talk with them rather than at them.

Seco~ the main purpose of qualitative research is to provide detailed descriptions of

the social setting investigated. Bryman (1988:63) contends that qualitative researchers
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advocate that such descriptions should be at the vet)' least consistent with the

perspectives of the participants in that setting. Bodgdan en Biklen (1982) in Tuckman

(1988:388) concur in that qualitative research attempts primarily to describe and only

secondarily to analyse. Therefore, the emphasis according to Bryman (1988:63) is on

description, entailed attending to mandate details; the apparently superficial trMal and

minutiae of evet)'day life are worthy of examination because of their capacity to help us

understand what is going on in aparticular contextand to provide clues and pointers to

other layers of reality. In essence, more description was often demeaned and portrayed

as lacking intellectual integrity because analyses and explanation were seen as the real

'stuff of research. Actually, as a qualitative researcher I invariably sought to go beyond

pure description and to provide analyses of the environment I examined.

Sherman and Webb (1990:46)argue thatcontextspecificeventscan notbeunderstood

if isolated from their context. That is answered by the third characteristic in that

qualitative research exhibits a preference for contextua1ism in its commitment to

understanding events, behaviour, etcetera, in their context. Bryman (1988:64) contends

that it is inseparable from holism which entails an undertaking to examine social entities,

for example, communities, as wholes to be explicated and understood in their entirety.

The theme of contextualism and holism engender a style of research in which the

meanings that people ascribe to their own and others' behaviour have to be set in the

context of the values, practices, and underlying structures of the appropriate entity as

well as the multipleperceptions that pervade thatentity. That iswhySherman and Webb

(1990:46) assert that aqualitative researcher seeks to understand as closely as possible

experience as it is actually lived and understood and attempt to discern relationships

between those experiences. Actually, this research was based on this emphasis on the

need to interpret what was going on and what ought to be in education in terms of an.
understanding of the whole society and the meaning it had for the participants. One

took into cognisance, events could be understood if they were situated in the wider

social and historical context.
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fou~ there is an implicit longitudinal element built into much qualitative research, which

is both a symptom and cause of an undertaking to Vle:w social life in proccessual rather

in static terms. Tuckman (1988:388) affirms this characteristic in that the concem was

with process, that is, with what transpires, as much as, with product or outcome.

Actually, the Vle:w entails social life as invoMng interlocking series of events. Bryman

(1988:64) further contends that qualitative research's emphasis isseen as a process to

reflect the reality of everyday life. It is eVident that the general image that qualitative

research conveys about social orders is one of interconnection and change.

fifth, the qualitative research is characterized by flexibility and lack of structure. Both

Tuckman (1988:388) and also Sherman and Webb (1990:46) concur in that the natural

setting is the data source and is opposed to abstract or theoretical setting. Bryman

(1988:66) states that qualitative research tends to favour a research strategy which is

relatively open and unstructured, rather than onewhich has decided preciselywhat may

be investigated and how it should be done. Therefore, with regard to this research

open research strategyenhanced the opportunityofcoming across entirelyunexpected

issues which might be of interest That was because the research was immersed in a

social context and could defer analysis until fully acquainted with it Tuckman (ibid)

furthercontends, that irrespectiveofwhether the research problem was closelydefined,

qualitative researchers tend to Vle:wthe predominantlyopen approach which theyadopt

in the examination of the social phenomenon. The method allowed the researcher

access to unexpectedlyimportant topics which maynothad been Visible to me had th~

domain of study been foreclosed by a structured and hence potentially rigid strategy.

Second, it was even possible for me to discover that a particular focus was irrelevant

Ofparticular interestwas myqualitative abilityto recognize the irrelevanceofmyresearch

question from within the frame:work ofthe community (the contextual emphasis) and the

ability to change direction in the formulation ofmy problem.

Lastly, the qualitative researcher frequently rejects the formulation of theories and
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concepts in advance ofbeginning their fieldNork. In collaboration with Bryman's (1988)

characteristic, Sherman andWebb (1990:46) andTuckman (1988:388) fully agree in that

qualitative enquiry is not merely a search for knowledge for knowledge's sake but a

search for the significance ofknowledge (the~as well as the what). Itwas, therefore,

important for me to adopt an open approach with open-ended questions to

interviewees, seeking their VIews, feelings, ideas rather than search for knowledge or

facts.

Bryman (1988:68) further contends that qualitative researchers in particular view the

imposition of a pre-ordained theoretical framework as <;]eleterious because it may

excessively constrain the researcher and may exhibit a poor fit with participant

perspectives. Consequently, Ichose an approach in which the formulation and listing of

theories and concepts proceed in tandem (during the fieldNork period) with data

collection.

4.4 RAnONALE FOR UNDERTAKING QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

In this research the qualitative research hadbeen employedbecauseIwanted to critically

analyse the perceptions, the feelings, and attitudes oftheAfrican people about the place

ofAfrican Renaissance in the South African Education. Itwas strongly felt that qualitative

approachwas more suitable for this type ofresearch. In focussing upon the meaning that.
African Renaissance had for Africans, it allowed the researcher to examine their

interpretation of the African Renaissance phenomenon and contextually explored,

defined, redefined, what type of education could be envisaged in South Africa.

There were five fundamental reasons why I chose qualitative research.

•:. Qualitative inquiry leads to qualitative understanding. Qualitative

understanding, in turn, serves to condition the range and quality of

human thought and mayhelp to restore those moral dimensions of
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thought and practice one finds so absent in African life today.

•:. Qualitative inquiry enhances the critical and intellectual dimensions

of human thoughts and enables researchers to view themselves in

relation to the larger world.

.:. Qualitative inquiry serves to heighten our critical sensibilities and

thereby help us to reformulate our problem in fresh and

constructive ways.

•:. One hallmark of a qualitative approach is that it causes us to

acknowledge our assumptions so that we can suspend beliefs in

these familiar convictions and examine evidence in a new and

productive manner.

•:. Qualitative inquiry seeks to make phenomena more complex and

notsimpler. Forcomplexity, notsimplicity, describes life in both the

past and the present (Shennan & Webb, 1990:45).

It was, therefore, imperative to select a more grounded realistic methodology to assess

general qualitative impact From a qualitative point of view research findings could not

be taken out of context Qualitative research methods, as lsaac and Michael (1995:218)

state, are heavily empirical and ideographic in its outlook. It was for this reason,

therefore, that ideographic method was also employed.

4.5 IDEOGRAPHIC METHOD

In a nutshell, the ideographic method involves the intensive study of an individual as

opposed to interpretating the person on the basis of statistical investigations,
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generalizations or causallavvs (Swanepoel & Mulder, 1989:15).

An ideographic research projects the focus on the individual, therefore, it is person

centred. The point of departure is ·we begin our research with your experience, not

with my interpretation.' Actually the researcher here listened, viewed and transcribed

what people say about the place ofAfrican Renaissance in South African Education.

The ideographic method as employed in this research involved the use of interviews.

Accordingly ideographic studies never involve large numbers of people. The in-depth

investigation undertaken involved five people.

4.6 SAMPLING

Rummel (1964:73) contends thatsampling isgoverned bythe factors ofexpediencyand

administrative convenience. It is an ideal to obtain information from all principals,

inspectors, schools, and parents in South Africa or in KWBZulu-Natal in particular, so as

to interpret their perceptions about the place ofAfrican Renaissance in the South African

Education. Unfortunately, thiswould make the studyvery large, unmanageablyexpensive

and time-consuming.

The sample was then taken out of the target population. The target population was that

ofAfrican schools in KwaZulu-Natal. Nevertheless, Ary etal (1996:175)advises thatone

must identify the portion of the population to which one can have access, that is termed

accessible population. Accessible population is influenced by time and resources

available to the researcher. I have chosen to deal with the accessible population of

Empangeni Region, in KwaZulu-Natal's Department ofEducation. Time at one's disposal

and unavailabilityofboth financial and material resources restricted one to the accessible

population in this present research.
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The purposive sampling was utilized as appropriate to this research. Wallen and Fraenkel

(1991 :139) contends that a purposive sampling is different in that the researcher does

not simply studywhoever is available, but uses his orherjudgement to select the sample

for a specific purpose. lsaac and Michael (1995:223) concur and go on to~ the

power of purposive sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases for study in depth

cases from which one can leam most about issues central to the purposes of the

evaluation and the need of decision makers. Itwas advantageous to use this method of

sampling, simply because, as Bailey (1987:94) states, I used my own judgement from

own research skills and prior knowledge. about respondents chosen. The major

disadvantage, according toWallen and Fraenkel (1991 :139), is that in purposivesampling

the researcher's judgement might be in error. The researcher may not be correct in

estimating the representativeness of a sample.

A small purposive sample of five African people namely, inspectors of schools and a

community leader was adequate for the purpose of this research. For ethical reasons,

respondentswho happened to be involved in educationwereselectedbecause oftheir

involvement in African schools.

4.7 METHOD OF DATA COWmON

The data was collected through interviews.

4.7.1 Interviews

Information was gathered through interviews as this was in line IlVith the chosen

qualitative approach. Barr et al (1953:62) asserts that information obtained

through interviev.s is qualitative in nature.

In averting errors oftransposition, ofsubstitution and ofomission in reporting, the
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interviews were tape recorded. This is because mechanical recording, such as

a cassette recorder, is more effective, efficient and authentic. Actually this

allowed the interviews to move more quickly and as was intended responses

were recorded exactly as was given (A1tricher eta!. 1993:101).

A1tricher eta!. (1993:101) concurwith Rummel (1964:109)in that interviews give

access to other peoples' perceptions including crucially the thoughts; attitudes

and their opinions; facts and beliefs which may vary with particular persons in

particular circumstances. Onewas seekingwell-authenticated facts and informed

judgement As mentioned in 4.6 five (5) indMduals were selected with great

care. Participants chosen were presumed having the necessary information.

Because the responses were to be collated, compared and combined the

intervie'Ner followed an intervie'N standard procedure. lsaac and Michael

(1995:145) categorically state that intervie'N schedules should be built around a

core of structured questions from which the intervie'Ner branches off to explore

in depth. The intervie'Nschedule comprised open-ended items. In this research

that was advantageous because open-ended questions: give respondents a

frame of reference with which to react without placing any constraint on the

reaction; allow flexibility, depth, clarification and probing; enable the intervie'Ner

to assess respondents' degree of sophistication and knowledge; encourage co

operation and establishment of rapport; allow unexpected responses which

reveals significant information not anticipated by the research design (Isaac &

MichaeI1995:147; Nisbet& Entwistle, 1970:33).

Itwas helpful to have an intervie'Nschedule. Essentially, as confirmed byTuckman

(1988:39), the intervie'N schedule maximizes the neutrality of the research

approach and consistency of the findings in the research. In essence, it helps to

get varying perspectives of different people on the same questions.
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Consequently, I investigated deeply into the subjective areas of the respondents'

minds in an attempt to discover real feelings, motives and opinions about the

place of African Renaissance in education. I, therefore, found, as Nisbet and

Entwistle (1970:33) aver, that it was possible and necessary to impose a

considerable degree of standardization on the interview without losing

spontaneity of participation by the subjects. Having discussed the nature of

interviews one felt that it was imperative to look into the advantages as well as

disadvantages of interviews as tabled below.

4.7.1.1 Advantages of the interview

Milnyadvantages, according to Barr etal (1953:62) accrued from interpersonal

relationships experienced during interviews, that would not be possible when

using other techniques of data collection.

For Good (1963:288) the interview has interalia unique values compared with

questionnaires. Of great value is that the interview requires the stimulus and

confidential relationships of the interview in order to provide personal and

confidential information which interviewees can not ordinarily place on paper.

Attached to these values tables above, certain advantages of the interview were

identified as enhancing the interviews. Bailey's (1987:174) advantages of

interviews are cited in this regard. Interviews accommodate:

.:. Rexibilitv in that interviewers can probe for more specific

answers and can repeat a question when the response

indicate that the respondents misunderstood..
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••••

Better response role because manypeople are confident of

their speaking ability than of their writing ability.

Non-verbal behaviourwherebythe interviewerobserves the

type of behaviour and assesses the validity of the

respondents' aliS'Ners. Thus enabling the investigator to

relate, as Good (1963:288) claims, the given datum to other.
characteristics on the same indMdual measured

simultaneously.

Control over environment whereby the interviewer can

standardize the interview environment

Spontaneity in that the interviewer can record spontaneous

aliS'Ners, may be for more information.

Completenesswhereby the interviewercan ensure thatall of

the questions are answered. Lastly,

Recording time of interview whereby the exact time, date

and place of interview can be recorded (Baily, 1987:174).

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned advantages interviews as research

instruments do have their disadvantages as tabled hereunder.

4.7.1.2 Disadvantasa of intenri£ws

Interviews as a research instrument also have their own limitations. lsaac and

Michael (1995:145) concur with Bailey (1987:175) and Nisbet and Entwistle
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(1970:33) in identifying these disadvantages of interviews tabled below that:

Interviews are costly. at time extremely costly.

Interviews are time consuming. Interviews are often lengthy

and may require the interviewer to travel distances.

Therefore the interviewer must arrange time when the

respondent is home. Transcribing the recorded interview

also takes time.

•••• Interviews are inconvenient Their success is dependent

upon the interviewers' willingness to report and his ability to

report accurately.

Interviewsallowfor no opoortunityto consult records. They

do not provide the respondent time to conduct research,

to check records or to consult

There is less anolMTlitv because the interviewer knows the

respondent's name and address and often his or her

telephone number. There is, therefore, less assurance of

anonymity.

These disadvantages were experienced in this research. In reference to the first

three, they probably staggered the process of research. Nonetheless, besides

these disadvantages valuable information was gathered from the interviews.
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4.8 ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER IN DATA COLLECTION

My role as a qualitative researcher was crucial in this qualitative research. Bryman

(1988:61) maintains that:

.:. a researcher is called to see through the eyes of the people he is

studying. That involves a preparedness in the researcher to

empathize with those being studied.

•:. aresearcher is called to penetrate the frame ofmeaningwith which

they operate. In conjunction with this call there is need to attend

to a multiplicity of world-view. As qualitative researcher one was

concemed to see the place of African Renaissance in Education

from the interviewees perspective.

•:. a researcher is called during interviews to engage in a

conversational style of interview.

•:. a researcher is called to be an instrument in qualitative research.

Tuckman (1988:388) clarifies that the researcher is the key data

collection instrument All instruments including my role as

researcher in methodology warranted discussion.

Details of personal or professional experiences of the researcher are essential to be

included in order to see what the researcher brings that enables him to empathise with

participants' experience and perception. Actually the reseQrcher plays an active role in

this research. Therefore, it is important to knowthe personal connections the researcher

may have to the topic being studied.
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On the basis of this principle, in the next section, one reported on one's personal and

professional informationthatmayhaveaffecteddatacollection, analysis and interpretation

either negatively or positively in the minds of the users of the findings.

4.9 THE RESEARCHER'S BACKGROUND AND PRESENT POSmON

Iwas bom at Umlalazi, Eshowe in KwaZulu-Natal on 18 June 1957. Iam the second son

and the second child of Rev Canon EfM Xulu. During my teens I lived in different places

of KwaZulu-Natal with my parents, as my father was a priest who was transferred from

place to place.

In 1972 I obtained standard 6 at lsandlwana Combined Primary School at Nquthu. In

19751 obtained my Junior Certificate (Std. 8) atzamokwakhe Junior Secondary School

at Nquthu. In 1977 I matriculated atUbambiswano High School at Eshowe where 1also

won the first prize for Eshowe District in the Speech Contest sponsored by Kwazulu

Road Safety Council in 1976.

At the end of 1980 Iwas awarded a departmental bursarY in recognition for three (3)

years service in the private teaching post at three different schools in Nongoma Grcuit

In 1981 I then obtained the PrimaryTeachers Certificate (PTO with First Oass atMadadeni

College of Education.

In January 1982 I assumed teaching duties at the new school, the then Dinuzulu Junior

Secondary School (1982 - 1983) at Nongoma, since my music talent was not utilized

because of work overload in the former school. I applied for a transfer which was

granted to M1okothwa High School (1984 - 1985) at Nongoma at the end of 1983.

Because my parents were going overseas at the beginning of 1986 they requested me

to come at our new home in Esikhawini to stay with young ones. I then applied for.
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transfer to Mehlwesizwe Circuit presently called Mthunzini District I was offered a

teaching post at Khula High School (1986 -1996). In 1986 I registered as a part-time

student for the BAdegree at the UniversityofZululand which lobtained in 1990. In 1991

Iwas promoted to the position ofa DeputyPrincipal ofKhula High School. In 19921 was

promoted to become principal of Khula and served as prindpal from 1992 up to 1996.

In 1995 Iobtained BEd degree. In September 19961 resigned out of political pressure.

My duties and responsibilities in these institutions both as a teacher and as a principal

includedamong other things being the Sports Organizer, Soccer Coach, Acting Boarding

Master at M1okothwa (1985); Chaplain for Student Christian Movement (SCM); School

Choirs Conductor (1984 - 1996). I had also been a choir conductor for adult choirs

based at Esikhawini, namely Esikhawini Cantata Chorale (1993 -1996) and Africa Sings

Choir (1997 - 2000).

Mer a very short period of time with sanlam Assurance Company I was offered a

principal's post at Sikhuthele High School under Mthunzini District (1997 - 1999). I left

the school at the end of the first term in 1999 because of serious death threats. My life

was in dangeragain politically. Iwas then displaced and served atMatamzana Dube High

School (mid-1999- 2001). In 20021 resumed duties as principal of Ingobamakhosi High

School under Mthunzini District in Empangeni Region.

In 2001 Iwas awarded MEd (Cum laude) at the University !Jf ZUluland. The title of my

dissertation was, "An analysis of the extent and effects of politics in KwaZulu-Natal

secondary Schools:

I am a devout. bom again Christian. I am fully involved in our church, that is, the Church

of the Province ofSouthern Africa (CPSA) in the Diocese ofZululand. Presently Iam a lay

minister serving at the Holy Trinity Parish at Esikhawini. I am also presently the President

of the Mens' Society normally called "DONSUMNDENI" in this Diocese of ZUluland.

sincerely thank the Lord God Almighty for giving me wisdom to love and serve Him.
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also thank God and for keeping me safe through many dangers, sorro'NS, all.
predicaments, political plots and conspiracies to take my life at my job. The Lord is

good! His mercy endures for ever!

Ihave experience in actual classroom teaching mainly in 3 languages (Zulu, Afrikaans and

English); in coaching school soccer teams; in training school choirs, etc. Working with

leamers has invoked in me great love for leamers. Being close to leamers has made me

cherish them; made it possible for me to develop different W&iS of motivating them to

love leaming and to do well both in class and in sports; made itpossible for me to teach

them to transfer and use similar energy and enthusiasm used in sports to school work.

That type ofcommunication with leamers made me realize that leamers indeed ought to

be taught No leamer was unteachable, they were malleable. Leamers need to be

conscientised to high self-esteem and self-determination ilS Africans - who they are,

value who they are, value their language and their culture (including culture of respect);

value their traditions and hold them in high esteem in order to attain needed success in

schools and in life without any inferiority complex of being labelled as an inferior race.

The kind of political pressure in my job, to relinquish the principalship post at Khula

(1994) and the narrowescapeatSikhuthele (1999) triggered the greatextentand effects

of politics not only in education in Kwazulu-Natal, but more excessively deleterious on

the cultures, customs, norms, values and beliefs of the African people especially that of

the ZUlu nation, which I am part of. In this research one felt the role of African

Renaissance in addressing the revival of African consciousness that neecls to be

determined.

Through post-graduate studies, acritical African consciencewas revived in me. Through

the involvementwith leamers, especially in secondaryschools, one leamtthat theirdirect

involvementin political struggles againsttheApartheidgovemmentand among conflicting

political parties completely destroyed in them values, the culture of Ubuntu and the
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culture of respect Political struggles in some way considerably destroyed their African

values. One·cries the beloved country" where Africans in particular the proud Zulu

nation took pride in their language, traditional education; manner of dress; traditional

nutritious food; property; traditions; customs; values and beliefs, but alas, these seem to

have waned, to some extent All of these seem to have ~en looked down upon and

unknown to the young generation.

The leadership roles at various schools, in church and in the community had revived in

me to deeply value and adore being part of a unique Zulu nation with God-given,

respectable and rich heritage, culture and customs. Secondly, these roles cultivated in

me that education, whether informal or formal, was inseparable from true discipline.

Observation ofand communicating at all levels with African people both young and old

created an awareness of the lost esteem, lost pride, lost self-determination, lost cultural

identity, lostvalue of education and lost Ubuntu.

In conclusion I uphold the idea ofAfrican Renaissance with great enthusiasm because it.
offers the great possibility for the restoration of African culture and moral regeneration.

Probably this section is a direct response at what may have ignited research. The

researcher's emotional baggageand background experience maymake him verysensitive
~

in evaluating peoples' perceptions and feelings. Itwas essential, therefore, to consider

moral questions at this juncture of research.

4.10 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION IN THIS RESEARCH

It was crucial because of the qualitative nature of this research to make some ethical

considerations. Tuckman (1988:14) states that the matter of ethics is important for

educational research. Simplybecause the subjectofstudy is the leaming and behaviour

of human beings. One, therefore, has to be cautious as one's research may embarrass,

hurt frighten, impose on or otherwise negativelyaffect the lives of the participants in the
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research. Therefore, as Tuckman (ibid.) advises that the educational researcher may

begin by asserting and accepting the assertion, that the research has the potential to help

people improve their lives and, therefore, may remain an integral part of human

endeavour. Consequently, one accepted this assertion which demanded taking into

account some ethical considerations. Therefore, one considered anonymity,

confidentiality and research responsibility discussed hereafter as vital ethical

considerations in this research.

4.10.1 .Anonymity

At the beginning of each interview the researcher assured interviewees that they

need not fear because the researcherwould natforanyreason compromise their
.~

right of anonymity. According to Tuckman (1988:15) all participants in human

research have the right to remain anonymous, that is, the right to insist that their

indMdual identities do not be part of the salient feature of the researcher.

4.10.2 Confidentiality

During the interviews all interviewees were assured that any data collected from

them through tape recording would be held in cortfidence. Actually, Tuckman

(1988:15) contends that the respondents may be concemed that others could

gain access to the research data and use them to make judgement of character

or performance. Wallen and Fraenkel (1991 :39) maintain that participant

protection is perhaps the most importantethical consideration of all. According

to them it is a fundamental responsibility ofevery researcher to do all in his or her

power to ensure that participants in a research study are protected from any

physical or psychological harm or danger that might arise from research

procedure. In accordance, therefore, with the ethical principle for ensuring

confidentiality of research data, the researcher removed names of all data and
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roster (Tuckman, 1988:15)all data by first five letters ofalphabet Lastly, all original

test protocol would be destroyed as soon as the studywas completed.

4.10.3 Researchers' responsibility

This research compelled one, like in all other researches, to displaysome added

responsibility. One was cautious to respect the right of the participant who

expected researcher's responsibility. Because, asTuckman(1988:15)avers, every

participant in a study has a right to expect that the researcher be sensitive to

human dignity. Itwas, therefore, incumbent upon the researcher in this research

to particularly reassure participants that they would not be hurt by their

participation during their interviews. The respondents were also assured that if

they were interested in the study the findings would be made available to them.

4.11 REPOmNG ON IDEOGRAMS

Ideograms presented were representative of the main concems of the area of research

on African Renaissance Education.

Data tabled belowwascollected from SuperintendentsofEducationNanagement(SEM)

and a prominent community leader, during the interviews.

Itwas precisely the subjective experience ofrelevant respondents thatwere relevant to

this research. Therefore, their experience, feelings, attitudes andviewswere ofparticular

importance in evaluating whether African Renaissance has a place in the South African

Education.

This section then presents respondents' responses to the interview questions (see

Annexure A) during interviews in the form of ideograms.
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4.11.1 IdcogramA

3.11.1.1 Idutilication particulars

4.11.1.2

Respondent

Race

Place of Birth

Job Occupied

Years of SeJVice

Date of InteJView

Time of InteJView

Inttrview transcript

A

African

Hlabisa

Superintendents of Education JVlanagement

12 years

18.12.2002

12h50 - 13h30

In'response to the first question respondent A's opinion of African

Renaissance reflected that itwas rebirth and reshaping of the country from

past disasters caused by Apartheid government According to A the

present government was trying, through African Renaissance concept, to

bring important awareness of cultural revitalization in all its South African

citizens.

In response to the second question, according to respondentA, since the

idea of African Renaissance came about, it had not changed a thing in

schools. Except that new things had been introduced like norms and

standards ofallocatingmonies to schoolsby the DepartmentofEducation.

Respondent A expressed a strong View that any change around African

Renaissance needed be diplomatic and should involve educators in great
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detail. A wanted changes brought slowly rather than drastic and

simultaneous changes.

In response to the third question respondent A expressed the view that

for African Renaissance to be realised, there was great need to thoroughly

and relevantly train implementers, that is, educators in order for them to

properly impart in correct perspective and help African Renaissance

Education implementation. A was vehemently opposed to inadequate

training of educators obtained in one day or one week workshops like

OBEworkshops. According to A these short courses served no purpose

except to conscientize educators about changes. A thought these could

not be adequate to infuse African Renaissance.

In response to the fourth question respondent A felt the reinstatement of

Colleges ofEducation for proper training should be considered important

According to A in these institutions over a 3 or 4 year educator training

period could helpground and infuse in education this African Renaissance

ideology.

In response to the fifth question respondent A thought the incorporation

of African Renaissance into the school education level entailed a

combination of many factors. A was adamant that one better approach

was that of training from the colleges. According to A knowledgeable

educators with theory and experience regarding African Renaissance

would help the incorporation ofAfrican Renaissance concepts in schools.

Regarding the sixth question, respondent A's opinion, there were many

critical challenges for implementation in African schools. Reiterating the

present scenario in schools, respondent A viewed that there were "too
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manyirons" (meaning manyworkshops) making "stone hard" (meaning too

difficult) to achieve success of significance in arrt school activity.

RespondentA maintained that aprincipal's presence at school every day

remained a challenge. A said principals were expected to remain at

schools all times whereas impromptu, special meetings and impromptu

workshops took them away more often than not Therefore, A explicitly

pointed out that itwas necessary that principals remain at their respective

schools every day. This he said because "when the cat is away the mice

are at play" referring to the leisure attitude towards school displayed by

educators when the principal had been er1$aged at some meetings or

workshops. Secondly, respondentA rejected the politicians approach to

schools. A cited the controversial issues of school fees which politicians

through the media, refuted to the detriment of school's facility

improvement The respondent emphatically negated political statements

indirectly derailing the smooth running of schools.

In response to the seventh question, respondent A firmly agreed that

African Renaissance has a place definitely in the Education system.

However, in I\sopinion, approaches and strategies should bestreamlined

in order to properly address educational issues.

In responseto the eighth question, respondentA positivelyagreed thatthe

concept of Education and Culture did offer accommodation for African

Renaissance. A agreed on the basis that leamers needed to be taught the

past (whatwas there) and the present (what is there) culture, so as not to

despise their culture. According to A, a connection would be realized

when leamers were cultured.

To the ninth questions which followed up on culture raised in question 8,
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Ubuntu was an important African traditional cultural aspect This entailed

the notion that "I am a person", "I have to respect other people", "Being

helpful- help one another", "Having no fear" meaning one did not have to

fear other people not matter what one's position was either destitute,

orphan or sick among people who would give respect and offer help to

one in any given predicament Sincerely, according the A this traditional

African culture of Ubuntu held much promise for the realisation ofAfrican

Renaissance perse.

To the tenth question which was a follow-up on question 9, respect for

authority was identified with concern as significant by respondent A I\s

conviction was that respect for authorityj for whoever was in position

either a learner, educator, parent and principal was the vital element of

Ubuntu to receive significant consideration.' Respondent A expressed

concern that leaders should lead with humanityand those led in humanity

should allow to be led.

In the eleventh question, respondent A confidently expressed, "\ am very

sure" that Ubuntu could ensure the revival of Culture of Learning, Teaching

and Services (COLTS). In A's mind, Ubuntu would result in "learners

learning their work" in "teachers teaching effectively and honestly" and in

"parents providing adequately for learners to leam". A felt all enumerated

stakeholders would take their full responsibilities. A ernphatically

maintained Ubuntu goes with responsibilities.

RespondentA expressed the view that there was disaster in education of

Africans during time ofApartheid Government A strongly felt education

was solely for •educating'. It was on the basis of this damage that

respondent A confidently agreed, for sure, there was need for African
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Renaissance to reorientate African learners and to reconstruct African

consciousness in learners.

In the twelfth question, according to respondent A:

"there is a problem here. A cup is for tea and not a tea for.
the cup. What will happen if you turn a cup upside down

and poured tea. It won't take tea."

In this kind ofresponse despairwas evident in I\s feelings. When probed

A explained that meant, from his heart, educators were completely

disoriented, some of them despised African culture and some lack this

Ubuntu. A was convinced educators ought to have Ubuntu and be eager

to learn Ubuntu. As a matter of must, educators ought to be infused with

Ubuntu in order to fruitfully facilitate African Renaissance in schools.

Another cultural trait mentioned by respondent A was related to African

languages. However, A felt some commitment loveand interest in learning

such languages as important So there was need to study thoroughlyone's

own African language first An embarrassing scenario was the case of

some learners who could not effectively converse in their own language,

in this instance IsiZUlu. The cited ZUlu word "uyihlo" meaning "your father"

was causing problems to manyyoung people. One noted thatwas the tip

of the iceberg regarding the lack of ZUlu knowledge among learners.

RespondentA generally expressed greatconcem on the possibilityof this

research in influencing politicians to seriously relook at what African

Renaissance entailed, in particular, regarding indigenousAfrican peopleand

their education. Respondent A was adamant that a certain platform was

essential whereby politicians would be conVinced on the necessity of
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4.11.2

4.11.2.1

4.11.2.2

creating conducive conditions for implementing African Renaissance.

IdcogramB

Idutification particulars

Respondent 8

Race African

Place of Birth lamontville

Job Occupied Superintendent of Education

IvIanagement

Years of Service 30 years

Date of Interview 19.12.2002

Time of Interview 07h30 - 08h20

Interview transcript

In response to the first question, respondent 8's opinion revealed that in

shortAfrican Renaissance embraced the reawakening ofAfrican peoples'

cultures so that Africans could cherish their values and believe in the

cultures ofdifferent people.

In the second question, according to respondent 8, the concept of

African Renaissance, was not in any wfff including curriculum effecting

some change.

Bmaintained that African Renaissance was still an ideology held by top

level politidans. Therefore, up to now Bsaid there had been no change

in schools.
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Regarding the third question, respondent B'believed we had in a way

"drifted in a slow pace" towards African Renaissance Education. Bcited

changes in History that it was no more written and taught through the

Eurocentric ~e. According to Bthis kind of education should be in all

forms of management as well as in the classroom. B strongly believed

there ought to be adeliberate drift on what was obtaining in schools.

In response to the fourth question, respondentBstronglyfelt that theyouth

had to understand African Renaissance and their past Bwas convinced

unless they were made aware of the past they could not cherish the rich

background of their own forebearers which was knowledge to build on.

B, in dismay, expressed the observation that the youth had been so
- .

westemized. Hopefully, the rich cultural background could be drawn

back and incorporated in the current practises.

In respect to the fifth question, respondent Bspecifiedwith conviction that

at school/eve!, African Renaissance could be incorporated. Blisted with

certainty the leaming areas like Human Social Sciences (HSS)i language,

(jteracy and Communication (LLO and Natural Sciences (NS) that could

assist incorporation. In reference to science, B cited that tremendous

contribution by herbalists in traditional sciences ought be integrated in

Natural Sciences. InevitablyAfrican earliercontributions in history, language

and science may be integrated in human sciences.

Regarding the sixth question, respondent Bcriticallyexpressed the opinion

that

"Going back to my roots"

posed very critical challenges in that one could not saywith certainty that

African Educatorswould definitelyacceptAfrican Renaissance. Educators
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younger than 40 years do not know what African Renaissance was all

about The youth did not know what African Renaissance was all about

Moreover, in B's view there could be a provi~ce that could try its best in

implementing African Renaissance Education. However, some provinces

might accept and implement without zeal.

In response to the seventh question, respondent Bcategoricallystated that

it has a place. Bwas convinced that African Renaissance was a form of

Black Consciousness. In fact, it was not a new ideology. Respondent B

contended that if Africans had to view themselves as Africans there

needed to be a place for African Renaissance in education.

In response to the eighth question, education should be part of culture

according to respondent B. RespondentBfurther contended that ifAfrica

was to transmit its culture down to generations, it had to make use of

education as a vehicle for transmitting cultural values and cultural systems.

Responding to the ninth question which was afollow-up on question 8on

the issue of culture, respondent B considered Ubuntu as an important

element of African culture. B believed "Ubuntu had an essence of

communalism". "It is about sharing. "It is about empathy.' According to

the respondent Ubuntu encompassed all that Africans cherished in all

various African cultures. Bmaintained Africa was known for its Ubuntu. So

translated in education, the respondent cited the sharing of resources

among schools as Ubuntu. So B was convinced Ubuntu held much

promise.

In response to question ten a follow-up question to Ubuntu, the
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respondent could not enumerate elements but one element of Ubuntu

mentioned was about"accepting you as aperson: Bfirmly believed this

could lead the nation to greater success ("a long way"). Respondent B

held the conviction that there were social hierarchies of the social system.

Each level ofthe individual growth was marked with certain responsibilities

and there were also managerial levels comprising behavioural patterns.

Respondent Bcompassionately stated "there were no forced forms of

behavioural pattems" which were top-down in the traditional social

system. These were there and were known and needed not be top

down. They were just taught Bwas confident that such an approach

could be used in the reawakening process with "no dictation of terms".

Therefore, there was an element ofdemocracy in traditional culture and at

the moment of writing the research, Bsaid there were various managerial

levels thatwere put in place democratically.

In response to the eleventh question, respondent Bagreed that Ubuntu

could ensure the revival of COLTS. Bfelt that once people were imbued

with the principle of Ubuntu leamers would be taught" educators would

teach and those expected to render service would render it According
•

to B both the child and the educator would know and respect their

places. "Places' here referred to their roles and responsibilities in schools.

Ubuntu, according to B, would help reconstruct theAfrican consciousness.

B strongly felt that the African youth were at the time "American'. B

maintained there were behavioural patterns that had changed

considerably. Bmentioned aspects ofchange such as in music tastes and

in the manner of dress. African youth had literally drifted away from the

African way. Their behavioural patterns were in no way African. B felt

there was need to bring them back to African sense so that they could
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4.11.3.1

become aware of their rich cultural background, Le., Ubuntu and African

languages.

The respondentstated that reawakening needed "African languages to be

taught well at school: The respondent sounded very serious. Bcited

then what obtained in ex-Model (schools. African languages were not

given due attention in ex-Model (schools. On a different point of view,

Bdoubted and disputed the belief that African languages could be used

as media for instruction. Respondent Bheld the belief that "one can only

access the people's culture through knowledge of their language."

In response to the twelfth question, the respondent emphatically

responded "Not now" in response to whether African Educators were in

better position to facilitate African Renaissance. Bsaid if we had to take

this ideology off the ground, there was need to have "a deliberate effort

to place this conceptwell" through (olleges of Education. According to

B, these institutions offered some security for a take off. Otherwise, the

respondent remarked thatat the present stage "people (educators) were

aware" but "not in a position to infuse the ideology in our present youth."

IdeogramC

Identification particulars

Respondent

Race

Place of Birth

Job Occupied
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African

Nongoma

Superintendent of Education
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Years of service

Date of Interview

TIme of Interview

Interview transcript

32 years

30.12.2002

15h15 -16hoo

In response to the first question, according to respondent Cs opinion

African Renaissance was rebirth, and the revisiting of the cultures of the

African people. C felt it was when Africans "go back to their roots" of

what they had been practising.

In response to the second question, respondent C contended that the

idea ofAfrican Renaissance had not changed anything in schools. Cwas

convinced that education was striving towards it through the introduction

ofOutcomes Based Education (OBE). In supPortof thatstatementCcited

leaming areas such as Cultures in Arts and Culture and Technology that

were introduced. Obviously, it is still "a long way to go."

Regarding the third question, respondent C firmly believed African

Renaissance education ought to introduce African children to what was

available especially in History and Practices of the African people. C

maintained that in this KZN-Province, IsiZUlu, together with ZUlu culture,

customs, technology, African medicine and Philosophy of life formed the

basis of the curriculum. Furthermore, Ccontended that leamers needed

to be introduced in all spheres of life and in particular to African

celebrations of Kings; celebrations of R~ Fruit ("Ukweshwama");

Celebration of the Reed Dance ("Umkhosi woMhfanga"), ete.

Regarding the fourth question, respondent Cargued that these ought to
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receive importantconsideration: Introductionofchildren to the behaviour

of all sections of the community. This would incorporate how each and

every African man, woman, boy, girl and child behaved. The upbringing

of the young by adults, along with Christianity and Western Civilization in

context with African practices. It would also include how leaders could

behave and what their roles were. . The concept of reconciliation

("ukukhumelana umlotha") has to be inculcated. The importance of

reconciling has to be observed first before any celebration or eating act

Cfelt this would be African education in the right perspective.

In response to the fifth question, respondent C believed that at school

level the incorporation of African Renaissance was needed through Arts

and Culture, Drama, Narration, History, Languages (rich in sayings and

proverbs), Dancing, Music, Technology, Human Social Sciences, and

Tourism. Moreover, Cargued that there were thernes from most of these

leaming areas that could be used at school level to infuse African

Renaissance.

In response to the sixth question, respondent C viewed that since the

countrywas from theapartheidsystern ofeducation, educators themselves.
ought to be trained and ought to be serviced. C felt the need that they

were to be made aware of all these changes so as to know how to

implement or weave transformation in imparting knowledge and skills. In

implementation Cviewed that principals, educators together with School

Governing bodies (SGBs) were challenged by the fact that they had to

work hand in hand with elders around the school in the community. It

remained a challenge to consult with people who are knowledgeable in

African history, culture, music, social practices and dancewith the schools.
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Certainly, Csaid the elders with such expertise ought to be identified and

utilized by the schools.

Regarding the seventh question, the respondent's inexorable response

stated "for sure there was aplace forAfrican Renaissance in education', in

the sense that itwould help Africans look at themselves, their history, their

culture, their religion, their technology, their skills and appreciate these and

be proud of being UmZulu first, then a South African second and then

being an African. The respondent insisted that Africans ought to know

their roots through such a place.

Respondent Csaid "that education ought to teach leamers that a person

is a person through other persons.' 'Any person comes from the family,

from the clan and from the nation and not vise veJYa.· Through education

Ubuntu could be practised being conveyed through practices. Ccited an

example of a dispute in a family. According to African culture there was

no need for a court because the elder person either a father, or an

Inkosana - the eldest or the elder in the family, would be in charge in

assembling the family and in resoMng the dispute. Ubuntu also places

emphasis on respect to people, whether younger or because of their

seniority, like seniors, elders and parents. One is expected to greet them

first and appreciate seniors initially.

In short, the respondent felt that elements ofUbuntu which should receive

considerationwere: sharing; conflictresolution; respect(forthings, nature);

values and honesty.

In response to the eleventh question, respondent Cwas excited by how

much African Renaissance would ensure COLTS. The respondent thought
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"for sure" African Renaissance education could promote Ubuntu. Ubuntu

implies discipline, order, honesty, respect and loyalty. (argued that jf

there was no discipline, therefore, no leaming, no teaching and no service

delivery would take place. Therefore, accordingly, ubuntu ensures order

making it clear who to respect: prefects to be respectedi subject

educators to berespectedi theschoolmanagementto be respected, etc.

( was convinced through Ubuntu that the school management would

know exactly what their roles were. In actual fact., "there would be

discipline if there was Ubuntu: one would be honest, respectful, loyal,

involved, committed and accountable." (was of the view that Ubuntu

would cause the whole school community not to experience fighting

becauseconflictresolution would be"automatic", meaning thatcommunity

members would appropriately conduct themselves. Poor children and

the orphans could be looked after because all would share either their

monies, exercise books, or other material and shelter. The School

lv\anagementTeams(SMrs) could shareresourceswith otherneighbouring

schools.

The respondent further argued that African Renaissance education ought

to reconstruct African consciousness in learners. This should "start from

families" whereeach one oughtto knowwhere onebelonged. According

to the respondent "one is a Xulu first in a family, then a Zulu ("umZu!u")j

attached to aclan oflv\andlakazi, then to the ZUlu Nation." In otherwords,

indigenous African people ought to know themselves, their praises, their

praise-names, the root of their family tree, not necessarilyof the father but

even that of the mother including grandmother and their achievements.

One ought to have identified with heroic acts ifany in one's family tree. In

this way according to (, African children could become proud of being

members ofafamily, aschool which competed with other schools. In the
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4.11.4

4.11.4.1

same vein, learners could proudlyperform African activities, games, music

(especially African compositions). Therefore, the role of African

Renaissance in reconstructing African consciousness was huge and

elaborative in tis various facets.

Regarding the twelfth question, the respondentstrongly felt that there was

need to retrain and reorientate African educators. Cfelt educators ought

first to understand whatAfrican Renaissance iS,about Cfound it disturbing

that some African learners in ex-Model Cschools could not read or write

IsiZulu. It is on this score that reorientation is stronglyviewed as imperative.

Ideogram D

Identification particulars

4.11.4.2

Respondent

Race

Place of Birth

Job Occupied

Years of Service

Date of Interview

Time of Interview

Intavicw transcript

D

African

Iv\ahlabathinj

Parent-Community Leader

40years '

28.12.2002

17h30 -18h20

Regarding the first question, in D's opinion African Renaissance was about

Africans being self-conscious. fvbreCNer, Dbelieved it was "rediscovery

of who we are as Africans in terms ofour African culture and beliefs."
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In response to the second question, respondent D disagreed that there

was absolutely no change brought about by the idea of African

Renaissance. D believed for something to happen in African schools

greater co-operation was needed. Partnership should be established

emanating from this co-operation. Thewhole communityshould bemade

to feel being part of the school. D cited an example illustrating that the

communities did notbother, for numerous reasons, about irregular school

time, late coming and many other problems observed.

In response to the third question, in D's opinion genuine African

Renaissance educationwould startproducing educatedAfrican modelsof:

self respect, respect for others, expressing respect to hismer nation;

appropriate conduct; good opinion of others over that of the self. D

strongly felt that the basis of the African social system ought to be revived

by an African Renaissance education.

Responding to the fourth question, respondent D believed that unity

among Africans should receive priority. Unity of Africans was also

expressed as exemplified by agreatconcem about other Africans. This is

not to say that non-Africanswere discriminated againstor despised. Lastly

unity is exemplified by generosity, and love for one another as never seen

before.

For aunited African people Dcontended that knowledge gained through

education would lift the Africans to greatheights. This would influence the

uneducated to take pride in their "elite." This would make them feel as if

they themselves were educated as ifsaying byyour being education "we

are covered" - "we are well protected" meaning fellow brothers'

education made them ambassadors, were proud of.
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Even though there were numerous ways of incorporating African

Renaissance into the school level respondent Dwas determined that the

first priority was character (isimilo). D lamented that these days, like never

before, characterregeneration is needed. Character isverywanting among

Africans. Dargued that ZUlu parents were wise and understood well that

character forming in a child is ashared responsibility for both parents and

fellow families within acommunity. Dbelieved thatcharacter regeneration

was a mammoth responsibility to be handled without waste of time and

for the community. Therefore, the community would co-operate in

"grafting ubuntu" into learners so as to become loving people, full of self

trust industrious, self-reliant and respectful.

Secondly, respondent D felt that understanding Christian religion through

culture and customswas easy. Dbelieved that becauseofour Zulu nation

and societal structure, it was not difficult to worship God. D's conviction

was that in religion we moved from where we were to the great depth of

understanding who God is, becausewe communicate through lord Jesus

Christ who is the mediator between God and mankind. Whereas in Zulu

custom ifone had spoken to the royal servantsentby His Majesty, the King,

one would be satisfied the King spoke to me through his servant

Therefore, the respondent was convinced that Zulu culture relates well

with Christian religion. It transpired that learners could learn CUlture,

customs, indigenous and Christian religion in a formal school education.

Furthermore, Dwas concemed that mosteducated Africans had inherited

nonsensical customs with unfounded origins. Therefore, the respondent

argued that there was great need for reviving the origins of customs

through education in order for learners to learn to differentiate between

what was culture or custom and that these new forms were not Clearly
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it ought to be leamt that not any person in a family, but through a family

structure, a particular indMdual has a right to perform family customs.

Evidently, children in general could only leam about customs in a

meaningful way in a formal education at school.

In response to the sixth question, respondentDoutlinedcritical challenges.

Rrst it was the concem of building and promoting Ubuntu, particularly

through partnership from schools, churches and communities. Secondly,

this was concemed with difficulties that emanate from politics and latest

laws ofour country. The respondent regretted that parents could not, in

any way, chastise or reprimand their own children. The respondent

argued that reprimand or chastising was genuinely out of parental love.

However, childrens' rights debarred parents as it is currently misconstrued

for exercising child abuse, hence a violation of childrens' rights. D

expressed concem that parents could not reproach wrongdoers. This

was particularly the case in schools. Thirdly, legislation which has been.
passed was unacceptable to African communities because it seemed like

·potplants". Some laws were a misfit in our African context. D

disapproved the translation of laws from a totally different cultural

background and in conflict with our own African cultural background.

The respondent sincerely felt aggrieved by a move towards African

Renaissance without African cultures. Obviously, our customs in conflict

.with imported legislation 'misfits' would elongate time to realize agenuine

African Renaissance goal.

In response to the seventh question, respondent D agreed there was a

place for African Renaissance in education Otlly if Africans would look at

who they are, wherever they might find themselves. Even if Africans
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became educated they should remain Africans taking along with them the

rich cultural heritage as prized objects "amagugu ethu".

According to DAfrican Renaissance had a full place in schools. Dcited a

crucial and cloudy issue over Amakhosis' position in the country. D said

that was the cause for great concem because being a Zulu initially started

with one belonging to a Xulu family, then to a Xulu clan and eventually

belonging to the Zulu nation led by His Maj~ the King of the Zulus.

Respondent Dconfidently maintained the Kingship of the Zulus brought all

Zulus under one umbrella as one notion hence a "sense of belonging"

prevailed. D contended, with a sigh of despair, that if these issues were

looked down upon, thenAfrican Renaissancewould remain afantastic and

impracticable idea to implement particularly in informal and formal

education in schools.

Regarding the eight!) question, respondent Dexpressed the view that this

was education in the right direction because the two concepts

interconnected ("angashadiseka" - can be married). That was because

education encompassed knowledge of African culture and customs.

Marrying the two concepts eliminated anarrow mindedness view. Dwas

convinced that if conflict arose atwo~ an educated person could easily

discem customaryacts, therebyavoiding exacerbating conflict through his

misinterpretation if education that had been attained had left out culture

altogether.

Responding to the ninth question which was a follow-up question on the

issue of culture mention in question 8, respondent D strongly and

unequivocally asseverated that unless African Renaissance was built upon

Ubuntu no success would be achieved in realising African Renaissance. It
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would clearly appear that Dfirmly believed Ubuntu was "the foundation",

"the engine" for all good intention to be revived. D stated that Ubuntu

connoted all goodness among humankind, and that holiness in people

would be experienced including the God given Glory vested on all His

Holy people.

Secondly, the respondent contended with certainty that Ubuntu is "the

only vessel" to attain envisaged African Renaissance. Dwas convinced it

was thevessel through which fences around homes, securitygates, burglar

guards, security firms, concrete fenceswould be demolishedand become

obsolete among African societies. The respondent felt in essence that

problems that were experienced and that 1:hese were there because

Ubuntu had been annihilated in many ways.

RespondentDconfidentlyexpressedjoythat ifUbuntuwas revitalized "ikati

lodla negundane" (a cat will dine with amouse) meaning there would be

no moreconflictand peacewould prevail. Dbelieved Ubuntu goes along

with self-respect, holding in high esteem and in great respect who one is,

that is, one's name, one's father and mother; one's brothers and the name

of one's family. That meant that one represented one's family and the

communitywhere-ever one might be through one's exceptional conduct

displayed in being trustworthy, loving others and in living in harmony with

other people as never seen before. The respondent viewed Ubuntu as

holding much promise.

RespondentDconfidentlystated that therewere manyelements ofUbuntu

according to his viewpoint but chose to mention a few which were

considered significant These were: self-respect and self-love; respecting

one another; loving others as you love yourself; being co-operative;
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showing empathy to one another; accepting one another and being

supportive to others. Therefore, according to D, these were all elements

that could help build Ubuntu if incorporated in the school curriculum.

In response to the eleventh question, respondent Danswered "Precisely'"

and very emphatically to a question asking whether African Renaissance

ensured revival of COLT. Surely this question enthused the respondent

According to D, African Renaissance would strike the right chord to the

school education problem. If Ubuntu is incorporated in the school

curriculum, definitely COLT could be revived. D maintained that the

following two situations would prevail:

.:. The child would leam, concentrate, be conscious of

conditions under which he/she leamt, be mindful of

school fees not to be wasted, use learning

opportunities properly, and utilize all resources at

hisAler disposal faithfully and honestly.

•:. The educator acting also "in loco parentis' would

honestly teach the African child to behave

appropriately. Thatwas hisnumberone responsibility

because ofknowledgeand expertisegained through

education. He would honestly teach the children,

and be mindful that they were God's people.

It would be Ubuntu that would encourage the two to realize

responsibilities upon their shoulders. Dthen maintained thatco-operation

between the two, Le., the educator and leamerwould prevail. Ddid not

doubt Ubuntu would yield necessary success.
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First, the success of the leamer lies in that he/she identifies himself.t1lerself

in many respects. The contention here is that mostAfrican children went

to school from nowhere. This meant thateverything was astruggle for one

to be educated. Second[ the child should know how parents or

guardians struggled in getting him educated. .Ubuntu ought be revived in

order for him to utilize the leaming opportunities at his.t1ler disposal. Third[

itwas the responsibility of everybody to infuse Ubuntu in leamer's feelings

so as to become honest and matured as they grew up taking their lives

seriously. Therefore[ D said that if there were people concemed and

supportive about his life he ought to sincerely accept such support for his

own maturity.

Regarding the twelfth question[ in greatdespair[ the respondentexpressed

the view that looking from a distance[ "it was still a long wcr( to go for

African Educators to facilitate African Renaissance. Respondent D

expressed the feeling that some educators had forgotten that they were

educators ("bazikhohliwe"). Therefore[ Dcontended itwas imperative that

they found themselves first ("bazithole") and also find out what being an

educator meant D pitied leamers who lived with educators[ most of

whom lived "far below the standard of teacher fraternity." D furthermore

expressed sorrow and disbelief of ("Uthisha alahlekelwe nguye?") a

teacher losing his.t1ler own teacher-identity.

The respondent expressed the view that actually fully developing another

person as educators' responsibility[ was notan east task. Since in oneway

oranother the learner developed through emulating an educator example.

Actually Dasserted this called for educators to be on the "higher ground"

so as to be able to pull leamers up. Disappointingly enough[ most.
educators according to the respondent were not on this "higher ground."
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When probed about "higher ground", D referred to "higher ground" as

goodness in educators illustrated by sound morals; self-respect; being an

expert in his subject; proud of hisA1er noble profession and being

exemplary to the youth in all respects. Therefore, in order to facilitate the

development of African Renaissance educators should operate from a

higher ground.

Respondent Dfurther contended that all languages need be leamt What

Dfound mosthurting was the tendency to use the English idiom translation

as if it is proper IsiZUlu. The respondent was disappointed that IsiZulu was

taken for granted. Moreover, Dfelt that such an attitude caused others to

look down upon IsiZulu as if to say that an educated Zulu was essentially

uneducated, that is, ifhe/sheonlyspoke IsiZulu in public. Besides, Dfound

it disgraceful that others did not even listen to the ZUlu news-bulletin..
Therefore, a strong feeling was expressed that it was vital for IsiZulu to be

taught effectively in schools.

Respondent Dfurther raised some concerns about education in general.

In this regard, Dcommented that:

••••

••••

There was no co-operation in education, especially

between the child (Ieamer); the educator; and the

community (parents).

Education was not owned by the African

communities. No-one bothered about the start or

end of a school day, about vandalism of school

property, etc. Non-one wanted to take trouble of

correcting the situation.
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4.11.5

4.11.5.1

4.11.5.2

.:. There was no proper partnership between the

Department of Education, the community and

parents. The three did not "stand on the same

ground, with one objective, one goal about

education of African leamers. The Department of

Education decided for communities that some

should not pay school fees after others had paid.

That indicated non-existence of co-operation.

Ideogram E

Identification particulan

Respondent E

Race African

Place of Birth Durban

Job Occupied Superintendent of Education

MJnagement

Years of Service 24 years

Date of Interview 17.01.2003

Time of Interview 19h15 - 20h15

Interview transcript

In response to the first question, respondent Epreferred from the outset

to give opinions from a cultural perspective. E thought that African

Renaissance was about the rebirth, the revival of African wo:y of life and

specifically those cultural characteristics and qualities that would enable
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In response to the first question, respondent Epreferred from the outset

to give opinions from a cultural perspective. E thought that African

Renaissance was about the rebirth, the revival of African way of life and

specifically those cultural characteristics and qualities that would enable
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Africans lead successful lives and improvetheirperceptions about life. The

respondentwas confident thatAfrican Renaissance could help revive and

raise self-esteem amongAfricans. The respondentexpressedworryabout

the pseudo-Westem typeof life ledbyAfricans. Furthermore, Eexpressed

the conviction that Westem civilisation disempowered Africans' self

esteem. This was illustrated by theAfrican conversation and thinking which

were dominated by Westem influences. To clarify this, Esaid that during

an English conversation thoughts came in IsiZulu and were translated

before one could utter aword in English. What one wanted to say could

not be correctly expressed in English. The respondent strongly felt that

there should be an approach inAfrican Renaissance that could help infuse

self-esteem from childhood. Econclusivelystated thatAfrican Renaissance

could revive cultural aspects of importance in Africans' present life.

In response to the second question, the respondent personally had not

seen something tangible, that came about because of the idea ofAfrican

Renaissance. However, the respondent expressed the notion that it was

important to have a new approach. In that approach African languages

would be viewed of cardinal importance.• E expressed the wish for

African languages to be utilized in all African gatherings and activities. E

viewed that the present circumstances forced one not to express oneself

in ones language. Thoughts were expressed in English. Such thinking in a

foreign language obscured the originality of the object of thought

processes seen through one'sownmothertonguewhichwas indigenously

African. Consequently, there was "absolutely nothing African about

schools except that inside schools one would find Africans:

Regarding the third question, the respondent maintained that education

.does notaccommodate standards in African CUlture, where norms, culture
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and values were not essentially African in nature and practice. E

maintained that therewas nothing depictingAfricanness in education. The

presenteducation system accommodates foreignerswithoutthem noticing

anything that is African in education. Foreigners can not be estranged by

purely Africanism in education. Ecited French schools where everything

depicts the French culture; be it language; school tone or school culture,

school music, everything in and around of the school was purely French.

This was similar in English schools where there is absolutely nothing that is

African.

The respondentcontended that many problems experienced byAfricans

were mainly because "the beacons in African culture were replaced by

other standards in everyway: People nowbelieved in the standard of the

imposed Westem culture. E was worried about what could be

introduced in African education for it to be African and for it to help

realisation of African Renaissance. The respondent felt that education

should accommodate languages and cultural beliefs of the Zulus. Above

all these would need to accommodate 'Zulu traditional education system

that never failed', until it was removed by an imposed education. E

argued thatduring the time ofthe Zulu traditional education system, famine

was never experienced, pandemics were never experienced but

orderliness, disciplineprevailedbecauseZuluswerewell educated in their

informal education and traditional ways of life.

. Regarding the fourth question, respondent Estrongly held to the VIew that

African values and norms should remain from generation to generation. E

maintained that new developments should in actual fact enrich these

African values and norms and not substitute them until there was nothing

'that was left of them.
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In response to the fifth question, respondent Eeloquently detailed fields

ofstudy which were considered very important In History, Ewas happy

because the approach had changed since South African historydid cover

a lot of African History. In music, however, respondent Efelt this was

disappointing, since it is completely Westernised. There was nothing that

isAfrican in music. Even music educatorscould only buyordrawasketch

ofan African musical instrument In South Africa music should mix and be

partofAfrican expression. Africans had an indigenous religion. Esaid that

was not studied instead in Religious Education the bible was studied.

African religions ought to be studied as well. Coming to Science,

especially in Biology, there were difficult concepts that were difficult to

understand. Ecited names of trees. Africans had names for these trees.

Africans could not transfer knowledge learnt in class because of these

difficultbiological terms. In medicine the respondentargued thatAfricans

had traditional medicines and they knew and how they were mixed. In

certain instances doctors sent patients to heal~. Erejoiced with the idea

that presently, traditional healers were recognized by South African

medical fraternity. E questioned a medical doctor who did not know

about African medicinal herbs. One could notice that the respondent

could countothernumerous fields ofstudythatwerecompletelydivorced

from the African environment and context.

Respondent Efurthermore expressedthe opinion thatAfrican Renaissance

demanded broad mindedness. According to Epeople with a broader

thinking capacitywhen educatedwould be able to applybasic skills, some

of which were attained from the previous education system. Educated

Africans ought to link previous skills and or expertise with whatever

curricular practices they had been taught andacquired. Ewas confident

about the background from astudyofWestern Musicwith very littleAfrican
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Music background. E was in a position to look into Westem Music

concepts and principles whereby Ecould lin~ these with African Music to

come up with songs or music performance that reflected Africanness in

African musical performances. Therefore, educated people must 'marry'

or merge through cultural diffusion and transfer leamt knowledge in order

to formulate Afro-curricularpractices. The teaching ofhistorywas cited as

such a case in point as well. History educators could cause leamers first

to study local history before attempting the abstract of European History

or a fusion of both worlds. Eventually the principle of moving from the

known (concrete) to the unknown (abstract) would be applied and well

conceptualised and interpreted in the African context meaningfully.

Responding to the sixth question, respondent Estrongly and passionately

viewed attitudes among Africans as the biggest critical challenge in a

number of ways. In case of driving a motor car, the respondent argued

that itwas immaterial in what languageone leamt, whether IsiZUlu, Afrikaans

or English. Of great importance was what was leamt and that one could

drive. Therefore, from this illustration, E highlighted the importance of

being able to demonstrate whatone had leamtwhich usuallywas affected

by attitudes. Secondly, Estated that there was abelief that utilizing IsiZUlu

language as a medium-of-instruction, would render education as inferior.

According to the respondent these were people who despised the

environments from which they grew. They even went to a certain extent

and looked down upon peoplewho brought them up. Furthermore, they

despised the beliefs of the people thatmade them whattheywere today..
Thirdly, Ecited an example of an African dressed in full traditional attire.

Some described such as heathen or uneducated. Everything that was

essentially indigenously African was looked down upon because of

attitudes held. The respondent contended that attitudes were aproblem
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and these caused manyto underestimateandundermine theirconvictions.

Eexpressed the feeling that ifEwas part of curriculum planners he would.
advise planners that anyAfrican language be taught in order for leamers to

understand and to eradicate the attitude problem against African

languages. Efelt that English, as acommercially powerful language globally

it should be taught It was, however, a stumbling block in the acquisition

ofAfrican Education. Of cardinal importance to Ewas that anyjob could

beperfectlydonethrough itsmedium ifappropriateattitudeswere upheld

by users.

In response to the seventh question, respondent E firmly believed that

Africans needed self-esteem and with the absence of this one could not

perform to one's best ability. Some people became successful because

theywere invigorated from within by their esteem. EfeltAfricans had fear

to boldly believe in themselves. Even those who are experts one would

find them saying "lets give a try" then failing to market their expertise. E

strongly held to conviction that the Zulu nation had very high confidence.

Efelt Western influences caused Africans to despise and lose confidence

in themselves. Africa lost her confidence and hence Africanness. Africa

was sick without this confidence. The respondent agreed African

Renaissance had a place in the education system whereby it would help

Africans look intoand befieve in themselves. Ealso believedAfricans need

to possess high-esteem in order to discover howmuch capacity they had

in their innerself. Inconclusion, Eexpressed the concern that, Africans had

become so indMdualistic within their communities. Efelt that politics had

contributed through its intimidation and made indMdualisrn worse.

CertainlyAfricans were not IMng or reacting like Africans. The respondent

furthermoreargued thatAfrican Renaissanceoughtto be infused in children

from childhood in order for African children to know that they belong to
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this land, to some place and thatAfrican Renai?Sance itselfwas part oftheir

identitY, culturally, linguistically and educationally.

Regarding the eighth question, respondent Econfidentlysaid that currently

therewas little thatwas happening, and from the lookof things, one could

in no Wffl/ separate culture from education. Fortunately the province of

KwaZulu-Natal acknowledged and held the concept of African

renaissance. The respondent viewed that education not linked with

culture was education in a vacuum and was useless. Respondent E

besides stated that education transmitted culture. Ecould not identitY

anything that could relate well to African culture other than education and

the cultural system. The respondent was of the contention that good

connection existed and therefore African Renaissance should, through

education, reviveAfrican thinking. However, Efelt thatAfrican Renaissance

through education ought to consider all historical or heroic deeds of

Africans and all that made them successful. All things that would make

Africans proud of their past would need to be upheld and recognised.

This meant, therefore, that all that occurred in Africa ought to be

emphasised other than portraying Eurocentricism alone. In this Wffl/ E

stated that both education and culture would help facilitate the African

Renaissance process.

Ubuntu "goes a long WffY." Evidently, Ubuntu became limited somehow

in many respects. The respondent, however, held the belief that Ubuntu

was about acting respectfully. Ubuntu was not a Western "calculated"

respect It was more than that; one would honour everybodyyoung and

old including strangers and that also meant avoiding certain words which

are taboo. Eheld the steadfast conviction that Ubuntu could help"on its

own" in its undiluted form in African Renaissance because Ubuntu was the
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nucleus ofAfrican Renaissance. Therefore Ubuntu could play a significant

role in African Renaissance.

In response to afollow-up question seeking clarityon Ubuntu, respondent

E felt that the following elements were of significance, namely: acting

respectfully was of initial priority as well as self-consciousness. That was

the foundation for the Zulu nation. Zulus are conscious of their different

levels in life coupled with relevant behavioural pattems; emphasising both

the structured curriculum and the informal education. Informal education

was received at home, from the stree~ from the media, and from

community leaders, etc.

The respondent was convinced that Ubuntu resembled faith. In view of.
this Ubuntu could thus not be examined as in examinations perse Itwas

lived. l.astIy itwaswhat peoplewould want to perceive from a converted

wrongdoer.

Respondent E maintained that African Renaissance education should

incorporate African democracy. From a cultural perspective the Zulu

nation practised democracy. Emaintained that it was destroyed by the

so-called leaders of democracy. Among the Zulu nation according to set

principles every person at his or her level had a right to speak his or her

mind. Democracy too had principles that allowed people in a set of

hierarchical order to exercise their right to speak on issues generally. E

cited the observation that there were issu~ handled only by married

women, withoutmen interferingand simifarlyheads offamilies, had clistinct

issues to handle separately from women. The respondent disputed as

incorrect that the African woman had no rights. E maintained that they

were not abused. Two examples were cited by Eto illustrate this point
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Women had their rightful place signified by their special type of mea~ for

example, during a traditional feast Women were treated with

consideration because heavy jobs were not given to them. The

responden~ however, found it very embarrassing and unfortunate that

some compared the incomparables. Epointed out thatsome compared

the standards of the African social system with those of the Eurocentric

social system. In the first place, it was absolutely wrong to compare

standards of two different systems in two different settings. Then if

Africans failed to meet the standards of the other system they were

regarded as failures. Consequently, their social system was called

retrogressive and was regarded barbaric, ancient and thus not upwardly

mobile for the modern day.

Howeverr the respondent held the view that present curriculum was not

well structured in particular, regarding languages. Given theopportunity to

restructure curriculum, Ewouldargue thatlsiZulu should receive firstpriority

than English as this was the bedrock of conceptual and cognitive.
knowledge acquisition. Ifa third language was necessary, the respondent

would opt for IsiXhosa or seSotho. When asked >M1y this view was held,

Estated that there was no school in KZN-Province that offered these two

African languages. In GautengIsiZulu was taughtas amatterof its pragmatic

utility value among many. Respondent E argued that in case one was

employed in Johannesburg, having studied IsiZulu and English alone, one

furthermore needed a knowledge of other languages to communicate

integrativelywith the majorityofother linguistic and cultural groups fully. E

was concerned that it never dawned on KZN-Provincial Curriculum

Planners, how important the inclusion of other African languages, like

lsiXhosa and seSotho, in that this would widen the employability of those

in KZN all over South Africa.
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Respondent E confidently asserted that African languages were very

important in SouthAfrica. This importancewas evident in thatmostofjobs

employ Africans in South Africa. Equickly cited professions like doctors,

nurses, educators as well as builders, busdrivers who all in their trade serve

largely in African languages. Service delivery warrants communication in

African languages. Therefore, E felt that African languages ought to be

promoted and leamt together with their relevant cultures. In conclusion,

E raised the concem about Africans patronising other groups who were

not prepared to leam otherAfrican languages and tolerate their languages

and cultures.

Respondent Ereferred the researcher to whatwas obtaining in schools, in

that leamers took drugs, weapons, intoxicating liquor to schools.

Therefore Evievved this to be an unsafe situation in schools. In vievv of the

above, the respondent felt it could be very easy to teach leamers infused

with Ubuntu because theywere teachable. Secondly, Evievved that if the

community was infused with Ubuntu schools could feasiblely be easily

administered like in the past. In the past the educator was treated

respectfully. It was easy to dedicate and exact oneself in teaching.

Children from past communities wonderfully respected their teachers and

elders. In this light respondent Efelt that Ubuotu could help considerably

in restoring COLTS.

However, this would notbe an easy task. The respondentwas concemed

that for one other reason these leamers were brought up by parents who

took all that was African as sheer retrogressive and unfashionable. Ealso

felt that itwould also be difficultbecause othercultures dominatedAfrican

cultures. The respondent cherished that Africans in the past lived

harmoniously. In their setting African children respected anyone like their
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fathers and mothers. African children belonged to the community,
•

therefore, any adult could reproach them from wrongdoings. Evidently

Africans were not indMdualistic but lived communally. In retrospect the

respondent was concerned, besides what African politics did, in that

communalism as was practised harmoniously by Africans had now been

demolished. People were then indMdualistic, where indMdually minded

one's own business. Ifone tried to reprimand anychild, which was typical

among Africans, this was viewed in the same light today.

In response to the twelfth question aboutAfrican educators' position, the

respondent raised the concern that it would be difficult at the present

stage. Actually, Esaid educators were then young people and very few

senior people. It would then be a huge and an uneasy task to educate

them and make them believe in African Renaissance. However, theywere

better off than other races in South Africa.

This concluded the section as reported on ideographs.

4.12 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

The purpose of this chapter was to look into detail the procedures followed in

describing and critically analysing the subject of a place of African Renaissance in the

South African Education.

The methodology was defined and described as specificafly applicable to this present

research. The qualitative research method had been used to critically evaluate research

data collected following the ideographic method. Interviews were conducted as the

research instruments for collecting data from respondents.
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Further, in this research, particular attention was also paid to these procedures; namely:

sampling, the role ofand the background of the researcher; some ethical considerations

in research; method of data collection and reporting on five ideograms. The following

chapter will discuss the interpretation of data that was gathered for this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DATA ELUCIDATION AND INTERPRETATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the critical analysis and interpretation of data collected through

intervie'NS. Data was gathered from five respondents who were purposely selected for.
this research. The responses for each respondent were separately tape recorded.

These were people who for a considerable number of years had been observing,

analysing, interacting on educational issues and transformation. Itwas crucial to tap the

subjective areas of the respondents' minds, as Bailey (1987:191) put i~ in an attempt to

discover real feelings, vie'NS and motives about African Renaissance. Of great

importance, in this present research, was to critically tap their feelings and their

perceptions about the place of African Renaissance in the South African Education

system.

Because responses were to be collated, compared and interpreted, the interviewer

followed an interviewstandard procedure(Isaac & Michael, 1995:145)which consisted

of structured questions. The qualitative research procedur,e followed had to examine

the overall response to aparticular question as reflected in the ideograms. Similar open

ended items were advantageous in getting varying perspectives from five different

purposely selected respondents. Spontaneity of participation by subjects was not lost

by the degree'of standardising of the interview. The conversation style of the interview

was also not compromised.
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5.2 REFLECTION ON IDENTlnCATlON PARTICULARS

All interviewees WeIe indigenous Africans as purposely selected. Their views, opinions,

feelings and thoughts were sought in this qualitative research. Their PeIceptions and

attitudes WeIe equallycrucially sought in this study aboutAfrican Renaissance Education.

The interviewees WeIe bom and brought up in rural areas of Hlabisa, Nongoma,

Mahlabathini as well as in the urban areas of Durban and Lamontville. From these birth

places respondents had lived, been part of and had amassed considerable experience

in African culture. VIVidly, the interviewees represented the Zulu nation with distinct

CUlture, customs, language, religion and beliefs. The researcher is of the conviction that

the interviewees represented the views of otheI indigenous Africans, especially Zulu's,

in respect of African Renaissance education.

Essentially, they had to a great extent experienced a kind of cultural metamorphosis.

Therefore, they brought very valuable diffeIent PeIceptions from their cultural

backgrounds from different regions of Kwalulu-Natal. Respondents had considerable

work experience in education in KwaZUlu-Natal Province, and hence had observed,

cherished, practised and WeIe involved in different educational and cultural practices.

They had been part of the Department of Education and Culture that served the Zulu

people at the time ofgoing through both educational and social transformation, brought

about by changes of the present political climate.

The nextsection highlights significantpoints and features in respondent's responses PeI

key question presented. Questions and consequentially responses WeIe numbered.
following the sequence in which they had been presented on the tape recordeI during

the interview sessions. It does not necessarily suggest that they WeIe all research

questions (tide supra 1.4.1).
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5.3 INTERPRlTATlON OF IDEOGRAMS

5.3.1 What is African Ruaissance?

Regarding this question the responses expressed specified the cultural

perspective of African Renaissance. They also expressed the African perception

on what was relevant and essential, that needed renaissance. The responses to

the question collaboratelydefined African Renaissance that it embraced "rebirth",

"reshaping", "reawakening", "revisiting", "revitalizing" of the African people's

cultures as "going back to the roots" to rediscover their identity through self

consciousness so that they could cherish their values and beliefs.

Conclusively a common understanding was expressed, that of rediscovering of

African cultures; and an African identity. This led to one fact that African

Renaissance could revive self-esteem (vide supra 3.11.5.2) among Africans and

renew African consciousness.

5.3.2 Since the idea of African Renaissance came about, has it chan!lld

anything in schools?

Respondents unanimouslynegated the idea thatAfrican Renaissance had brought

about something in schools. Their opinions regarding Question 2 revealed that

African Renaissance was still an ideology held by a few top-level politicians. For

something to happen respondents concurred that there would need to be full

co-operation from all stakeholders in education. One respondentdiffered in that

granted the Outcomes Based Education (OBE) strove towards African

Renaissance. Respondent E proposed a new approach which took African

languages as a starting point to effectively bring aqout Africanness in schools,

through rigorous teaching of reading literature and writing in these languages.
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Conclusively, respondents shared the view that the ~dea of African Renaissance

had changed nothing in schools since it came about

5.3.3 What do you think should African Renaissance education be like?

Differentviews emerged on what African Renaissance education should be like.

Respondent 8 proposed "a deliberate drift" in all forms of management and in

classes toward the ideal. RespondentCproposed itshould introduce theAffican

child in all forms ofhistorical practices oftheAfrican people, especially ceremony

of the First Fruit ("Umkhosi WoKweshwama") and The Reed Ceremony C"Umkhosi

WoMhlanga"). In a different perspective, respondent D proposed that African

Renaissance education would produceAfrican people characterized bygenuine

self-respect respect for others, appropriate conduct and good human relations.

Unlike others, respondent Eseemed to have summed up all and proposed that

African Renaissance education should: accommodate and enrich rather than

substitute to extinction, the standards, norms and values ofAfrican cultures; and

depictAfiicanness in eYery respect in and around eYery school. The respondent

also suggested that is should accommodate ZUlu traditional education system that

is visibly absent in the school system today.

In terms of their experiences and attitudes, respondents thought that an ideal

African Renaissance Education ought to be carefully taken in order to restructure

the present curriculum; above all and produce seasoned Africans. Critically, the

opinion,expressed views of African Renaissance E~ucation as an ideal worth

striving for.
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5.3.4 What should SouthAfrican Education consider imPortant inorderto succeed

under African Renaissance period?

Respondents differed in many respects in what they believed to be important

considerations; for the realisation of African Renaissance goal. One view (A)

considered thus reinstatementand the reintroduction ofColleges ofEducation as

importantandAfrican Renaissance to be introduced as acore subject According

to this view the training of educators at colleges over a prescribed time would

help ground and infuse in African educators African Renaissance concepts for its

successful implementation.

The other view held by respondent Bwas the conviction that the education.
system faced the challenge of making the youth, so westernized, to understand

African Renaissance in order to cherish the rich background ofthe forebearers and

their past That view held was that the rich cultural background could be drawn

back and incorporated to current educational practices.

In addition to this view, Cconsidered the introduction of African children to the

issues ofAfrican individuals' behavioural patterns important; studying Christianity

and Western civilization in context with African practices; leadership roles and

conduct; and reconciliation.

One respondent (D) strongly maintained that it was of primary importance to

consider unity among Africans. According to the r~ndent, unity ought to be

displayed in greatconcern for others, extreme generosity; and love forothers "as

never seen before". At adifferentangle Eenumerated fields ofstudy completely

divorced from the African context, learning areas like history, music, religious

education, science (biology) and medidne.
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Accordingly these vievvs shared a common ground in that, for South African

Education to succeed in the implementing under African Renaissance period,

certain importantconsiderations ought to be made by it Essentially these vievvs

postulated that the education curriculum should npt ostracise African cultural

backgrounds (lddesupra 3.11.5.2).

5.3.5 In what waydo you thinkAfrican Renaissance could be incorporated into the

school tducation level?

Respondents felt that the overlapping approaches could be utilized.

Respondents 8 and C shared one view that incorporation was only possible

through teaching of Human Social Science; Language, Literacy and

Communication; Natural Sciences; Arts and Culture (in Dance, Narration, Drama,

Music); Technology; and Tourism. In congruencewith the aboveviewA asserted

that a better approach in mastering these learning areas would be to have

knowledgeable educators to help incorporate African Renaissance concepts in

schools. In support ofA above Eproposed that incorporation needed broad

mindedness. This was essential in order for educators to transfer and apply

knowledge and skills leamt E believed that skills ought to be translated into

African practices. Leaming areas mentioned by 8and Cabove remained abstract

unless teaching principles (lddesupra3.11.5.2) ofmoving from concrete (known) .

to the abstract (unknown) were followed to the latter bybroad-minded people.

On a different angle D adamantly believed in three WfffS among many. RrstIy,

character regeneration and the involvement of communities in infusing Ubuntu.

Secondly, religious education that offered itself to study Christian religion in

conjunction with African religion and cultures (ldde supra 3.11.4.2). Lastly, the

formal teaching of revived origins ofAfrican customs and their practices would

also need to be included in the curriculum.
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The views expressed/ in regard to incorporation/ complemented each other in

their postulations in many respects. Responses of Eand A complemented Band

C in that the learning areas mentioned demanded well groomed and

knowledgeable educators. In a nutshell/ there was a need for broad-minded

people/ who would be able to translate expertise into activity. On the other

hand/ learning areas presented and demanded a particular character/ as D

averred/ from learners without which learners' success was far-fetched.

5.3.6 In Jour opinion, what arc critical challenges for African Renaissance

Education implCDIentation in African schools?

Respondents agreed that there were critical challenges for the implementation of

African Renaissance Education. Respondents particularly viewed challenges like:

instability in schools "A" caused by abrupt meetings/ courses and workshops

disruptive to thesmooth runningof theschool; politicians'jeopardizingapproach

to critical school matters/ complete disregard for indMdual school's

circumstances; the acceptance ofAfrican Renaissance byAfrican educators; the

involvement of older people's expertise from schools' communities; building of

Ubuntuj the difficulties emanating from politics and.the latest laws that were in

conflict with the African culture (D).

On a different viewpoint E viewed attitudes as posing the biggest critical

challenge. This was because Emaintained thatin certain instances/ African people

lookeddown upon their backgrounds; despised their African languages and their

own people; undermined and underestimated their potential and their

convictionsj hence they failed to demonstrate what they had learnt

The expressed views on critical challenges collaborated and shared a common

view lhat there were definite critical chalfenges in African schools for the
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realisation ofAfrican Renaissance Education implementation. One found it critical

to minimize the influx of changes affecting the smooth running of schools; for

politicians to leave education to educationists; going back to ones roots; the lack

of knowledge of African Renaissance among African Educators, Ubuntu

regeneration; and lastly enacting la'vVS compatible with African cultures and

customs. Evidently, these challenges needed proper addressing.

5.3.7 Would you say thcn that African Rcnaissance has a place in the South African

Education System?

Conclusively, all the respondents agreed that African Renaissance had a pla<;e in

the SouthAfrican Education System. Respondentsshowed theiruncompromising

determination in thatAfrican Renaissance hadaplace in education ofSouthAfrica.

But A proposed the streamlining of approaches and strategies (vs 3.11.12) in

order for education to adequately address cultural issues in Africans thereby

creating a sense of belonging in Africans and accomr:nodation for their traditions,

cultures and customs. According to Ethe place of African Renaissance would

certainly be to promote self-esteem amongAfricans from childhood. Seemingl'ft

a lot was at stake about this development The place seemed not guaranteed

unless concerns were sufficiently expressed and addressed to the satisfaction of

African education clients.

5.3.8 In what scnsc, in your opinion, does the concept African Renaissance offer

accommodation for Education and Culture?

Respondent A agreed that African languages were needed. However "A"

expressed the importance ofshowing motivation, commitment, love and interest

in learning a language. Respondent A was embarrassed by the fact that some

learners cannot effectively converse in their own first language, in this instance
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IsiZUlu. Respondent 8 argued that African languages need be taught well in

schools. Greatly disturbing, was the situation that in ex-Model Cschools African

languages were not given due attention by effectively being taught "8" held the

conviction that "you can only access the peoples' culture through knowing their

language."

Respondent C also agreed that languages were needed. However, C found it

disturbing thatsome African children expressed themselves in foreign language in

their own homes. C believed a start ought to ~ made on the use of first

language initially. According to Citwas advisable to opt studying anotherAfrican

language before opting for foreign languages. Respondent D agreed that all

languages need be leamt However Dfound it disgraceful and degrading in that
c-

most reporters and newsreaders in IsiZUlu did not use "proper" IsiZulu words.

According to Dnegative attitudes had caused IsiZUlu to be looked down upon.

According to D, to many, an educated African speaking IsiZulu, his first language,

in a formal gathering, was considered afailure and despised upon. Therefore D

advised that itwas vital for IsiZulu to be taught effectively in schools. Respondent

Efelt like other respondents that there was need for the reawakening ofAfrican

languages. That importance was evident in that most of all jobs serve Africans in

South Africa. Efelt despondent that the present KZN curriculum was not well

structured regarding languages. According to E lsi-Zulu and English should be

considered in KZN. In addition to these lsiXhosa, seSotho or Setswana would be

required for employability in the whole of South Africa. Respondents quickly

cited professions like doctors, nurses, educators as well as builders, bus drivers

who all in their trade serve the majority of Africans. Estrongly felt that since all

jobs in South Africa serve the majority who are indigenous Africans, therefore

service delivery warrants communicating in African languages. Efelt that African

languages ought to, without choice be leamt for there to be interactive

communication in the work place among the dtizenry.
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Because this research was conducted in KWalulu-Natal Province more emphasis

on African languages referred to IsiZulu as a predominantAfrican language in the

Province, but also as a commanding language nationally. Respondents'

unanimously agreed on two points here. First, they agreed thatAfrican languages

were needed during the reawakening of culture and customs. Secondly, they

agreed thatAfrican languages in all schools, including ex-Model Cschools, ought

to be given due attention and be taught effectively.

Respondents expressed similar feelings finding the situation embarrassing CA);

disturbing CB and 0; disgraceful and hurting CD); to find that African learners and

adults arenotable to express themselves or read in theirAfrican language (IsiZulu)

confidently and eloquently. t-IIoreover language usage mistakes committed by

radio journalists when reporting news was a great cause for concern to

respondent D. These responsessentastrong message regarding what initiallyhad

to be acquired. In this case, this meant one's mother tongue, in this case IsiZulu,

and then studying it and knowing it well.

On abroader scale, the issue ofadditional African languages mainly IsiXhosa and

seSotho, as raised by respondent E. seemed pertinent enough. By implication it

was without choice that at least three African languages, namely IsiZulu, IsiXhosa

and seSotho be part of KZN curriculum in order to communicate well widely

wherever one was working in South Africa. Responses removed all doubt and

confirmed that the reawakening ofAfrican cultures, customs and traditions was in

dire need through the effective reintroduction of African languages in the

curriculum.

Evidently, the respondents firmly held a collective perception that African

Renaissance was accommodated by these interconnected input "A" viewed an

opportunity to teach leamers the past and the presE?1t From another angle "B",
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"C and T believed that education was avehicle for transmitting African culture

from generation to generation. Confidently, "D" viewed the reintroduction of

cultural education in the right direction in accommodating languages cultures and

customs of the indigenous African people. According to D marrying the two

concepts avoided narrow mindedness among educated people especially in

managerial positions and enabled disceming different reactions of the African

people. However, Efelt thatAfrican Renaissance ought to consider all important

African historical or heroic deeds and events.

Conclus1ve1Yt the respondents agreed that the concept of African Renaissance

offered accommodation in education and culture. Common to all responses was

that education was needed to teach, to transmit, to translate, to convey culture

and knowledge. Evidently, from the foregoing analysis the interconnectedness

between education and culture existed.

Because all the respondents mentioned culture as the most important ingredient

of African Renaissance this led to the following question 9 and 10.

5.3.9 Follow-up question: Which traditional African cultural traits hold much

promise for the realisation of African Renaissance?

The question on the traditional African culture excited the interviewees, who

unanimously started that Ubuntu held an essential potential of excellence for the

realisation of African Renaissance. According to respondent A Ubuntu entailed

self-identity; respect for others and generosity. For BUbuntu had the essence of

communalism and encompassed Africans cherishing all various African cultures.

This translated in education terms meant the sharing of resources among schools

(videsupra3.11.2.2). Respondent Cviewed Ubuntu to entail automatic conflict

resolution; and respect In agreement'Nith the above views Dwas confidentand
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certain that Ubuntu was the •engine' and the "foundation' forAfrican Renaissance

towards all envisaged goodness/ envisaged Holiness and the experience the

God-given Glory. Respondent D maintained that Ubuntu was the only mode to

help Africans realise African Renaissance. It was felt that Ubuntuism was crucially

held in high esteem and in great respect for one's dignity and identity as it was

representative of one's family/ and one's communitY.. Respondent Econcurred

in that Ubuntu was about acting respectfully. Ebelieved that Ubuntu should be

unadulterated and this concept could help in the development of African

Renaissance. Also/ in support of D/ "E' perceived Ubuntu as the nucleus of

African Renaissance.

Consequently/ all the respondents cited Ubuntu as having a great potential for

excellence/ illuminated in values of communalism as exemplified by generosity/

sharing/ empathy; cherishing cultures; self-respect; consensus/ holding others in

high esteem. In essence because of this and according to D's experiences and

feelings Ubuntu was regarded the "engine'/ the nucleus/ the foundation and the

vessel to help realize African Renaissance.

The responses pointed at one direction that in Africa/ for Africans/ Ubuntu was

•summum bonunf - the greatest goodness that was sought It was exciting

because I share the same opinion about Ubuntu among Africans.

5.3.10 What elements of Ubuntu do JOU think should receive significant

consideration?

The respondents enumerated with ease elements of Ubuntu which they

considered important Respondent A considered respect for authority and

leadership. While Bconsidered as astarting point 'accepting one as aperson'.

ResPondent C considered sharing/ conflict resolution/ respect for things and
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nature; values and honestly. Respondent D considered self respect; self-love;

respect for one another, loving others as thyself; empathyj being co-operative

in the community, being supportive. Lastly respondent E considered acting

respectfully and self consciousness as essential for the promotion of Ubuntu.

The elements mentioned depictedacoherent lineofthinking. Ubuntu was one

thing to manybutexpressed differently. Acting respectfullywas considered the

predominant element which is the foundation of orderliness and discipline.

. Seemingly all else came after respect Obviously, the responses outlined the

attitudes and feelings of respondents on elements, as a matter of priority, that

should receive significant consideration.

5.3.11 Do you think then, African Renaissance can ensure the revival of Culture of

Leaming, Teaching and services (COLTS)?

One observed the certainty in respondents when responding to this question.

Remarkably respondents Cand Dhad showed greatconcern aboutUbuntuand

had a lot to say but due to time factor they were limited in what they could

expound on this concept Uncompromisingly, the respondents shared a

common understandingand astrong feeling thatUbuntucould surelyensure the

revival of the Culture of Leaming, Teaching and Services. The two prominent

views were that educators would teach effectively and with honesty, and

leamers would leam. Above all respondent E said learners would be

teachable. "Honesty" was the common word illustrating exactly how Ubuntu

enthused educators. Educators as well as leamers, therefore, would take up

the responsibilityofperforming theirdutiesaccording to the intended purpose

of introducing African Renaissance in the present education system.

The"responses described above revealed that Ubuntu, as an engine, and as a

vessel was actually the core to the revival ofcon's. Generally, the responses
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depicted great necessity for Ubuntu in school education. Evidently Ubuntu is

a •sine quo norr for COLTS. Furthermore, respondent A believed that

reconstruction was essential since theApartheid governmentdamaged African

identity through African education. Respondent Bstrongly held the conviction

that there were behavioural patterns that had changed completely. Therefore,

the youth behaviour had drifted awCtf from the African wCtf of life. Bluntly put

respondent Bstated that theyouth behavioural patternswere in nowCtfAfrican.

Respondent C felt that reconstruction should initially start from the family.

. Learners had to be taughtto identify themselveswith their families, with clan and

with their nation. Respondent D was convinced that to realise this

reconstruction of African consciousness in learners, itwas the responsibility of

everybody in the community in order to infuse Ubuntu in learners' feelings so

that they matured as honest human beings. On a different perspective

respondent Eagreed but felt that a lot ofwork had to be done because most

parents despised otherAfrican cultures as irrelevant largelyon the basis of their

idiosyncraticethnocentrism. RespondentEwas deeplyconcemed thatpeople

were now individualistic and no more living communally.

The responses largely conclusively agreed that there was need for

reconstruction of African consciousness in learners in order to perform well in

schools.

5.3.12 Would JOU say Africcm Educators arc in a bdtcr position to help

facilitate African Renaissance in Africcm Schools?

Awkwardly in common, all respondents resounded a big ·NO·, emphatically

rejecting the notion thatAfrican Educatorswere in abetterposition to facilitate

African Renaissance in African schools. Alarmingly, also, respondents

collectively expressed the view that African educators were not in a position,
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not to mention, being in a better one, unless they-became well qualified with

expertise to effectively implement African Renaissance in schools. Responses

expressed that educators were disoriented, therefore, not in a better position

to infuse the ideology they did not fully understand, particularly teachers.

Responses also implied generally that there is a need to reorientate and to

retrain African educators. Respondent "B" held the conviction that the

reopening of colleges of education offered some security where African

Educatorswould receive training for engraving theAfrican Renaissance ideology

in them. Evidently, it is implied, quality training and quality reorientation could

take place and wasguaranteed. Thatwould, therefore, elevate them to ahigher

ground ofoperation as respondent Dhad said. By implication ahigherground

meant being knowledgeable, being an expert in one's field of study, being

disciplined, focussed, principled, of high moral standards, duty conscious,

responsible, so as·to be emulated by learners. On a different point of view

respondent Eviewed that African educators, though a great deal needs be

done to infuse the African Renaissance perception, they were comparatively

better than the other racial groups in South Africa.

5.4 CONCLUSION

The interpretation of research data was undertaken in this chapter. Responses on each·

research question were collated, synthesized and critically interpreted in order to

describe Africans perceptions on African Renaissance. Most importantly, the research

through intervi.ews, tapped the opinions of respondents, and perceptions on how

African Renaissance would be accommodated in the South African Education.

The research findings and vital conclusions will be outlined in the next chapter on the

African perceptions and feelings on African Renaissance Education. Recommendations

of considerable importance are presented in the next and final chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS, RECOMMENDAnONS AND

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters the research has analysed the African Renaissance i~ the

education system and presented this as achallenge to the present system of education

in South Africa.

This final chapter focuses on the review of the research; and in a summary form present

the research findings; the researcher's recommendatio~ and the need for further

research.

5.2 THE SYNOPSIS

This research comprises six chapters.

ChapterOne was ageneral introduction thatoutlined the scopeofresearch undertaken.

The chapter concemed itself with the statement of the problem; what motivated the

researcher to undertake research; and a brief overview of the research methodology.

The chapter concluded with the summary of the whole research to be undertaken

chapter by chapter.

Chapter Two reviewed the literature relevant to this study. This chapter focussed on the

conceptualisation ofAfrican Renaissance. A background was formed by the discussion

of European Renaissance; its significant features; the aim of Renaissance; and the
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educational significance of Renaissance. lessons were drawn from the European

Renaissance. Critical issues from the South African debate on the concept of African

Renaissance were briefly discussed. In closing the chapter, itwas imperative to grapple

with the dichotomies between African Renaissance and the present the offered

education system so as to perceive African Renaissance not as endorsing the anomalies

of the present education system.

Chapter Three reviewed African Renaissance and Education. Initially the chapter

concerned itself with African Centered Psychology; African Philosophy; and African

Centered Curriculum which provided insight on the framework for African Centered

Education.

In Chapter Four the focus was on the research methodology relevant to this study. The

qualitative research method was critically examined. Its characteristics and the rationale

for employing itwere discussed. The ideographic method, aqualitative approach, was

employed in this research in order to critically analyse the place of African Renaissance

in the South African education. Interviewing was exposed. The advantages and

disadvantages of interviews were also discussed. Some research ethical considerations

were discussed aimed at discovering, maintaining and establishing good rapport with

respondents and in order to solicit full cooperation. The role of the researcher, as an

instrument for qualitative research was discussed. Data was collected from apurposely

selected sample. Research data was collected through the use ofaudio-tape recording

during interviews. Critical to this research were the perceptions, the feelings and

attitudes of the indigenous Africans about the place ofAfrican Renaissance in the South

African Education. The chapter ended with the presentation of ideograms.

Chapter FIVe tabled the data interpretation collected through ideographic research

method. The structured interview with a scheduled sequence of questions was

followed in presenting data interpretation.
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Chapter Six, as the final chapter, presents the overVieN of the research, the summary of

findings, and the researcher's recommendations regar~ing the place of African

Renaissance in the South African Education System.

6.3 THE SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The research findings were derived from both the literature revieN and the responses

from interViews obtained by means of ideographic method employed in describing the

place of African Renaissance in education. The key elements of the significant themes

have been synthesized and are presented below:

6.3.1 What African Renaissance Is?

A major revelation in the interViews was that respondents defined African

Renaissance in the context of an African cultural perspective. Respondents used

the following terms expressing theirviews onwhatAfrican Renaissance is all about:

rebirth; reshaping; reawakening; revisiting; revitalizing; "going back to the African

roots"; rediscovery ofAfrican identity and the reneNal ofAfrican consciousness.

Respondents believed thatAfrican cultures, customs and consciousness must be

reawakened through African Renaissance. One concludes that African

Renaissance is a prerogative without which reawakening of African identity and

consciousness is an illusion and thus rendered as farfetched.

6.3.2 the African Renaissance Ideology on School Change

.
Research in this study revealed thatAfrican Renaissance is still an ideology held by

top-level politicians. Responses unanimously negated the question. The

responses revealed that the idea of African Renaissance has changed nothing in

schools since it came about For it to take off well, there is need for full
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cooperation ofall stakeholders. Although the Outcomes-Based Education (OBE)

curriculum strove towards it, African Languages ('vide infra 5.3.15) ('vide supra

3.11.5.2) need be taken as astarting point to bring about Africanness in schools.

The conclusion one makes here is thatAfrican schools should reflect Africanness

in tone and in their culture.

6.3.3 The Envisaged Type of African Renaissance Education

Respondents believed that the restructuring of the present curriculum should be

carefully taken. Research found out that this type of education should entail "a

deliberate drift" in all forms of management and in classrooms. African children

should be introduced in all forms of Historical Practices ('vide supra 3.11.3.2) of

the indigenous African people. Research has furthermore revealed that this type

of education should accommodate and enrich the standards, norms and values

of African cultures (Vide infra 5.4.2). One concludes this education should be

African, depictAfricanness in every respect in and around every school inclusive

of the ZUlu traditional education system. Furthermore, it should produce.
seasoned Africans, characterised bygenuine self-respect; respect for others and

appropriate conduct an ideal worth strMng for. There is clear indication that

African Centered Education should be deliberately introducedwithin the present

curriculum. Besides, this also entails expertise through certification of what is

indigenously African in various fields such as language expertise, history, culture,

philosophy, etc.

6.3.4 Important Considerations for Soutb African Education Towards Successful

Implementation

From the research differing considerations emerged on this question. Responses

revealed that Colleges of Education ('videsupra4.3.4) should be reinstated. The
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duration for training at a college was essential for grounding and infusing African

Renaissance ideology and concepts in new African Educators. A proposed

curriculum must drawback the rich African backgrounds and incorporate it in the

currenteducational practices. The education curriculum (videsupm4.3.4) should

not ostracize African cultural background information. The research also found

out that education should promote African unitywith emphasis on greatconcem

of others and toleration of languages and cultures, generosityand love for others.

Leaming areas that include history, religious education, African science and

medicine should receive priority (vide supra 4.1.4). One concludes that

institutions for training educators ofhigh calibre andAfricanized curricula need be

considered essential for the successful implementation of African Renaissance

education in South Africa.

6.3.5 Ways of Incorporating African Renaissance into the School Education

The revealed approaches are overlapping and complimentary in many respects.

Respondents believed that the incorporation at school level will be through:

Human and Social Sciences (HSS); language, literacy and Communication (LLQ;

Natural Sciences (NS); Technology (TECH); and Tourism. Above all it is believed

that there is need for broad-minded and knowledgeable educators (vide supra

4.3.6), for transferring and translating knowledge into·African practices. Research

also revealed that above all, the incorporation at school level involves: character

regeneration; involvement of communities in infusing Ubuntu; Religious Education

studied in conjunctionwithAfrican Religion; and formal teaching ofrevived origins

of African customs and practices. That on its own leads one to conclude that

African Renaissance can be incorporated through OBE leaming areas at school

level (vide intra 5.4.4).
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6.3.6 Critical Challenges for African Rnaissance Edll~tion Implementation

A synthesis ofresponses revealed that in African schools critical challenges were:

instability in schoolsj political statements about education (e.g., "liberation Now,

Education Later")j will African educators accept African Renaissance?j

preparedness of educators to weave the changej latest South African laws in

conflict (e.g., Lawon leamer Pregnancy) withAfrican culture and attitudes among

Africans despising own and other African backgrounds, language, etc. There is

clear indication that fierce challenges await the implementation process. One

concludes, therefore, this is adaunting task to be undertaken. These need urgent

addressing for African Renaissance education to be successfully implemented.

6.3.7 The Place for African Renaissance

The major revelation was that there is determination that the place existed.

Research revealed that approaches need streamlining in order to adequately

address African culture, thereby creating a sense of belonging among Africans.

Accommodation will be created forAfrican traditions, cultures and customs. This

research has revealed that there is a place in education whereby African

consciousness, self-esteem, art, music, dance, from childhood through school

education (wde infra 5.4.4) would be promoted and preserved. One finds it

imperative that African Renaissance should be accommodated in the South

African Education system.

.
6.3.8 African Renaissance Accommodates the Concept of Edllcation and Cllltllre

Research found out that African Renaissance accommodated these two

interwoven and interconnected concepts. Respondents believed that the

concept presents an opportunity to teach the past and present historical heroic
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deeds and events of the African people; since education is a vehicle for

transmitting (African) culture from generation to generation. Essentially, it is an

education in the right direction. A major revelation to me was that African

Renaissance offered conclusively, accommodation for teaching, transmitting,

translating, conveying African culture and knowledge.

More emphasis during researchwas on lsiZulu, aprominentAfrican language in the

KZN Province and also nationally. The research found the need that all schools

including ex-Model C schools should give due attention and teach IsiZulu

effectively. Africans must. as a matter of necessity, start by studying their first

language first and know iteffectivelywell. There is belief that in addition to IsiZulu

the KZN Provincial Education should add lsiXhosa and SeSotho for employability

and national integration linguisticallyand culturally in South Africa. Therefore, one

concludes that the reawakening is in dire need of African languages.

6.3.9 Traditional African Cultural Traits Holding Much Promise for African

Renaissance

This was afollow-up question on 5.3.8 above. Itwas observed that respondents

became excited during interviev.s when responding to this question. A major

revelation was that Ubuntu holds an essential potential of excellence for the

realisation of African Renaissance. Respondents firmly believed that (vide supra

4.3.9) Ubuntu entails values of: empathy; self-identity; self-respect; respect for

others and acting respectfully; consensus; generosity; communalism; holding in

high esteem and in great respect one's dignity and identity; cherishing all other

cultures. Itemerged from research (videstpIO4.3.9) that Ubuntu is an: •engine";

'foundation" and 'nucleus' of "all envisaged goodness and holiness" and "the

only vessel" to help in the realisation ofAfrican Rena!ssance. I found it clear that

UbLintu, unadulterated, in Africa, for Africans, as the greatestgood sought, holds
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much promise for the realisation of African Renaissance in the South African

education.

6.3.10 Elements of Ubuntu bang of Significant Consideration

This was also a follow-up question on 5.3.9 above. Respondents firmly

believed that elements demanding important considerations in educating

school-going youth included: respect for things and nature; honesty; self-.
respect; self-love; respect for one another; loving others as thyself; empathy;

being cooperative and supportive in the community.

6.3.11 African Renaissance Ensuring the Revival of Culture of Lcaming, Teaching

and Services (COLTS)

The research found out that an uncompromising respondents' attitude in that

Ubuntu ensured and was the core to the revival of COLTS. Research revealed

that the two prominent features for revival are that educators will teach

effectively and with honesty and dedication; and that learners will probably

learn and will be teachable ifthese are emphasised. These twowould honestly

take up their responsibility ofperforming one's dutles according to the desired

purpose. I found it clear that Ubuntu is the essential condition for COLTS.

6.3.12 Indigenous and trained African educators are better positioned to

facilitate African Renaissance Education

One was astonished by responses that emphatically rejected this notion. A

major revelation was that African educators were not in a position to facilitate

African Renaissance becausemostofthemwere disoriented and lackexpertise.

There was need for reorientation and retraining them. There is need for
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reopening of Colleges of Education. Colleges offered some security for

engraving the African Renaissance ideology. There is a belief and fact that in

order to facilitate and effectively implement African Renaissance, African

educators should operate from highergroundso as to be emulated by leamers.

Research revealed thatAfrican educators emulatedneed to beknowledgeablej

attain expertise in their fields of studyj being self-disciplinedj focussedj

principledj of high moral standardsj duty conscious and responsible.

From the foregoing research findings I drevv the following recommendations..

6.4 RECOMMENDAnONS

This section presents the recommendations regarding the place ofAfrican Renaissance

in the education of South Africa on the basis of the findings of this study. The

implementation of these recommendations might clarify the accommodation ofAfrican

Renaissance. Relevant departmental officials need to attend to these in an unbiased and

apolitical manner. The most important aspect of the recommendation is aimed at the

possibilities of incorporation of African Renaissance in education. In the light of the

literature revievv in the study, interviews and observations, I recommend, as discussed

below, the inclusion ofIndigenousAfrican Education, IndigenousAfrican Curriculum, The

African Philosophy of Ubuntu, whereby incorporation of·African Renaissance in the

Education System of South African will be optimally realized.

6.4.1 Indigenous African Edacation

The introduction of African Philosophy in teacher education is recommended.

According to Young (1937:115) African Philosophy characterized a genuinely

indigenousAfrican education system. Through this education system the child will

be shaped in the right behaviour and the adolescent prepared for the right duty.
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Young (1937) attests to the fact that investigation has shown thatAfrican methods

were both pedagogicallyeffective and psychologicallysound. Two departments

were used in shaping the child. Between the two departments the African

covered three areas, namely, gentility, citizenship and sex. Presently, this is extra

curricula in modem dayeducation system. It is not handled by educators, but by

outsiders or NGO's, especially sexuality education. Young (1937) argues that

modem education is hampered in at least one direction when compared with

primitive and its foundation is upon books about things and not upon things

themselves. Furthermore, Young (1937) alleges that on the issues of citizenship

and sex Africans with their communal methods walked clear-eyed and frank until

theywere madewith a"hush-hush" attitude to be furtive and apologetic on these

matters. One suggests, therefore, that there is need to offer help to educators in

dealing with these issues ofcitizenship, sex, social hygiene because they must be

clear-eyed too and frank.

6.4.2 Indigenous African Curriculum

An IndigenousAfrican Curriculum is recommended. One deduces, therefore, that

the indigenous African education system presents African Renaissance education

with the starting point of transforming acurriculum framework.

I recommend the following curricula issues like etiquette which was the first

subject on theAfrican educational syllabus; the patterns ofbehaviour, the correct

things to do in each of a number of varying circumstances. This is because this

eliminated avvkwardnessandself-consciousness. Further, Irecommend behaviour

patterns for a boy, a girl and awoman, which were quite distinct from the man's

way of life. Incorporation is also called for different patterns of behaviour

appropriate to amarried woman and to aunmarried one. One recommends the

following patterns of behaviour forming the complete educational curriculum:
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.:. "mustn't touch it period"j

.:. "not done period" - no reasons given at this stagej

.:. "respectfor tribal taboos"j

.:. how to behave when so-and-so is here;

.:. what to do in the presence of father, or mother or brother, etc.j

.:. w~ of presenting something to someonej •

•:. w~ of taking something offered;

.:. a differentw~ of greeting certain peoplej

.:. when it will be wrong to give agreeting or indeed to speak at allj

.:. never deal with any social occasion standing, alw~ take it sittingj

down (Young, 1937:136).

These patterns of behaviour, according to Young (1937:140) were based on

three basic principles, namely: that nothing done hurriedly can be rightly or with

worthy dignity; that social contact should alw~ be ranked in importance above

ordinary routine dutiesj that hospitality should never be given the appearance of

a causal or incidental thing, buta~ as a central and vital value, a thing not

merely never to be omitted, but never to be scamped or hurried.

Ultimately the sole goal of education would be to produce a man or woman

ready at any moment with the right behaviour, for that particular moment--called

self-possession. One presumes this is pivotal for moral regeneration in South

Africa.

6.4.3 The African Philosophy of Ubanta

One recommends Ubuntu should be accorded subject status in the African

Centered Curriculum. One believes that Ubuntu be taken as anothername for life
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Orientation-leaming area. Over and above the literature reviewed has revealed

that "Ubuntu" was the goal for the indigenousAfrican curriculum. Ithas also been

revealed that "Ubuntu" is what the modem day South African society cries for.

One recommends "Ubuntu" as the:

"art of being human, the human virtues as exemplified by goodness of

characterand behaviour. It refers to the human qualities - acquired by

an individual through personal establishment and moulding by

voluntarily and intentionally accepting and internalizing human norms

and values in terms of the culture and the philosophical convictions of

his people. Ubuntu is the spiritual foundation of all African society"

CHeese & Badenhorst 1992:15).

I recommend "Ubuntu" to be taught in African schools to equip the youth with

such knowledge and skills that would enable them to develop a keen sense of

nationhood and service to both the nation and country; to develop physical,

social, mental and spiritual behaviour patterns in youth thatwill make them worthy

citizens; to develop the pupils' concept of themselves as individuals who are

pillars of the nation, hence the necessity for them to dedicate themselves to the

service of the nation and country (Annual Report - DepartmentofEducation and

Culture, 1993:21).

One believes that Ubuntu as a subject is value-laden and is Afrocentric. Ubuntu
•

emphasises the cultural heritage that Africa has bequeathed to her people.

Virtues of Ubuntu identified were: honesty, loyalty, respect courtesy, reliability,

unwavering obedience to adults, - to seniors and authority, clear-cut sex and

marriage controls, fair play in fight and wars, truth, justice, respect for personal

property, compassion, tolerance ofviews and races, sensitivity to the aged - the

handicapped and less privileged and enthusiasm for life CHeese & Badenhorst,
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1992:15-16). Thisr thereforer suggests a possibility of according status to the

subject of Ubuntu in the new South African curriculum. In essencer as Peter in

Wringe (1984:87) statesr these are basic values ·distinctive to the type of

democratic society in which we live.

6.4.4 The Incorporation of African Renaissance in the Education System of

South Africa

The incorporation of African Renaissance in education system is recommended.

One envisages that the transformational Outcomes Based Education (OBE)

curriculum framework is in good stead for the incorporation of Afrocentric

Education in the education system. This frameworl<r it is believedr is a

philosophical and organizational frameworkwhich sets outguidelines for teaching

and leaming. Accordinglyr this is a framework around which provinces and.
schools maybuild their learning programmes. It identifies importantcomponents

of education for South African leamers. It is descriptive rather than prescriptive

(Policy Document for (2oo5j 1997:2). Therefore OBE renders itself:

.:. method of educational improvement;

.:. as ameans of meeting the needs ofall students regardless of their

environment; ethnicityj economic status or disabling conditionj

.:. claims to create a greater curricular focusr develop better

instructional methods and assess student achievement with

precise clarity and validityj

.:. advocating hope to shift current educational practicesr intera/i~

a change in philosophy and beliefsr objectives tied to leamers
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outcomes, core and extended curriculum developmen~ mastery

of learning, accountabilityvia an information management system

and criterion referenced assessment (Capper & Jamison, 1993)

and

.:. traditional, transitional and transformational Outcomes Based

Education is evoMng from a micro curriculum and instructional

design approach to a more comprehensive approach (Spady &

Marshall, 1991:67).

One is of the convictions that Outcomes Based Education offers itself as a truly

emancipatory educational model for African Renaissance. The above Outcomes

Based Education principles, therefore, offer accommodation to African

Renaissance. One is further motivated by the Outcomes Based Education •

philosophy that there is place for African Renaissance. The Outcomes Based

Education philosophy as discussed by Capper and Jamison (1993) emphasises

OUtcomes Based Education philosophy based on the following six assumptions:

.:. all students can learn and succeed, success breeds success, and

schools control the condition of success;

.:. all decisions are driven by the vision of 'what the student should

be able to do" on completion of various milestones: a lesson, a

uni~ a subject or grade, or a public school career;

.:. on completion of the learner outcomes, both core curriculum

(focussed curriculum 'Nhich every student is expected to learn)

and extended curriculum ("extensions" or "enrichments" of the

core curriculum) are developed;
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.:. Outcomes Based Education relies heavity on the technique of

masterty learning; on a given time to do so. Blooms mastery

leaming principles call for students to master prerequisite skills

before moving on to advanced skills;

.:. schools should develop acomputer-managed system. This is a

means to store and manipulate data about student achievement

and prerequisite knowledge and

.:. it is necessary to have an equalty focussed assessment system.

Assessment which validly assess 100% of the material taught

(Capper & Jamison, 1993).

Consequentt}', these are components through which the Outcomes Based

Education seeks to make leaming an equitable experience forallleamers, assuming

that all students can leam and incorporating teaching techniques and educational

structuralwhich enhance rather than impede the opportunity for students to leam.

The Curriculum 2005 FrameNork is aimed at General Education and Training Band

(GET) which comprises three phases; namety:

.:. Foundation Phase (Grade Rto 3)

.:. Intermediate Phase (Grade 4 to 6)

.:. Senior Phase (Grade 7 to 9)

[Grade 10 to 12 inclusive} (policy Document, 1997:4).

In a nutshell, according to the Policy Document (1997) the Foundation phase is

part of Early O1ildhood Development (ECD) which intends to focus on,
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"the care and development of young children which must be the

foundation of school relations and the starting point of human

resource developmentstrategies from community to national levels.•

Secondly, in the Intermediate Phase it is envisaged that teaching and leaming be

highly contextualized and largely integrated. learners begin to understand

detailed relationships between materials, incidents, circumstances and people

and are able to infer the consequences of such relationships. Peer acceptance

is extremely important to learners in this phase. Group work, project work and

peer assessment should feature prominently in their learning (Policy Documen~

1997:5).

lastly, the Senior Phase is the area of great inter~ for incorporating African

Renaissance. The scope is only limited to this phase considering the researcher's

experience in the phase and most importantly to keep the research focussed

since the inclusion of other phases in detail would unnecessarily make research

too lengthy. The Senior Phase, according to PolicyDocument(1997:6), envisages

that leamers are increasinglyable to research independentlyofconcrete materials

and experiences; engage in open arguments; are willing to accept multiple

solutions to single problems; offered learning content be less contextualized, but

more abstract and more area specific. It should be clear that leamers are being

prepared for life after school.

AfricaI'} Renaissanceshould build in theOutcomesBased Education curriculum the

FIVE lEARNING AREAS. namely: language, literacy-and Communication (llQ;

Human Social Sciences and EconomicManagementSciences (HSS;EMS); Natural

Sciences and Technology (NSTECH); Arts and Culture (AO; and life Orientation

(LO). It is believed that these five leaming areas are crucial and key to the

realisation and of cardinal importance according to the introduction and
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implementationofAfrican Renaissance in theSouthAfrican Education System. The

envisaged Model provides learning activities of great concern in the syllabus.

Moreover, the model provides objectives that need attaining through an African

model. The discussion which follo'NS is only restricted to the rationale of each

/eaming area as well as teaching and learning practic~ demanding inclusion and

its implication for African Renaissance education. The rationale behind these

learning areas attests that:

.:. language, literacyand communication (liO are intrinsic to

human development and central to lifelong learning. The

advancementofmulti-lingua/ism as amajor resource affords

learners the opportunity to develop and value:

• their home language, cultures and literacies;

• other languages, cultures and literacies in our

multicultural and in international context and

• a shared understanding of a common South African

culture (Policy Document. 1997:liC-2).

One recommends, based on research results, thatattention should be

focussed on African languages in this regard. This should be

promoted through African literature(oral, story tellingklarrative, poetry;

praise singing); distinct African dance (for young men; for girls; for

national celebrations; for weddings, etc.); indigenous African music

(traditional music for girls; boys; bereavement; wor!< songs; National

African Functions, e.g., Umkhosi woMhlanga; war songs; family songs;

cfan songs, etc.). Most importantly, the subject might invigorate

learning power, restore human spirit. wisdom, love and appreciation.
of their African language; encourage local community involvement in
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curriculum delivery; develop rhetorical power in speech and develop

oral expression expressed dUring storytellin& and praise singing.

Invigoratingly African Renaissance spirit vvill be realized in the

curriculum.

•:. The Human and Social Sciences (HSS) contributes to developing

responsiblecitizens in aculturallydiverse, democraticsocietyvvithin an

interdependentworld; vvill equip learners to make sound judgements

and take appropriate actions, comprise the study of relationships

between people and between people and their environment, and

develop distinctive skills and a critical awareness of social and

environmental patterns, processes and events (Policy Document,

1997:HHS-2). In relation to HSS, the Economic and fvl.anagement

Sciences (EMS) vvill equip leamers vvith knowledge and

comprehension of economic and management skills and

competencies that vvill enable them to play a vital role in the process

oftransforming thecountry'seconomic, social, political, technological,

physical and demographic environments. Leamers are introduced to

an understandingofthewealth ofcreation process byequipping them

vvith the necessary South African background and knowledge in the

different spheres of the economy, such as basic economic,

management, finance, administration and institutions. The acquired

knowledge, skills and attitudes vvill ena91e the leamers to make a

contribution towards the improvementofthestandard of living, human

development, justice, basic conditions of employment, fair labour

practice; productivity; as well as opportunities for all to realise their full

potential (Policy Document, 1997:EMS-2).

It is believed that the HSS is the key African subject for African
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Renaissance. One recommends, based Qn research results, in

particular that African History of African nations residing in

different provinces in South Africa be taught It is suggested in

KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Province that the Zulu Nation's history be

fully studied by African children. Key to this history are politics

(ideal democracy); ideal government; Zulu Kingdorrv1<ingship;

Zulu Wars and its Heroesj Zulu Regiments and its

periodicizationj Zulu Historic Achievementsj History of Places

and Names of Places, History for families, clan local community,

etc. The aim of the subject is to revive in learners the

appreciation of their own African historyj uncover the original

roots of family, clan - African historicity and uncover their rich

African heritage of Africans in South African diaspora.

The Technology Learning Area combined with NS seeks to

develop: an ability to solve technological problems by

investigating, designing, evaluating as well as communicating

effectively in their own and other languages and by using

different modes; a fundamental undertaking of and ability to

apply technological knowledgej skills and values, working as

individuals and as group members, in a range of technological

contextsj a critical understanding of the interrelationships

between technology, society, the economy and the

environment

This understanding inter alia contributes to the development of

learners' ability to perform effectivelyin theirchangingenvironmentand

to stimulate them to contribute towards its improvementsj the delivery

ofquality education and access and redress through relevance to the
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ever-changing modemworld and in integration oftheoryand practise;

the development of citizens who are innovative, critical, responsible

and effective; and creating more positive attitudes, perceptions and

aspirations towards technology-based careers (Policy Document,

1997:TECH-2-3).

•:. Natural SCiences (NS), comprising the physical, life, and earth sciences,

involve the systematic study of the material universe - including natural

and human-made environments - as a set of related systems. The

development of appropriate skills, knowledge and attitude and an

understanding of the principles and process of Natural SCiences:

enable leamers to make sense of their natural wOrld; contribute to the

developmentofresponsible sensitive, and scientifically literate citizens

who can critically debate scientific issues ...; are essential for

conceiving, managing, developing and utilizing natural resources to

ensure the survival of local and global environments; and contribute to.
the creation and shaping of work opportunities (Policy Document,

1997:N5-S).

NS-TECH is also a key African leaming area. One recommends that

focus should be on taking as compulsory Agricultural SCience

especially Gardening; Nature Conservation (usage and care for natural

resources); Environmental Education (value of clean environment 

clean water, littering, etc.); Health Education and Personal Hygiene;

African SCience andMedicine. Teaching learnersAgriculture especially

gardening a nation will be taught how to feed itself. This would

proactively help in the fight of poverty and hunger eradication in

African communities. Above all, one hopes that learners will love and

value nature, the natural resources and a clean and unpolluted
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environment will be instilled in their minds.

•:. Arts and Culture (Aa leaming area affirms the integrityand importance

of the various art forms which include, but are not limited to dance,

drama, music, visual art, media and communication; arts, technology;

design and literature. Arts and culture are an integral part of life,

embracing the spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional aspects of

human society. Culture embodies lifestyles, behaviour patterns,

heritage, knowledge and belief systems. Arts and culture are

fundamental to allleaming. Arts and culture education and training

enable leamers to develop: the ability to make, recreate and invent

meaning; use of innovation, creativity and resourcefulness; effective

expression, communication and interaction betvveen individuals and

groups; a healthy sense of self, exploring individual and collective

identities; understanding and acknowledgement of our rich and

diverse culture; adeepened understanding of our social and physical

environment; and ourplacewithin thatenvironment; practical skills and

different modes of thinking, within a various form of art and diverse

culturesi career skills and income-generating opportunities that lead to

enhanced social, economic and cultural life; respect for human value

and dignity; insight into the aspirations and values of our nation, and

effective participation in the construction of a democratic society

(Policy Document, 1997:AC-3-4).

I recommend AC as akey African subject for accommodating African

Renaissance. Particular attention should be that in each province of

South Afri~ e.g., KZN - ZUlu Culture, customs, norms and values

should at a deeper level be taught The focal point should be on

indigenous African Culture, custorns, norms (v;de supra 5.4.2); values
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(videsupra5.4.2); African art, pottery; sculpture; painting; woodwork,

etc. While among other things income-generating opportunities are

created, it will also create individual African schools' fundraising

strategies. Eventually their products will contribute to the African

museums and tourism. It is envisaged that the learning area will in

learners, revive appreciation for art; revive asense of appreciation for

beauty; revive acultureofhanctvvorkandhenceeradicate idleness and

laziness; and develop an aesthetic conscience-African consciousness

(vide supra4.3.13 and 5.3.13).

•:. ufe Orientation (LO) learning area is fundamental in empowering

learners to live meaningful lives in a society that demand rapid

transformation. ufe Orientation is an integral part of education, training

and development; this is central to the holistic unfolding· of the

learners; and locates its vision of individual growth. llie Orientation

enhances the practice ofpositivevalues, attitudes, behaviour and skills
•

in the individual; promotes a human rights culture; promotes the

achievementofindividual learners' potential; independent, critical and

creative thinking; survival and coping skills; commitment to life-long

learning; pleasure in the expression and co-ordination of the

intellectual, physical, spiritual, emotional and moral powers. ufe

Orientation encourages ahealthy lifestyle (Policy Document, 1997:La

2).

LO offers itself the majorAfrican Renaissance focus area. It is also akey

African subject core to the Indigenous African Curriculum (vide supra

5.4.2). Particular attention needs be paid to African traditional

approach on sexual education (holiness, honesty or fidelity stresses);

self-identification (personal integrityf,vorth, self-love); African morals
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and norms (wde supra 5.3.10) (loyalty, honesty, sincerity, discipline,

orderliness, goodness) African self-image and self-identity; African

Traditional Religion encapsulating who God is to Africans (liturgy;.
Systematic Recitals, songs, oral tradition). There is absolutelyno doubt

that African Renaissance will be in full operation ifand when in African

learners value and dignity of the human person is restored (loving

others as thyself - videsupra3.11.4.2); good and cultured behaviour

is restored; acting respectfully with self-respect is revived; empathy,

generosityand communalism - videsupra3.11.4.2) are restored; self

esteem is developed (vide supra 3.11.5.2); living in harmony with

others or positive attachment to agroup is developed and have learnt

to maintain a religious conscience with afirm knowledge of God.

One is mindful of the report which stipulates that the phasing in

of a revised curriculum has many irnplicatiQns and these should

be considered carefully. Time would have to be provided for

resource mobilization, development of trainers and learning

support materials and the consolidation of national and

provincial curriculum structures to drive its implementation. The

publishers would require up to 3 years to produce quality

textbooks. The entire process will reqUire leadership, vision

and a planning and management process aligned to 'Tirisano

(The Review Committee Report;. 31 Mf!y 2000).

The crucial part is that this incorporation could pose numerous

problems for school management Evidently diversity in schools

reflects and necessitates diversity in management structures and

procedures at present Undoubtedly the school-based management

will be challenged to translate changes and reform in the curriculum
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into plans and practices which provide a supportive environment at

school and extend the support into the classroom. t-N:Jreover, that

will be incorporated for the good cause.

6.4.5 Critical Challengc5 for Afroccntric Education in South Africa

From the above-curriculum model arose critical challenges for the Afrocentric

Education. There are numerous challenges thatAfrocentric Education could face

in the education system of South Africa. Campbell etal (1969:2) asserts that the

escalation of public conflict surrounding school affairs has been a corollary to

increasing social demands. One examplewas the demand for Peoples Education

which emanated from the struggle against apartheid system of education which

discriminated indigenous Black Africans. The struggle for a liberating education

revealed hugebacklogs and discrepancies in the apartheid system ofeducation.

Itwould be unwise notto recommend tackling ofall those problems since today,

most of those problems created by apartheid policy still linger even in the

democratic system. This sectionwill concentrateonlyon four challenges deemed

to be critical for take off of Afrocentric Education in South Africa. These are

namelycurriculum development. reviving self-identitYinAfricans, moral values and

religion.

6.4.5.1 Curriealum developmtllt

There is need to develop an instrument to bring change. Luthuli (1985:71)

states that the school curriculum is regarded as one of the instruments that can

be used to bring change to fruition so as to reflect the attitudes of the people.

However, educational leaders should take responsibility and plan the school

curriculum to the changed imageofman taking into account thatwhich is dear

to African people. luthuli (1985) categorically states that educationists, not
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politicians are key men for ensuring peaceful change. Not any educationist is

needed but those who are dedicated to soMng the problem and who have

the necessary insight

The formal school curriculum, according to Steyn and Viljoen (1991) is

increasingly in the firing line because it is felt that the presentschool curriculum

does not sufficiently account for the complex realities of our society. In

agreementwith Luthuli (1985) the expectations ofthe local African community

cannot be ignored without plunging the curriculum into a legitimacy crisis.

Steyn and Viljoen (1991) identify the greatest challenges for the school

curriculum. These are: reconciliation between general, formative education

. and career education; challenge of meeting manpower needs in particular in

afree marketeconomy; challenge of career adaptability; enormous challenge

of reducing the gap between educational needs (and expectations) and the

available resources; uncertainty surrounding culture and value in view of

diversity of a multicultural society; the problem of environmental deprivation;

and socia-political matters (Steyn & Viljoen - 54 Journal of Education,

1991:243).

Caston in KrQger (1991) contends that there is continuous pressure for

curriculum renewal at the micro-level, that is, in the classroom. Caston stresses

the school-based curriculum developmentwhich rests on the notion that real
•

change must come from within. This, therefore, demands for the willing core

oteducators, principals, inspectors and senior management staff to attempt

something different secondly, set in the right manner the school-based

curriculum development (SBCD) offers the possibility of rich rewards.

Therefore, there is no doubt that co-operation between the central authority

and the schools on this matter of school-based curriculum development

would lead to improved effectiveness of the education system.
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Van den Heever (1987:8) states that there is need for curriculum to transform

into indigenous curriculum context This means that there is a need to replace

colonial teaching materials by something more Aliican and locally relevant in

inspiration and content

6.4.5.2 Self-image and self-identity of Africaa'

Literature studied reveals thatAfricans had completely lost their self-image and

identity through colonization acculturation which eventually led to

inferiorization. Regaining the innermostresource (Ramogale, 1998)posesgreat

challenge for Afrocentric Education.

In order to restore self-image andself-identity there is need for decolonization.

Koka (1995:7) avers that there is a dire need for !he performance of "mental

exorcism" where the ritual of the decolonization ofthe African mind" must be

carried out in order to wipe the screen of the mind thatwe can see clearly our

seff-image and seff-identity. There is need to for an exercise thatwould enable

the projection of the African personality, and assist in the breaking of mental

shacl<les that have for so long tied the Afiican. According to Koka (1995) such

a stance can certainly help us retain our personal and natural self-image and

identity. We can then proceed into world affairs at the international forum of

nations with confidence, pride and dignity. In actual fact we are faced with

the reconstruction of the BEING who have gone through 500 years period of

dehumanisation, suffering under the most inhuman acts of atrocities, physical

torture, mental anguish, economic deprivation, political suppression and

oppression, as well as through a historical experience. Rightly so, African

renaissance ushers in an area where Afiicans are to find themselves, who they

are, what they are, who they can be and what they can be. This remains a

huge challenge facing Afrocentric education. Certainly African Renaissance
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comes in when rebirth is wanted to revive self-identity and seff-image (ego

and a sense of being and African personality through education).

Secondly, there is need to face upwith the acculturation. Koka (1995) argues

that acculturation was aimed at despisin3t discrediting and ridiculing the local

people's customs and social practices labelling tbese as backward, primitive,

heathen and barbaric. People's thoughts, ideologies and concepts were not

taken into consideration in the structuring and content of the "new"

eurocentric education system. The conquered people became spiritually,

physically and mentally destroyed and demoralised. Their sense of group

identity was shuttered as their material, wealth, humanity and dignity were

. annulled. It is without doubt, therefore that people without their culture and

identity are people without substance that gives rise to their dignity.

This is a cause for concem for the Africologist in pursuit of excellence in

Afrocentric education. Moreimportantlyas Koka (1995:10)states, Afrocentric

education has to deal with the following resulting from acculturation:

.:. African culture and all factors essential for the building and

boosting of the African self-identity, became mutilated,

distorted and finally destroyed;

.:. Foreign culture often takes root and flourishes in while there

is rot of the indigenous culture;

.:. The African personalityand race identitybecomes traded in

for "assimilation" or "integration" in the alien culture through

the falsehood of the so-called "non-racialism" and
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.:. Indigenous people become plunged into a situation where

they cannot even see or define themselves in their own

terms.

Thirdly and lastly there is need to offer education that will eradicate

inferiorisation ofAfrican children which occurred because ofbeing subjected

to the racist system of education. lnferiorisation is a result of this system of

education. It led to mentally colonized and mesmerized to the extentofnon

recognition oftheirpersonhood and cultural identity. Koka (1995:6) states that.
the children became so dehumanized that they assumed a psychological

position of rootlessness, self-hate and self-destruction. He further asserts that

. inferiorisation did irreparable damage through inter alia social experiences,

poor housing, inadequate health care, racist education system, deprivation of

human rights, low workers income levels, economic exploitation, broken

families, acculturation and eroded into the indigenous peoples moral codes,

spiritual values, and human dignity. It is alleged that this stressful and negative

social experiences led to the development of self- or group-destructive

behavioural patterns. This shows the breadth of challenge African renaissance

faces.

Ramogale (1998:9), in v.ew of the above di~ion, avers that the absence

of inner resources in Africans, is the main cause of the spectacular matric

failures which are deeply rooted in the struggle for politics of the past He

fur1:her states that Black Consciousness N\ovement earlier attempted to

encourage critical inwardness which is foregrounding the need for black

awareness. Education is therefore faced with this need to encourage critical

inwardness in Africans. Ramogale (1998) contends thatwe are tyrannised by

a hidden enemy that lurks in our mind-set and cultural habit He alleges that

one such adversary is the pervasive culture of incliscipline in African
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communities. Absolutely, there is need to revive self-image and self-identity

in African people. Hopefully, Afrocentric Education can rescue us from such

a horrendous situation of a culturless people.

6.4.5.3 Morals or moral values

It is critical that goodness, humanness in the African communities be restored

through the school-going-youth. luthuli (1985:64) embraces the idea that the

beauty of life must be recognized and understood for individuals to enjoy a

full lifeand to preseNe it for generations to come. literature has revealed the

need to teach Ubuntu to the youth. Therefore, according to luthuli (1985:60)

all education (social motivation, social knowledge and affective education)

should stress moralitybecausewhen people leam to care about otherpeople

in return they leam to know about them as well. It is further argued that

reasoning must be implemented in the distinction between good and bad.

leamers must be able to reach their own conclusions about right and wrong.

What needs to be brought to the minds of leamers, therefore, is that an action

is not morally right in terms of particular situations and circumstances, but in

terms of a general standard of rightness, hence the philosophy of

Ubuntu,tBotho.

In congruence with luthuli (1985), Buthelezi (2001 :2) avers that the only true

foundation ofmoralityand ethics is in the critical capacity ofjudgementwhich

Cqn identify and distinguish between right and wrong. Nilmoepa (1999:8)

states that democracy and South African constitution are premised on the

fundamental belief in inherentgoodness of the citizenry, on the belief that the

citizenry, aware of their rights, duties and responsibilities and organized to

express themselves freelY- will ensure high ethical standards. Sharp (1980:30)

contends thateducation has asocial function to play in initiating theyoung into
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those ofour arching moral values which bind societies together. Sharp (ibid)

cites components of moral systems which are universal. These components,

all encourage the spirit of self-discipline and self-control; a sense of self

abnegation and positive attachment to the group towhich we belong and the

spirit of autonomy.

Parkies (1999:10) illustrates the absence of morals in schools. He contends

that today South African Black high schools, often look more like crisis centres

than education institutions. They are inundated with problems which are

racked with social pathology evident in school grounds. Parkies (1999)

identifies the following problems in schools: pregnant teenage girls; gang

related killings; killing ofteachers byone another; injuries; troubled and suicidal

teens; drug use and dope peddling. African renaissance faces a mammoth

task of reviving goodness and humanity through education.

6.4.5.4 African Traditional Religion

One having addressed African culture (videsupra5.4.5.2 and 5.4.5.3) and all

that it entails, one also singles out African Traditional Religion as the toughest

challenge of all for South African Education System that cannot be

disregarded. According to fdolNU (1973:103) there isacommon Africanness

about the total culture and religious beliefs and practices of Africans. With

regard to the concept ofGod, there is a common thread, however tenuous

in places, running throughout the continent of Africa. IdOlNU avers that

particular reference to the character ofdeity makes it possible to speak ofa

religion ofAfrica. There is one name for God which appears in various forms

in several places according to the "native language" of each locality.

Accordingly, the man of faith in Africa has his obedience and allegiance to the

Transcendent, to God.
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The South Afiican Education system faces a challenge in Afiican Religious

Centeredness. Idowu (1973:150)contends that inAfiica, on one ground, the

real cohesive factor of religion is the living God, and thatwithout this factor all

things would fall to pieces. Idowu (1973:148-164) identifies four attributes

of God of Afiica: Firstly, He is a Reality to the Afiicans and convey the purest

expression of their religious thinking and of their religious experience.

Secondly, God is unique as found in attributes, such as: songs, proverbs and

in their liturgy that which is aboriginal or foundational, handed down from

generation to generation, that which continues to be practised by living men

and women of today as the religion of the foreberears, not only as a heritage

from the past, but also thatwhich people of today have made theirs by living

it and practising it thatwhich for them connects the pastwith the present and

upon which they base the connections between now and eternity with all

that spiritually they hopeor fear. Thirdly, God is the absolute controller of the

universe, is the ultimate fountain, head of all power and authority; of all

sanctions for orderly relations between men. Fourth, God is One, the only

God of the whole universe. This is asignificant part of the Afiican concept of

God which must be well understood ifone is to understand Afiican attitude

to life with regard to personal relation. Presumablyalso, with regard to Afiican

education approach.

Idowu (1973:1) further contends that religion has alvvays served a purpose

which belongs to the very fabric of life itselfand this as a fact of history as of

experience. Particularly the indigenous African Education. Therefore, religion

is an inescapable involvement of every member of the human race. Truly

therefore, we are all of us religious. Obviously the inevitability of religion is

deep down in the natureofeveryperson. There is, therefore, an inherenturge

in man which makes religion a matter of ultimate concem above all in the

Afiican educational practices. As no precise line of demarcation between



religion and culture, ldovvu (1973:5) makes a fuir attempt at differentiation

thereof in that whole culture covers the whole of people's scheme of life,

where religion gives direction and complexion to the scheme.

On top of recognition to be given to the African Traditional Religion the

education system is further challenged to include itas partofschool curriculum

as a learning area. It is imperative, as identified by Idovvu (1973:84-85), that

the four sources of African Traditional Religion namely: set liturgy; systematic

rituals; songs and oral tradition, to accommodate this religion as part of Arts

and Culture learning area in the school curriculum.

In full support of Idovvu (ibid), now with full reference to African Renaissance

Nkesinga (1999) advocates the God-factor in' the rebirth of the African

continent Although Africa is caught up in civil wars, corruption and criminal

activities, her people have a firm inner knowledge ofGod. In actual fact the

effects ofsuch recognition on conductand mental attitude are immense. Most

probably, it is the kind of conduct and mental attitude required in African

people. Nkesinga (1999) says African renaissance which does not take

cognisance of this fact will be alien to the people and will be another failed

project He zones the problems of Africa in leaders and people in

economically influential positions who have notgiven God-space in their lives.

Ultimately, they have abandoned the sharing spiritofUbuntu which desires the

survival of the other if they are in great need ofspiritual and material benefits.

According to Nkesinga (1999) this philosophy Iin[<s up with the Incarnation of

God in Jesus O1rist For in us is the divine deposit of God the generosity of

sharing. In reality God shares space, time and resources with us. Because

Africa has been on the receiving end of relief, this process has obscured the

sharing element in the African philosophy ofUbuntu. Crucially, the God-factor

is the clynarnic power for the loving people projects.
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In appreciating Africa, Chikowore (1999) states thatAfrica is acontinent to be

proud of. It is God's beloved place. It is a home to all. It is the mother of

mans existence and hence of other continental giants who have unashamedly

exploited her resources. According to him we need to be proud of being.
ourselves and of being people who live in God's beloved garden ofAfrica.

A new religious philosophy has emerged among Africans. Luthuli (1981 :64)

defines this new religious philosophy as.a religious belief, not only in God

himself, but also in His human nature, bestowed by the Holy Spirit This has

become the basis ofa new philosophyof life. Today Black Christians look to

the union with their Creator.

In essence African Renaissance should, therefore, according to Nkesinga

(1999) be peculiarly focussed and dravvn from the divine deposited fund 

aprovision into the African Culture for God to be known and appropriated.

Africa's birth must recall, recapture a consciousness that is God-centred.

There is, therefore, challenge for Afrocentric Education to teach leamers to

know, love and serve God the Father, the Son and Holy Spirit, in humble

obedience, living well with other people, doing things justly and expressing

love and mercy.

One believes that the implementation ofAfrocentric education can succeed.

One is also of the conviction that African Renaissance is not something

farfetched. It is within reach. This calls for attempting the challenge posed by

curriculum development, African identity, morals and religion in all honesty.
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6.5 POSSIBLE IMPLlCAnONS OF THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

This research suggests an African oriented approach rather than Eurocentric or aWestem

centred African Education. This places a demand on making the present curriculum

relevant to the needs of the Afiican society in general. The curriculum and the syllabus

shall be under continuous scrutiny by educationists, educators and policy decision

makers, who are effectively politicians at the helm, in order to ensure that these remain

relevant to the society (Thembela, 1978:7). Education ought to be designed to

internalize African values.

It is implied here that the vernacular or an African language in a particular province, will

initially be the medium of instruction for conceptual and cognitive development of the

child in this proposed model. In that manner an indigenous approach will drive

Africanisation of the curriculum. Activities, facts and concepts in a primary Afiican

language will be clearly understood by learners. Hopefully, the joy and pleasure cif

leaming will be restored in the classroom which is essential for high esteem hence

excellent performance in schools.

It is implied also that the production of good textbooks, by implication here, which

includes the production and screening of African content in textbooks is essential.

It is furthermore implied that education be culturally based in the provinces of South

Africa.

Educators, effectively need to adequately receive quality initial training in order to be

resourceful and flexible. Stucly leaves ought to be revised in order to provide enough

time for further training. Essentially, aqualityeducator is astartingpoint for transformation.
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By implication both the indigenous and the OBE curricula need the principal and

educators of prime quality. By and large quality assurance in education needs to be

taken more seriously. Both the African principal and the educator are genuine activists

for the rebirth of African education in South Africa.

It is furthermore implied that educators and school managers ought to work very closely

in partnershipwith parents orpeople from surrounding communities ofschools inAfrican

culture, historical events, etc. Hence there is need for the strengthening of partnership

of all stakeholders in the education of African learners.

By implication the recommendation affirm the African history including heroes and

heroines and their respective heroic deeds. Celebrations in honourof their deeds need

to be conducted. More African literature needs be produced. Africans need to

acknowledge where theycome from and where theyare going. The affirmation calls for

throwing off the falsifications of European influence that have justified the enslavement

and colonisation ofAfricans.

By implication schools are encouraged to build onAfrican cultural museums, Home Craft

Centres, Agricultural Schools, Arts and Culture Centres, mini-African libraries and to strive

to make continuous contribution to tourism industry of our country.

Schools also ought to be resourceful, in terms of floor space or classrooms, or halls for

rehearsals, demonstrations, dramas, to provide for arts and c;raft. music attire, instruments

and tools.

It is implied here that education for Africans ought to promote Africans who are proud

ofwho they are. African Renaissance inspires all Africans to take their destiny into their

own hands (Schraeder, 2001). Despite their racial diversity Africans will, through their

education, strive for social justice, peace, individual integrity, SouthAfrica's development
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and for the African continent as awhole.

This research further suggests that the recommendation on the basis ofAfrican Tradition

Religious Instruction/ through African Renaissance education/ Africans will recapture a

conscience that is God-eentred. By implication the recapturing ofsuch aconsciencewill

revive Africans firm innerknowledge of God. Since the God factor is the dynamic power

for African culture and customs.

By and large/ Africanness will be established in African schools in a true sense of the

word. This is essentially because the school is the important institution to practiseAfrican

Renaissance.

In good faith/ these inherent implications on recommendations made herein/ about

accommodating African Renaissance warrant further consideration in legislating,

restructuring, as well as in further research about African Ed;ucation.

6.6 THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The stucly has limitations encountered during the course of stucly. This research is a

contribution to manyAfrican Studies, however/ itdelimited an area ofconcem. Itdid not

involve all the African groups in South Africa. It only concemed itself with AmaZulu in

KZN. A purposeful sample was utilized thus selecting a fevv respondents from whom

qualitative data was collected through intervievvs. MDreover/ due to financial limitations

the research could notcoverawider scope. In order to fully realize the place ofAfrican

Renaissance in the South African education/ there is need for further research on:

++.• The strategies forpropagatingAfrican Renaissance ideas in schools

and making it more real and meaningful to them;
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.:. Enacting democratic educational laws compatible with African

cultures and practices. A review of the latest laws of South Africa

as well as educational laws in conflict with African culture is a

course for great concem. A review thereof is critical and urgent

in avoiding total extinction of African culture through the current

education system, where little seems to have changed apart from

some element of the OBE curriculum;

.:. The type of curriculum relevant for Africans educational needs in

South Africa thatwill renderAfricans globallycompetitive without

losing their African identity and consciousness;

.:. There is need to develop practical suggestions on educational

activities for restructuring African consciousness especially for the

school-going youth;

.:. How African First Language, in particular IsiZulu, can be taught,

studied and preserved in its genuine, unadulterated form and as

a vessel for cultural transmission from generation to generation;

.:. Strategies on how present African educators permanently

employed can be reorientedand infusedwithAfrican Renaissance

ideology, in order to propagate this philosophy of education in

school as agents of educational transformation, whereby African

consciousness is generally revived, preserved and cherished in

both curricula and extra-curricula activities and

.:. Seeing that this research presented here has an African

perspective.
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6.7 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research was to critically analyse and describe the place of African

Renaissance in education. African Renaissance is humanistic enough (Britannica,

1991:1020). It should be seen as helping men break free from mental structures

imposed either by colonization, inferiorisation, abhorring apartheid or Black politics in

South Africa. It should inspire a new confidence in the possibilities of African thought

and creation. Ignorance about African Renaissance need be broken and seen as the

greatest good to be sought (Green, 1975:29) in reshaping modem African education.

Decolonization and depoliticization of Africans are crucial.in order to aspire freely for

incorporation. The readerofresearch as well as the researcher need to be depoliticized

in South Africa, in order to fully implement recommendations on accommodating an

Afrocentric Education.

From the research findings it is evident that African Renaissance has a place in the

education ofSouth Africa. Down-to-earth research and restructuring needs be done so

that African Renaissance education can help Africans develop as Africans. Prevalent

dichotomies need addressing. Of paramount importance is the fact that the South

African DepartmentofEducation pays particularattention to the recommendations made

in this research so as to sufficientlyand expeditiouslyaddress the educational needs and

expectations of the indigenous African people.
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ANNEXURE A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A. IDENTIFICATION PARTICULARS

1. Respondent:

2. Race:

3. Place of Birth:

4. Job Occupied:

5. Years of Service in Your Job:

6. Date of Interview:

7. Time of Interview:

B. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. In your opinion what is Afiican Renaissance?
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2. Since the idea of African Renaissance came about, has it changed anything in

schools?

3. What do you think should African Renaissance Education be like?

4. What should South African Education System consider important, in order to

succeed under African Renaissance period?

5. In what way do you think African Renaissance could be incorporated into the

school education level?

6. In your opinion, what are critical challenges for African Renaissance Education

implementation in African schools?
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7. Would you scry then African Renaissance has a place in the South African

Education System?

8. In what sense, in your opinion, does the concept African Renaissance offer

accommodation for Education and Culture?

9. Follow-up question: Which traditional African cultural aspects holds much

promise for the realisation ofAfrican Renaissance?

10. Follow-up question: What elements of ·Ubuntu" do you think should receive

sisnificant consideration?

11. Do you think, then, African Renaissance can ensure,the re\ival of the Culture of

Leamins, Teaching and Services (COLTS)?
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12. Would you say African educators are in abetter position to help facilitate African

Renaissance in African Schools?
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